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Abstract

Robotic systems interacting with other objects/the environment typically perform in a slow fash-
ion. To increase the performance, one should also take into account impacts. Control strategies
involving single contact impacts are well established in the literature. Simultaneous impacts, i.e.,
impacts occurring at multiple contacts at the same time instance, however, are typically neglected
and thus form the center of attention in this work. A trajectory with simultaneous impacts tends
to show more complex behavior in its neighborhood, as a perturbed trajectory may experience
more jumps than the reference. This then results in the unwanted peaking phenomenon, which is
even more complex due to the multiple jumps. Furthermore, a perturbed trajectory may continue
in modes that are not specified in the reference trajectory, as a perturbed system may achieve
a configuration with only one contact closed. The combination of these problems complicate
the tracking problem considerably, and to our knowledge none have formally investigated generic
aperiodic trajectories with simultaneous impacts.

In this work, these trajectories are investigated, and trajectory tracking is realized for a given
benchmark example. To do so, the mechanical system with unilateral constraints is reformulated
as a nonlinear state-triggered hybrid system. We then propose the hybrid control strategy refer-
ence spreading control for simultaneous guard activation, and via a sensitivity analysis we infer
the local stability of these trajectories. From the sensitivity analysis, we obtain a positively ho-
mogeneous time-triggered hybrid system that is capable of describing the system behavior locally.
The interesting part about this local model is that it combines the jumping and in-between flow
effects of the nonlinear state-triggered hybrid system in a so-called conewise constant jump gain.
The local modal are then able to describe the local system behavior, even when the jump times
are different. Reference spreading control and the underlying sensitivity analysis are then used to
achieve trajectory tracking of a given benchmark example, which is shown via numerical experi-
ments.

As a benchmark example, we consider a mechanical system consisting of a fully actuated block
and an unactuated plank with a spring and damper. The system is assumed to have no friction,
thus we focus only on the normal impact phenomena. As a reference motion we consider a block
experiencing simultaneous inelastic impacts on the flat surface of the plank. Using this case study,
we validate numerically that the positive homogenization can provide first-order approximations
of the dynamics of the nonlinear hybrid system, both in open- and closed- loop. We furthermore
observe that uniform asymptotic stability of the closed-loop positive homogenization indicates
trajectory tracking of the closed-loop benchmark example and thus expect that reference spread-
ing control with the underlying sensitivity analysis can be used to realize trajectory tracking for
mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts in general.
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Nomenclature

Roman symbols

bP Damping coefficient of rotational damper of plank
c number of guard conditions/unilateral constraints
e Basis vector
eC Euclidean error
eR Reference spreading error
E Matrix of restitution coefficients
f Vectorfield
g Gravity acceleration
g Jump map
G (Conewise) constant jump gain
h Contact distance
H Column containing the centripedal, Coriolis and gravity terms
i Macro discrete time of multi-scale hybrid time
I(·) Hybrid time domain of a (subscript) trajectory
I Set of contact indices
j Discrete time of classical hybrid time
J Mass moment of inertia of object
kP Stiffness of rotational spring of plank
k Micro discrete time of multi-scale hybrid time
l Height of object
L Length of object
m Mass of object
M mass matrix
O Origin of frame
q Generalized coordinates
Qnc Non-conservative generalized forces
s Transition specific constraint indicator
S Constraint indicator
Ss Matrix containing the generalized directions of the actuator forces
t/tki Time/ k’th event time pertaining to i’th nominal even
T Kinetic energy
u Input
U Internal energy
v Generalised velocity
v Perturbed input direction
V Potential energy
W Matrix containing the direction of contact forces in the generalized coordinates
x State
x The horizontal displacement of block
y The vertical displacement of block
z Positively homogeneous state/perturbed state direction
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Greek symbols

α Reference state
γ (Transition specific) guard
Γ Total guard vector
ε Perturbation scaling parameter
ε Restitution coefficient
κ(i) Event complexity (impact complexity) at nominal event i
λ Contact forces
Λ Contact impulses
µ Nominal input term
θ Angle of block
σ Mode of the system
σk(i) transition specific mode
Σ(i) Set of relevant transition specific modes in multi-scale hybrid time
τ Nominal event time
τrot Torque given to the block
φ Angle of plank with respect to inertial frame
ψ Angle of the normal cone
ξ Normal contact velocity
ω Angular velocity
Ω Angular momentum

Subscripts

B block variable
d Damping
f Final
ε Perturbed
g Global coordinates (frame)
g Gravity
l Local coordinates (frame)
P Plank variable
ref Reference
R Reduced
s Full impact seqeunce

Left upperscripts

σ Current mode/sequence of modes

Right upperscripts

a Ante-event
k The k’th micro counter
p Post-event
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Miscellaneous

Df Linear map
~(·) Vector notation
(···) [bold] Column/row/matrix notation
˙(·) Velocity notation

(̈·) Acceleration notation
R Real numbers
N Integer numbers
(̄·) Extended
∅ Empty set
num1(·) Operator counting the number of 1’s in a binary numbering convention.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Physical robot-environment interaction

The analysis and control of mechanical systems with contact is an active field of research. Many
examples of such systems is found in the field of robotics. One can think about assembly line
robots, handling objects using a gripper, or bipedal humanoid robots, having feets and arms that
interact with the environment. Although control strategies exist for such systems, a common ap-
proach to handle changes during contact conditions, i.e., impact and detachment, is still to enforce
that these changes occur at negligible speed. This, however, leads to the robot performing the
task in a slow fashion. Quickening the task consequently increases the effect of impacts, complic-
ating tracking control due to velocity discontinuities. Faster robots, however, may be desired, as
factories may realize greater throughputs, and robots may be deployed in more challenging envir-
onments. One could, for instance, think about deploying robots in rescue operations for which a
fast response is desired.

Recently, there has been an increase of research efforts directed towards elimination of such a
performance-restricting condition, i.e., establishing contact at negligible speed. Most of these
studies consider the scenario of a fixed sequence where only one contact is established or lost
at a time. In this work instead, we consider the case of simultaneous impacts. The term sim-
ultaneous impacts refers to impacts for which multiple contact points of the mechanical system
participates. This will further elevate restrictions on the system and in that way increase potential
performance. The problem under study in this thesis, is to make a mechanical system perform
a desired motion with simultaneous contact changes. This is essentially complicated by the fact
that trajectories nearby the reference trajectory tend to experience a different sequence of contact
changes. Consequently, a control strategy that can deal with this aspect needs to be constructed.

1.2 Control of multi-contact robotical systems

Control strategies that deal with multi-contact mechanical systems already exist. These strategies,
however, prevent or ignore the occurrence of simultaneous impacts. An example is the control
strategy in [1], in which the authors make the quadruped robot MIT CHEETAH 2, see Figure
1.11, run with the bounding gait specified in [2]; the pair of rear and front legs strike the ground
alternately. Instead of a four-legged model, a two-legged model is used, and it is assumed that the
pair of front and hind legs act in synchrony; the authors do not explicitly consider multi-contact
situations. The bounding gait in [2], additionally, only performs well when the considered system
has met certain requirements, which in turn limits the application of the control strategy in [1].
Furthermore, the authors do not incorporate impacts in the modeling process.

1https://biomimetics.mit.edu/research/dynamic-locomotion-mit-cheetah-2
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A picture of the quadruped robot MIT Cheetah 2.

Other examples can be found in the locomotion of bipedal robots, see Figure 1.22. In [3], the
authors mention some methods to control the walking behavior of a bipedal robot, e.g., via a
Zero Moment Point (ZMP) based approach. This method focuses on the dynamic stability of the
robot, cf. [4]. By the usage of the ZMP, one assumes zero impacting velocities as they tend to
keep the upper bodies - which have the most mass - relatively still with respect to the moving leg.
This is also noticed in [5], where the robot moves in a similar manner. As it does walk on uneven
ground, an angular momentum based controller is implemented for when the robot is out of bal-
ance. The authors, though, consider no impacts, as one can find no state jumping expressions in [5].

In [6], the authors use the concept of hybrid zero dynamics and human-inspired control. For
this, impacts are also considered to take place when the displacing foot hits the ground, whereas
with the previous strategies this was neglected. Nevertheless, simultaneous impact is neglected as
the authors consider the flat foot as a single contact object instead of a more realistic multi-contact
object, cf. [7] and [8]. In [9], the authors extended the theory in [6] to incorporate more anthro-
pomorphic gaits by having a walking pattern where the foot does not land flat on the ground.
Herein, the foot is regarded as a two-contact body with a heel and a toe. The authors, however,
generate a trajectory in which there is always a sequence of single contact impacts, i.e., heel strike
→ toe strike → heel lift, and simultaneous impacts are thus avoided.

Figure 1.2: A picture of the bipedal humanoid robot HRP-4.

2http://www.plasticpals.com/?attachment˙id=24543
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

One can also look at tracking control of industrial robots, for which we refer to [10]. Herein, the
robot tries to insert a complex shaped planar part into a board like a puzzle piece. To achieve
the highest rate of convergence, the authors analyze multiple reference trajectories in which they
insert the planar part via different contact sequences, similar to how we complete a puzzle. Al-
though the approach does work, see [11], one may rather prefer stating only one trajectory with
simultaneous contact and just look at the end result; we are not interested in what happens during
simultaneous contact.

Even though there are many control strategies present, none investigates formally the stability
of trajectories with simultaneous impacts. One reason may be that the authors expected in-
significant changes to the performance of their control strategies when considering simultaneous
impacts. In the case of a flat walking robot, assuming that a foot, although impacting in a slightly
rotated fashion, will still land flat on the ground, is a reasonable one and should also occur in
almost all situations; one should only be careful when walking with fast speeds on edges. Another
reason may be the difficulty of investigating the stability of these motions, as we explain in the
next section.

1.3 Main challenge

The tracking problem for single-contact impacts is already treated extensively in the literature,
and solutions have been found for it. Nonetheless, we give a short description of this tracking
problem to give the reader a sense that even the simpler case is quite challenging to solve. After
that, the tracking problem for simultaneous impacts is worked out, defining the main challenges
of this work.

Tracking problem single-contact impacts

Due to the state-triggered nature of the impacts, the times at which jumps occur for a trajectory
near a reference trajectory will, in general, not coincide with the jump times of the reference, cf.
[12] - [25]. Defining the classical notion of error as the difference between the system state and
reference state, i.e., the Euclidean error, results in so-called peaking phenomenon, cf. [12] - [25].
This peaking phenomenon is visible as high discontinuous error values and is undesired due to the
complication of describing stability, even when the error trajectory may show desirable results.
Consequently, the number of stabilizing control strategies that can achieve trajectory tracking
are limited. Furthermore, one may achieve poor tracking performance when designing a tracking
controller based on the Euclidean error as mentioned in [16].

Tracking problem for simultaneous impacts

Considering a reference trajectory with simultaneous impacts, a nearby state trajectory will not
only jump sooner or later than the reference, but will also show more jumps than the reference.
Figure 1.3 illustrates a mechanical example, in which the upper drawing depicts a reference mo-
tion with simultaneous impacts, and the lower drawing a perturbed motion with a sequence of
single-contact impacts. Consequently, the Euclidean error shows two peaks of high error values,
in contrast to one peak for the single-contact case. To our knowledge, no control strategy exists
to deal with this mismatch of number of jumps, i.e., the reference trajectory jumps only once,
whereas the perturbed trajectory jumps twice (or more).

Another problem is the occurrence of modes which are not specified in the reference trajectory.
These modes can, for instance, be interpreted as the different contact states of the mechanical sys-
tem. Considering Figure 1.3, one can observe that the perturbed motion experiences continuous
dynamics which do not occur in the reference motion, i.e., the dynamics with only one contact
established. Furthermore, depending on the perturbation, a different contact may be established,

Tracking control for mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts 3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and one may subsequently conclude another mode that is not present in the reference trajectory.
For example, rotating the block in Figure 1.3 anti-clockwise may result in a perturbed motion
with the left-contact impacting first. This, consequently, may result in vastly different behavior
of the perturbed motion. Stabilizing the reference trajectory thus becomes more challenging, as
one not only needs to take into account the multiple jumps of the perturbed motion, but also the
perturbed motion behaving differently for different perturbations.

1.4 Control of hybrid systems with state-triggered jumps

In this work, the mechanical system with unilateral constraint is reformulated as a nonlinear
state-triggered hybrid system. In the literature, it is found that formulating the dynamics in a
hybrid system framework allows for viable descriptions and control methods of mechanical systems
experiencing impacts, cf. [6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The continuous dynamics are described
using ordinary differential equations, whereas the impact phenomena are captured using a jump
map that is triggered by a condition on the state itself. In this section, the approach is formulated
to which we solve the tracking problem for simultaneous impacts. Before doing so, a literature
review is given about the available strategies for the single-contact case. This then further supports
the strategy taken in this work.

Control for single-contact impact

Several approaches exist to deal with the non-coinciding jumping times and the resulting peaking
phenomenon. In [19], the authors try to make the jump times coincide by also actuating the
impacting surface. The issue with this approach, is that it will only work when the state of the
system and its environment are known exactly, and an actuatated surface is available. The first
is never the case in practice, and the second is not always present. In [20] instead, a reference
trajectory is set up with periodic jump times, and the error is simply not defined for a small
time interval about the jump times of the reference trajectory. This approach will only work with
periodic reference trajectories, which is not applicable to our analysis as we also consider generic
aperiodic trajectories.

In [21], the authors consider an extra mirrored reference trajectory to avoid the peaking error.
They track either the original reference trajectory or the mirrored trajectory depending on the
jumps of either the perturbed or the reference trajectory. In this way, the directions of the motion
of the system and reference will always be the same, which causes these error peaks to dissapear.
In [12, 13, 14, 22], a novel method to quantify the error is defined which they call a distance func-
tion. This distance function deals with such non-coinciding jump times by implicitly incorporating
the state jump map in its definition. The result is that the distance function will not be affected
by jumps, as it applies the jump map to the trajectory which has not jumped when the other has.
Both methods are, however, not equipped to handle inelastic impacts and phases of intermittent
contact.

Finally, there is the Reference Spreading (RS) based hybrid control as discussed in [15, 16, 17, 18,
23, 24], which is used in this work. This approach can deal with aperiodic signals and situations
where the system experiences inelastic impacts, see [15, 17]. It is based on extending the reference
trajectory about the times of jump by forward and backward integration of the dynamics, such
that at every point in time multiple reference branches are found. A switch from one branch to
the next is then triggered by a jump of the system, enforcing the jumps in the state and reference
to occur at the same time.

4 Tracking control for mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts
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t < τ t = τ t > τ

t < t1 t = t1 t = t2 > t1

Perturbed

Reference

Figure 1.3: A graphical representation of a planar block with a reference motion with simultaneous
impacts in the upper drawing and a perturbed motion with single-contact impacts in the lower
drawing. The reference motion experiences simultaneous impacts at t = τ , while the perturbed
motion experiences single contact impacts at t = t1 and t = t2 with t1 < t2.

Control for simultaneous impacts

We propose to use RS control to deal with the tracking problem. The methodology is, however,
currently still limited to trajectories with single-contact impacts. The adaptation of the strategy
to track trajectories with simultaneous impacts is one of the points of interest in this work. We
furthermore perform a sensitivity analysis, cf. [23], to gain insight about the local behavior of the
nonlinear state-triggered hybrid system. Subsequently, a tool may be developed via this analysis
that helps us in designing a tracking controller with RS control. The sensitivity analysis is,
nevertheless, also currently limited to trajectories with single-contact impacts, and the extension
of the analysis to trajectories with simultaneous impacts is another point of focus in this work.
To our knowledge, this has not been done before and the closest to what we find is [26].

1.5 Research objective

The research objective of this work is to investigate whether the RS control and the underlying
sensitivity analysis can be used to stabilize motions of mechanical systems experiencing simultan-
eous inelastic impacts. To achieve this goal, we formulate the following subgoals:

� Extend the RS control framework to dynamical systems experiencing jumps by satisfaction
of two (or more) guards, i.e., when two or more contacts get closed.

� Extend the sensitivity analysis in [23] to be applicable to trajectories with jumps due to the
satisfaction of two (or more) guards.

� Define a proper benchmark example for which we can design a reference trajectory with
simultaneous inelastic impacts, and to which we can apply the sensitvity analysis.

� Analyze how well the local description of the dynamics, resulting from the sensitivity analysis,
approximates the original mechanical system near a reference trajectory, both for open- and
closed- loop conditions.

Tracking control for mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts 5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.6 Outline of the report

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we define the multi-contact
mechanical system in the framework of non-smooth dynamics. We formulate the continuous and
impact dynamics, and with an impact law the occurrence of simultaneous inelastic impacts. We
then reformulate the mechanical system within a hybrid system framework, allowing us to perform
RS control and sensitivity analysis on.

In Chapter 3, we first discuss the RS control for the single guard cases, i.e., single-contact impacts,
as performed in [15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24]. We then extend this control strategy to be applicable
to trajectories with jumps due to the simultaneous activation of multiple guard conditions, i.e.,
simultaneous impacts. For sake of brevity, we will just state trajectories with simultaneous guard
activation in the future.

A sensitivity analysis is performed in Chapter 4, where we also introduce new hybrid notations
to ease the description of dynamical systems with multiple guard conditions. From the sensitivity
analysis, we derive a tool, i.e., a local model, that potentially can be used to analyze the stability
of a trajectory with simultaneous guard activation. We validate this numerically in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 5, we first explain the benchmark example on which we apply the RS control and
sensitivity analysis. We then show from numerical experiments that the local model, derived from
the sensitivity analysis, can describe the local behavior of our benchmark example well. We fur-
thermore show that uniform asymptotic stability of our closed-loop local model seems to indicate
trajectory tracking for our closed-loop benchmark example. This then gives the indication that
the tool developed from senstivity analysis may indeed be used to stabilize a trajectory with sim-
ultaneous impacts.

Chapter 6 then summarizes the main conclusions derived throughout the report, and further-
more gives recommendations for future work.

6 Tracking control for mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts



Chapter 2

Modeling mechanical system with
unilateral constraints

This chapter reviews the modeling of mechanical systems with unilateral constraints. Unilateral
constraints characterize constraints on the distance between two rigid bodies. The occurrence of
impacts is induced by these constraints, where we assume that impacts are instantaneous and the
accompanying forces are impulsive. These assumptions are typically used in literature to analyze
and control physical systems with impacts and have resulted in satisfying results in practice, cf.
[6, 9, 15, 17, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. To describe the impact dynamics, we resort to the
framework of non-smooth mechanics, see [25]. In [25], a measure differential inclusion (MDI) is
used to describe the dynamics of the mechanical system with unilateral constraints, and from it we
derive an impact equation. Note that the impact equation does not necessarily have to be derived
from an MDI, but that we do so in this work. The impact dynamics are described via the combin-
ation of the impact equation and impact law. The impact equation relates the momentum of the
impact force to the change of momentum (associated to the difference of the pre- and post- impact
velocity), and the impact law relates the pre-impact velocities to the post-impact velocities. The
continuous and impact dynamics are then used in Chapter 5 to perform numerical experiments.

To describe the trajectories that we are interested in stabilizing, and to perform the sensitiv-
ity analysis, we formulate the dynamics in the framework of hybrid systems. In the literature,
it is found that the hybrid system formalism is a viable method in describing and controlling
mechanical systems experiencing impacts, cf. [6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. This hybrid system
formalism is then further used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. One has to take into account that the
two frameworks of non-smooth mechanics and hybrid system are not equivalent, and that the first
one can describe the dynamics in all possible situations, while the second one is more interesting
to support the stability and sensitivity analysis.

The chapter starts by discussing the dynamics in the framework of non-smooth mechanics. As the
main focus of this work is the stability and sensitivity analysis, several simplifications have been
made to model multi-contact mechanical systems. after that, the dynamics in the framework of
hybrid systems are formulated.

2.1 Dynamics in the framework of non-smooth mechanics

In this section, the behavior of the mechanical system with unilateral constraints is formulated in
the framework of non-smooth mechanics. The continuous dynamics are deduced via constrained
Euler-Lagrange equations, see [33, Section 2, p.21-41], and the impact dynamics via the combina-
tion of an impact equation and impact law.

Tracking control for mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts 7



CHAPTER 2. MODELING MECHANICAL SYSTEM WITH UNILATERAL CONSTRAINTS

2.1.1 Continuous dynamics

A mechanical system with c unilateral constraints is considered, and the occurrence of friction is
neglected. The latter is done, as formulating the impact dynamics without friction proves to be
a challenging enough matter. Away from impact events, the dynamics of the system satisfy the
constrained Lagrange equations

d

dt
(T,vvv )− T,qqq +V,qqq = (QQQnc)T + (WWW (qqq)λλλ)

T
,

0 ≤ hhh(qqq) ⊥ λλλ ≥ 0,
(2.1)

with qqq ∈ Rn being the n generalized coordinates, vvv ∈ Rn the n generalized velocities, T ∈ R the
kinetic energy, V ∈ R the potential energy, QQQnc ∈ Rn the generalized non-conservative forces, due
to damping or actuation, hhh(qqq) ∈ Rc the contact distance functions, and WWW (qqq) ∈ Rn×c the matrix
containing the generalized force directions of the contact forces λλλ ∈ Rc (Lagrange multipliers).
Note that we denote columns/rows/matrices with a bolded font, and that in (2.1), (·),qqq for instance
denotes the partial derivative with respect to qqq. Furthermore, we use the notation ⊥ to indicate
a complementarity condition, i.e., either hhh(qqq) or λλλ is zero, or both are zero, by satisfying

hhh(qqq) ≥ 0, λλλ ≥ 0, hhhT (qqq)λλλ = 0. (2.2)

In (2.1), the first two terms are derived from the kinetic energy T , composed of the translational
and rotational energy of a rigid mass. The third term is determined from the potential energy
V , typically containing elastic energy from springs and gravitational energy, and the fourth term
from the generalized non-conservative forces. The final and most interesting term is obtained
from the unilateral constraints hhh(qqq) ≥ 0, assumed to be ideal and therefore only contributing
with normal, but no tangential, forces. Figure 2.1 illustrates two unilateral constraints, i.e.,
h1(qqq) ≥ 0 and h2(qqq) ≥ 0, representing, respectively, the impenetrability (or distance) between
point A and the ground and point B and the ground. The impenetrability condition is realized
via the complementarity condition (2.1), stating that a contact force λi ≥ 0 exists when the
corresponding contact is closed, i.e., hi(qqq) = 0 with i ∈ {1, 2}. The matrix WWW (qqq) in (2.1) is derived
from the unilateral constraint function hhh(qqq) giving

WWWT(qqq) =
∂hhh(qqq)

∂qqq
∈ Rc×n. (2.3)

Equation (2.1) is then written in a compact form as

MMM(qqq)v̇vv−HHH(qqq,vvv) = SSSs(qqq)uuu+WWW (qqq)λλλ,

0 ≤ hhh(qqq) ⊥ λλλ ≥ 0,
(2.4)

with MMM ∈ Rn×n being the symmetric positive definite mass matrix, HHH ∈ Rn a vectory typically
containing the centripedal, Coriolis, damping, and gravity terms, and SSSs ∈ Rn×m a matrix of the
generalized force directions for the actuation vector uuu ∈ Rm.

2.1.2 Impact dynamics

In the framework of non-smooth mechanics, there is the idealization that impacts are instantaneous
events associated with impulsive forces. Consequently, velocity discontinuities are allowed in the
system. These systems are in turn characterized as non-smooth dynamical systems [25, Section
1.3, p. 9-11]. Due to this idealization, a more elaborate modeling framework is required that is
simply not an ODE or DAE as equation (2.4) to describe the impact dynamics. Therefore, we use
the formulation of an MDI, cf. [25, 34], to obtain a so-called impact equation. The impact effect
is then captured by the combination of the impact equation and the impact law. The impact
equation relates the momentum of the impact force to the change of momentum (associated to the
difference of the pre-impact and post-impact velocity), and the impact law relates the pre-impact
(normal contact) velocities to the post-impact (normal contact) velocities.
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h1

h2

A

B

Figure 2.1: Planar example of a rigid block over a rigid surface. The unilateral constraint is
formulated as the inequalities h1 ≥ 0 and h2 ≥ 0, where h1 and h2 denote, respectively, the
distance between block corner A and the ground, and block corner B and the ground.

Remark 2.1 It is not necessary to formulate an MDI in order to derive the impact equation. The
main advantage of an MDI is the capability of describing both continuous and impact dynamics
in one model. This proves to be useful when performing a time-stepping scheme, cf. [34]. This
time-stepping scheme is, however, not practical when performing numerical experiments with the
considered control strategy in Chapter 3, which is further clarified in Chapter 5. We thus prefer
to use two separate models, one for the continuous dynamics and one for the impact dynamics.

Impact equation

To include the effects of impulsive forces, (2.4) is generalized to the MDI

MMM(qqq)dvvv−HHH(qqq,vvv)dt = SSSs(qqq)uuudt+WWW (qqq)dΛΛΛ (2.5)

with dΛΛΛ being the differential measure of the momenta due to contact and dvvv the differential
measure of vvv, where it is assumed that qqq is an absolutely continuous function of time and vvv is of
locally bounded variation. These defintions follow from [25] as:

Definition 2.1 (Absolute continuity) a function fff : I → Rn is absolutely continuous on I ⊂ R
if for every ε > 0 there exists a δ(ε) > 0 such that

n∑
i=1

||fff(bi)− fff(ai)||< ε (2.6)

for any n and any disjoint collection of intervals [ai, bi] ∈ I satisfying

n∑
i=1

(bi − ai) < δ, (2.7)

Definition 2.2 (Variation) let fff : I → X (with I being the real interval and X an Euclidean
space with the norm ||.||) and let [a, b] be a subinterval of I. The variation of fff on [a, b], denoted
with var(·), is the nonnegative extended real number

var(fff, [a, b]) = sup

n∑
i=1

||fff(xi)− fff(xi−1)||, (2.8)

where the supremum is taken over all strictly increasing finite sequences x1 < x2 < · · · < xn
of points on [a, b]. Here n denotes the number of points.

Definition 2.3 (Locally Bounded Variation) the function fff : I → X is said to be of locally
bounded variation, fff ∈ lbv(I,X), if and only if

var(fff, [a, b]) <∞ (2.9)

for every compact subinterval [a, b] of I.
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One can interpret (2.5) as an equation at the level of momenta, i.e., as integrals of forces. While
the second and third terms denote standard integrands of an integral over time, the first and fourth
terms in (2.5) allow for, respectively, the generalized velocity to have jumps and the constraint
forces to be impulsive, and therefore cannot be written simply as vvvdt and λλλdt. The interested
reader is referred to [34, Section 1, p.1-5] and [25, Section 5.4, p.99-106] for a more complete and
exhaustive description.

By stating vvv of local bounded variation, we can define for vvv a left and right limit at each time
instance ti ∈ R≥0 = I, with i ∈ N, denoted vvv−(ti) and vvv+(ti), respectively, and defined as

vvv−(ti) = lim
t↑ti

vvv(t), vvv+(ti) = lim
t↓ti

vvv(t). (2.10)

Defining a set D ⊂ I as the collection of time instances ti where vvv(ti) is discontinuous, we
consequently state that vvv− = vvv+ for all ti /∈ D and vvv− 6= vvv+ for all ti ∈ D. The differential
measures are then defined as

dΛΛΛ = λλλdt+ ΛΛΛdη,

dvvv = v̇vvdt+ (vvv+ − vvv−)dη,
(2.11)

in which two components are present, namely the Lebesgue measurable part, e.g., λλλdt, and the
atomic part, e.g., ΛΛΛdη. The time integral of the atomic measure over a single time instance results
in ∫ ti

ti

dη =

{
1, ∀ti ∈ D,
0, ∀ti /∈ D,

(2.12)

whereas the time integral of the Lebesgue part result in∫ ti

ti

dt = 0, ∀ti ∈ I. (2.13)

The impact equation then results from the MDI formulation by taking the time integral of (2.5)
with (2.11) over a discontinuous time instance ti ∈ D as∫ ti

ti

MMM(qqq)

(
v̇vvdt+ (vvv+−vvv−)dη

)
−
∫ ti

ti

HHH(qqq,vvv)dt =

∫ ti

ti

SSSs(qqq)uuudt+

∫ ti

ti

WWW (qqq)

(
λλλdt+ΛΛΛdη

)
, (2.14)

simplifying, under consideration of (2.12) and (2.13), to

MMM(qqq)

(
vvv+ − vvv−

)
= WWW (qqq, t)ΛΛΛ, (2.15)

or, equivalently, as

vvv+ = MMM(qqq)−1
(
WWW (qqq, t)ΛΛΛ +MMM(qqq, t)vvv−

)
. (2.16)

Equation (2.16) is called the impact equation associated to the MDI (2.14), and it allows to
compute the post-impact velocities once the configuration, the pre-impact velocities, and the
impulsive momentum ΛΛΛ are known. The impact equation has to be complemented with a (yet to
be specified) impact law to determine the value of ΛΛΛ as a function of qqq and vvv−. This impact law
is discussed next.
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Impact law

A

B

A B B

A

t = tit < ti t > ti

Figure 2.2: Graphical illustration of the effects of a superfluous contact. A planar block is con-
sidered with corner points A and B. Before time of impact, at t < ti with ti ∈ D, the block is in
contact with the ground at the corner A, and corner B is in the air. At t = ti the block experiences
impact at corner B, after which the superfluous contact A experiences detachment on the right
drawing.

Two well known impact laws for multi-contact mechanical systems are the generalized Newton’s
impact law and the generalized Poisson’s impact law, cf. [25, 35, 36, 37]. The first gives a rela-
tion on the velocity level of the contact distance hhh(qqq), whereas the second gives a relation on the
level of momenta. One can look further as in [38] and even consider an impact law that gives a
relation on (potential and kinetic) energy. In this work, we use the simpler impact law, namely
the generalized Newton’s impact law. Therefore, we only elaborate on this specific impact law next.

The generalized Newton’s impact law is given as

ξ+i ≥ εiξ
−
i , ∀i ∈ Ic, (2.17)

with ξξξ = WWWT(qqq)vvv + ∂hhh
∂t being the normal velocities of the contact distances hhh, εi a Newtonian

restitution coefficient related to the contact distance hi, and Ic = {i|hi = 0} a set of closed con-
tact indices with i ∈ I = {1, 2, · · · , c} denoting the full set of contact indices. Notice that the
formulation in (2.17) allows the post-impact velocity to be larger than 0, even when there is no
pre-impact velocity, i.e., ξ−i = 0. Contacts for which this occur are called superfluous contacts, cf.
[25], and should be taken into account when dealing with multi-contact mechanical systems.

Superfluous contacts do not transmit a contact impulse, i.e., it does not participate in the impact,
but may experience a jump in the normal contact velocity due to transmitted impacts at other
contacts. The presence of these contacts is dependent on factors such as the property of the im-
pacting object, and the impacting configuration and speed. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of
the influence of a superfluous contact, where we consider the same block as in Figure 2.1. On the
left drawing of Figure 2.2, point A is at rest, i.e., h1 = 0 and ξ1 = 0, and point B undergoes a
falling motion, i.e., ξ2 < 0. In the middle drawing, the block experiences an inelastic impact at
point B, after which h2 = 0 and ξ2 = 0. Point A, however, may experience a jump in its contact
velocity, i.e., h1 = 0 and ξ1 > 0, due to the transmitted impact at point B. This results in the
right drawing where point A detaches from the ground, and consequently point A is considered a
superfluous contact.

Combining the impact equation (2.15) and the generalized Newton’s impact law (2.17) results
in the impact dynamics

MMM(qqq)(vvv+ − vvv−) = WWW (qqq)ΛΛΛ,

0 ≤ ζζζ ⊥ ΛΛΛ ≥ 0,
(2.18)

where ζζζ = ξξξ+ − EEEξξξ− ∈ Rp is a column of the size of p closed contacts, and EEE := diag(εi) ∈
Rp×p, with i ∈ Ic, a diagonal restitution coefficient square matrix. Moreover, a global resitution
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coefficient of ε = εi = 0, with i ∈ Ic, is chosen to model the inelastic impacts. Note that one could
also consider non-diagonal restitution matrices and additionally a non-global restitution coeffient,
cf. [36, 39]. Doing so, results in more complex impact dynamics, whereas the aim is to have at
hand an (simple) impact model to demonstrate via numerical simulations the formulas, derived in
Chapter 4, for the sensitivity analysis about a reference trajectory jumping due to simultaneous
impacts. These formulas can be applied to any specific impact laws, but choosing the generalized
Newton’s impact law results in simple expressions that are simple to present analytically. If
things are done automatically via a computer program, then other impact laws (that might be
more accurate for the use case at hand) are straightforward to be implemented.

Conditions superfluous contact

The complementarity condition (2.18) allows to treat the following cases:

� the contact is actively participating in the impact process, i.e., Λi > 0 and ξ+i = εiξ
−
i for

i ∈ Ic,

� the contact is superfluous, i.e., Λi = 0 and ξ+i ≥ εiξ
+
i for i ∈ Ic.

Equation (2.18), however, does not indicate explicitly under what circumstances superfluous con-
tacts will be present. We want to eliminate the occurrence of these contacts, as these will make
the considered trajectories and sensitivity analysis in, respectively, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 more
complicated. Taking the motion in Figure 2.2 as an example, one concludes that the perturbed
system experiences at least two impacts (and detachments), instead of only one impact when no
superfluous contacts are present. This perturbed motion is typically referred to as rocking and will
most likely make the stability analysis of our reference trajectory more difficult. As will be elabor-
ated in Chapter 4 more, the sensitivity analysis considers all perturbed motions of the mechanical
system. This analysis is challenging enough without rocking (superfluous contacts), and taking
into account rocking increases the number of possible motions, and thus make our analysis more
extensive.

To prevent superfluous contacts, the impact dynamics are analyzed in more detail in Appendix
A. From it, we obtain a condition that should prevent superfluous contacts, and thus rocking, for
planar cases with two contacts. This condition is formulated as

arccos

(
∇hT1MMM∇h2√

∇hT1MMM∇h1
√
∇hT2MMM∇h2

)
≥ π

2
(2.19)

with ∇hi(qqq) = MMM−1(qqq)∂hi∂qqq for i ∈ {1, 2}. We assume that this is always satisfied in our work, such

that we state the following:

Assumption 2.1 (No-superfluous contact) The planar system with two contacts considered
in this work does not have superfluous contacts.

Consequently, the impact dynamics simplify to

MMM(qqq)(vvv+ − vvv−) = WWW (qqq)ΛΛΛ,

0 ≤ ξξξ ⊥ ΛΛΛ ≥ 0,
(2.20)

where the complementarity condition consists of the normal contact velocity ξξξ instead of ζζζ. The
continuous and impact dynamics are then formulated as, respectively, (2.4) and (2.20). These
dynamics are used to perform numerical simulations in Chapter 5. In the next section, these
dynamics are reformulated in a hybrid system framework, such that we can apply the control
strategy and sensitivity analysis, treated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, on the considered mechanical
system.
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2.2 Dynamics in the framework of hybrid system

A hybrid system has both continuous and discrete dynamics. In a mode, the dynamics are con-
tinuous till a transition condition, so-called guard, is fulfilled. The dynamics then experience a
discrete change as mode transitions (and state jumps), after which it flows continuously till the
next guard is fulfilled. Mechanical systems also fit to a certain extent1 in this framework. The
guards are described using unilateral constraints, which upon activation, i.e., at impacts, let a
velocity jump occur as in (2.18). This velocity jump is described via a so-called jump map. The
continuous dynamics are obtained by the ODE (2.4), changing when different constraints are act-
ive. Note that in our case with no friction, these modes are simply related to the different contact
situations, i.e., the combination of closed and open contacts. In the case when friction plays a
role, one may obtain extra modes to describe stick-slip behavior.

We use the hybrid systems framework as in [15], cf. [40, Section 1.5.2, p.11-13], and illustrate the
hybrid scheme in Figure 2.3. The associated variables can be described as follows:

� σ = {1, 2, · · · , N} is a finite set of N modes.

� xxx ∈ X = Rnσ for which X is the state space in mode σ, and nσ implies the number of

corresponding state elements with xxx =
(
qqq, vvv

)T
.

� uuu ∈ U = Rmσ for which U is an input set with m being the number of input terms. Note
that the number of input terms is also dependent on the current mode, for which we use the
symbol mσ.

�
σfff : X × U × R × N → X being a vector field for the current mode σ. Note that this
originates from σfff(xxx,uuu, t, j), where t ∈ R is the time, and j ∈ N the discrete time that goes
up for every transition between modes. The reason for using this discrete time is explained
in Chapter 3.

�
σp←σaγ : Xa × U × R → R being the guard function for transitioning from an ante-event
mode σa to a post-event mode σp. Here, we denote Xa as the state space in mode σa.

�
σp←σaggg : Xa × R × N → Xp being a jump map. Here, we denote Xp as the state space in
mode σp.

The components of the hybrid system and their notation will be elaborated on, and modified
slightly, to specifically consider simultaneous impacts, in Chapter 4.

1As long as we consider the trajectories in a neighborhood of a sufficiently regular one. The hybrid system
framework can, for instance, not deal with Zeno-behavior, whereas the non-smooth mechanics framework is able to
treat such cases by using a time-stepping scheme with an MDI, see [34].
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mode 1

_x = 1f(x; u; t; j)

mode 3

2 1
γ(x; u; t) = 0

2 1g(x; t; j)

1 2
γ(x; u; t) = 0

1 2g(x; t; j)

mode 2

_x = 2f(x; u; t; j)

_x = 3f(x; u; t; j)

(·) 3
γ > 0

3 2g(x; t; j)
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γ(x; u; t) = 0

3 1g(x; t; j)
3 1

γ(x; u; t) = 0

1 3g(x; t; j)
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γ(x; u; t) = 0

(·) 1
γ > 0 (·) 2

γ > 0

Figure 2.3: A graphical representation of the hybrid system representation as used in [15]. Three
modes are observed where the arrows denote the possible transitions. The system will stay in a
mode as long as the guard condition(s) is unsatisfied, i.e., when (·)←(·)γ > 0. When triggering
any of the corresponding guard conditions by having (·)←(·)γ = 0, the system transitions to a new
mode with a corresponding jump map (·)←(·)ggg applied to the state.

2.3 Summary

This chapter discussed the dynamics of mechanical systems with unilateral constraints in the
frameworks of non-smooth mechanics and hybrid systems. In the non-smooth mechanics frame-
work, we formulated the continuous dynamics via a constrained Euler-Lagrange equation and the
impact dynamics via the combination of the impact equation and the generalized Newton’s impact
law. These dynamics are then used to perform numerical experiments in Chapter 5.

After, we formulated the dynamics in a hybrid system framework. The mode dynamics are de-
scribed with the continuous dynamics and the jump maps with the impact dynamics. Transitions
between modes occur when guards are triggered, which are described via the unilateral constraints.
The hybrid system framework allows us then to describe the considered trajectories, i.e., traject-
ories with simultaneous impacts and no Zeno-behavior, in Chapter 3 and perform the sensitivity
analysis in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Reference spreading for
simultaneous guard activation

In this chapter, we discuss the hybrid control strategy used in this work. The first part of this
chapter reviews the so-called reference spreading hybrid control, as in [15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24],
applied to nonlinear state-triggered hybrid systems that jump due to the activation of a single
guard condition. An example of such systems are mechanical systems experiencing single-contact
impacts. In the rest of the work, we refer to this strategy as RS control for single guard activation.
The contribution of this work is to extend this control strategy to nonlinear state-triggered hybrid
systems that jump due to the activation of multiple guard conditions simultaneously. Mechanical
systems experiencing simultaneous impacts are an example of such systems. This new control
strategy is called RS control for simultaneous guard activation.

3.1 Reference spreading for single guard activation

This section treats the RS control for single guard activation. First, we expand on the track-
ing problem of state-triggered hybrid systems with single guard activation. Here, the state and
reference trajectories typically show non-coinciding jump times, leading to the undesired peaking
behavior, see [12] - [25]. RS control is then introduced to solve this problem by using so-called
extended trajectories. These extended trajectories are essential for this work, as it allows us to ex-
tend the RS Control in Section 3.2 and, additionally, to perform the sensitivity analysis, see [23], in
Chapter 4. We end this section by introducing the hybrid time (t, j), as used in [15, 16, 17, 18, 24],
allowing us to provide clear descriptions of trajectories with multiple jumps. One will see that
the hybrid time is even more necessary for trajectories with simultaneous guard activation, i.e.,
trajectories jumping due to the activation of multiple guard conditions simultaneously, and this
hybrid time is thus further modified in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Tracking problem state-triggered hybrid systems with single guard
activation

We consider a state-input trajectory (ααα,µµµ) with jumps, where ααα(t) is the reference trajectory
and µµµ(t) the associated nominal input. We assume that the reference trajectory shows no Zeno
behavior, and that the vector fields, jump maps, and guard conditions, are sufficiently smooth.
The smoothness assumption then allows us to study the local behavior about the reference, cf.
[23]. Figure 3.1 illustrates a reference trajectory ααα(t) (blue line) and a nearby state trajectory
xxx(t) (red line) with a different initial condition. The vertical axis represents the state in Euclidean
space Rnσ , and the horizontal axis the time t ∈ R. Furthermore, the left drawing illustrates
the trajectory in an ante-event mode (σa), while the right drawing illustrates the trajectory in a
post-event mode (σp). A jump to another mode (or the same mode) takes place when the guard
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σp σaγ(·; t) = 0
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t1τ1 tt0

IRnσa

α
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t1τ1 tt0

IRnσp

σp σag

Figure 3.1: A graphical representation of the reference trajectory ααα(t) (blue line) and a nearby
trajectory xxx(t) (red line). The left drawing represents the ante-event mode σa, and the right
drawing represents the post-event mode σp.

condition σp←σaγ(·, t) = 0 is triggered, where we furthermore assume transversality at time of
triggering.

Assumption 3.1 (Transversality) Given a guard function γ (xxx(t), t), then the transversality
condition is fulfilled when

D1γ (ααα(t), t) · σfff (ααα(t),µµµ(t), t) +D2γ (ααα(t), t) · 1 6= 0. (3.1)

The transversality condition states that γ̇ 6= 0, and this corresponds with the occurrence of im-
pacts. We will see in Chapter 4 that this condition is necessary for the sensitivity analysis. Note
that for Assumption 3.1, we use the notation Dbγ(ααα, t) to denote the partial derivative of the
function γ with respect to its b’th argument evaluated at the values ααα and t, see [41, Section 2.3,
p.75-83].

Recalling the left drawing of Figure 3.1, one can observe the guard condition as the black curved
line. One will additionally notice that the state and reference trajectory trigger this guard condi-
tion at different time instances. These time instances are defined for the state trajectory as event
times tj and for the reference trajectory as nominal event times τj , with j ∈ N≥0. Here, j is
the discrete time (jump counter) which increases whenever a guard condition is triggered. When
triggering the guard condition, a jump map σp←σaggg is applied, transitioning the trajectory from
the left drawing to the right drawing.

The mismatch of jump times between the reference and state trajectory tend to show in tracking
problems of state-triggered hybrid systems, see [12] - [25]. Using the Euclidean error

eeeC(t) = xxx(t)−ααα(t), (3.2)

will show discontinuous behavior of the error trajectory during this interval of non-coinciding jump
times. Figure 3.2 illustrates a possible behavior of this error trajectory for the state and reference
trajectory in Figure 3.1. One will notice a peak of high error values during the time interval
τ1 ≤ t ≤ t1, and consequently this is defined as peaking behavior. For mechanical systems, this can
be clarified by the opposing velocity signs of the reference and state trajectory during this time
interval. This peaking phenomenon is undesired, see [12] - [25], as the error trajectory may show
desirable results by converging to zero away from jump times, but can not be defined stable in,
for instance, the sense of Lyapunov. This, consequently, limits the number of stabilizing control
strategies that can be applied to achieve trajectory tracking. Furthermore, designing a tracking
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jjx � αjj

tt1τ1

Figure 3.2: A graphical representation of a possible Euclidean error norm trajectory of Figure 3.1.
During the time interval t ∈ [t1, τ1] the error norm shows the undesired peaking behavior.

controller based on the Euclidean error may result in poor performance, see [16]. In RS control,
a new notion of error is defined to circumvent this peaking behavior and consecutively achieve
trajectory tracking. This control strategy is discussed next.

3.1.2 Reference spreading for single guard activation: single-event

The RS control uses a new notion of error based on the concept of extended trajectories. The
resulting error term has no peaking behavior and can be used to design a tracking controller, see
see [15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24]. As these extended trajectories play an important part in this control
strategy (and also in the rest of this work), we first explain how one can obtain such trajectories.

The reference trajectory in Figure 3.1 may be interpreted to have two segments, i.e., an ante-
event and post-event segment, giving

ααα(t) =

{
αααa(t), t ∈ [t0, τ1],

αααp(t), t ∈ (τ1, tf ],
(3.3)

denoted, respectively, with upperscripts a and p. The nominal input to define (3.3) is similarly
defined in two segments as

µµµ(t) =

{
µµµa(t), t ∈ [t0, τ1],

µµµp(t), t ∈ (τ1, tf ].
(3.4)

The extended reference trajectory, denoted with an upper bar as ᾱαα(t), is then realized by the
extension of the individual segments of (3.3) to a larger time interval. These segments can be
extended past the point of discontinuity at t = τ1, ignoring the guard conditions, by forward or
backward integration of the vectorfields in their corresponding modes. To define these extended
segments, one requires vectorfields fffa and fffp to be defined past these points of discontinuity, and
consequently we need extended input terms µ̄µµ. Figure 3.3 illustrates possible extended input terms
for a discontinuous nominal input. Looking at the ante-event segment specifically, one could define
the extended ante-event input segment as

µ̄µµa(t) =

{
µµµa(t), t ∈ [t0, τ1],

µ̄µµa1(t), t ∈ [τ1, tf ],
or µ̄µµa(t) =

{
µµµa(t), t ∈ [t0, τ1],

µ̄µµa2(t), t ∈ [τ1, tf ].
(3.5)
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Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of possible extended input segments. The pre-event seg-
ments are denoted with upperscript a and the post-event segments with upperscript p.

These extended input terms are free to be shaped, but it is recommended to keep them continuous.
Defining discontinuous extended segments may cause complications for the sensitivity analysis of
state-triggered hybrid systems performed in Chapter 4. This analysis is derived from classical
sensitivity analysis on nonlinear systems, see [42], which assumes continuous input terms. Note
that when the nominal input is continuous, one is free to use the nominal input as an extension.

The extended reference segments ᾱααa(t) and ᾱααp(t) can then be defined using corresponding ex-
tended input terms µ̄µµa(t) and µ̄µµp(t). Note that there is only one extended reference trajectory,
which is defined by the combination of all these extended segments. Figure 3.4 illustrates the ex-
tended reference segments for the reference trajectory in Figure 3.1. Looking at the left drawing,
one can notice that the extended reference segment is defined past its guard triggering condition.
Similarly on the right drawing, the extended reference segment is defined before the nominal event
time τ1.

σp σaγ(·; t) = 0

α
x

t1τ1 tt0

IR
nσa

α

x

t1τ1 tt0

IR
nσp

σp σag

ᾱ
a

ᾱ
p

Figure 3.4: A graphical representation of the extended reference trajectory of Figure 3.1.
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jjx � ᾱjj

tt1τ1

Figure 3.5: A graphical representation of a possible behavior of ||eeeR|| for the state and extended
reference trajectory in Figure 3.4. We have discontinuous behavior at t = t1 (the jump time of
the state trajectory), but peaking behavior is eliminated.

A new notion of error is created as

eeeR(t) =

{
xxx(t)− ᾱααa(t), before event time t1,

xxx(t)− ᾱααp(t), after event time t1.
(3.6)

This error term jumps at the same time instances as the state trajectory and uses the extended
reference trajectory to always compare the state and reference trajectory for the same modes.
Figure 3.5 then illustrates a possible behavior of this new error trajectory, and one can see that
no peaking behavior is present. Note that the error may still show discontinuous behavior, but
that the jump in this new error term is most likely not as big as for the Euclidean error. The RS
control then incorporates this new error term (3.6) in its control input as

uuu(t) = µ̄µµ(t)−KKK(t)eeeR(t), (3.7)

where KKK ∈ Rmσ×nσ is a (time-varying) feedback gain. Similarly, the control input consists of an
ante-event and a post-event segment, switching at the jump times of the state trajectory xxx. Next,
we introduce the hybrid time (t, j). This is done to keep the notations consistent and clear, as
denoting a pre-event with a letter a and the post-event with a letter p may not be that efficient
when considering multiple jumps.

3.1.3 Reference spreading for single guard activation: multiple-events

An extended reference trajectory has a number of segments that equals the number of modes
that it experiences. For the single-event case, one could distinguish these segments by denoting
an ante- and post- event mode. When considering multiple events, such a method may become
ambiguous. A solution to this, is to use the concept of hybrid time (t, j), see [43], with t denoting
the continuous time and j the discrete time (jump counter). The hybrid time formalism, used in
[15, 16, 17, 18, 24], allows to conveniently describe trajectories with multiple events, occurring at
nominal times τ1, τ2, etc. The hybrid time domain of the reference is defined as

Iα =

N⋃
j=0

{[τj , τj+1]× {j}}, (3.8)

where τ0 = t0 and τN+1 = tf . The domain of the extended reference trajectory is then obtained
by extending the domain Iα, see [15, 24], giving Īα ⊃ Iα. One could define the reference domain
at a particular discrete time j as Ijα = [τj , τj+1] and consequently obtain the extended reference
domain as Ījα = [−δ + τj , τj+1 + δ] with δ > 0. The extended reference segments are defined as
ᾱαα(t, j) = ααα(t, j) for (t, j) ∈ Iα and can be described pas point of discontinuity, i.e., before τj and
past τj+1, by integrating the vectorfield, respectively, backward and forward. The result of this
approach is presented in Figure 3.6.
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time

α(·; j)

ᾱ(·; j)
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α

τj+1τj

Īj
α

Figure 3.6: A graphical representation of a reference trajectory, with solid lines, and extended
reference trajectory, with dashed lines, for discrete time j, see [24]. The nominal and extended
hybrid time domains are illustrated as Ijα and Ījα.

A similar hybrid time domain can be defined for the state trajectory as

Ix =

N⋃
j=0

{[tj , tj+1]× {j}}, (3.9)

with tN+1 = tf . Figure 3.7 gives an illustration of an arbitrary (extended) reference and state
trajectory in the hybrid time domain. By defining the hybrid time domain Īα ⊇ Ix, one is able
to compare an extended reference trajectory to a state trajectory in the same modes. The error
(3.6) can then be rewritten as a function of hybrid time as

eeeR(t, j) = xxx(t, j)− ᾱαα(t, j). (3.10)

The control input term likewise changes into

uuu(t, j) = µ̄µµ(t, j)−KKK(t, j)eeeR(t, j). (3.11)

This concludes the RS control for single guard activation. In the next section, we continue by
treating the RS control for simultaneous guard activation.

j

0

1

2

τ1t0 t1 τ2

δ

t2
t

Ix

Iα

Īα

Figure 3.7: A graphical representation, in hybrid time domain, of the differences among the
reference trajectory ααα, the extended reference trajectory ᾱαα, and the state trajectory xxx, see [24].
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3.2 Reference spreading for simultaneous guard activation

In the previous section, the RS control for single guard activation was discussed. This section
focuses on the RS control for simultaneous guard activation, which has not been done in the
literature before. Recall that the term simultaneous guard activation is used to clarify that two
(or more) guard conditions are triggered at the same time instance. We start by discussing the
tracking problem. A similar problem is observed as with the single-guard case, i.e., peaking
phenomenons, but also new problems are observed, i.e., the perturbed system jumping more and
coming into modes not specified in the reference. To solve the tracking problem, we propose
the RS control for simultaneous guard activation, which also makes use of extended trajectories.
Similarly as with the single-guard case, a multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k) is introduced to provide
clear descriptions of the trajectories. In this multi-scale hybrid time, new variables i and k denote
different discrete time scales. The local stability of the system is then further analyzed in Chapter
4 via a local model, cf. [23].

3.2.1 Tracking problem state triggered hybrid systems with simultan-
eous guard activation

We assume just as for the single-guard case a reference trajectory that has no Zeno-behavior
and sufficiently smooth guard functions, vector fields, and jump maps. The guard condition is
assumed to be triggered with the transversality property, and we further assume unidirectional
event completion.

Assumption 3.2 (Unidirectional event completion) For a system starting in a mode with
inactive guards and undergoing a transition corresponding to the nominal event, the system does
not transition to modes for which already active guards become inactive.

A guard is then deemed active when the system keeps satisfying the guard and inactive when
the system can not satisfy the guard. The term transition corresponding to the nominal event
is clarified further below. In a mechanical context, the usage of Assumption 3.2 leads to the
consideration of inelastic impacts with no superfluous contacts. Relating the guard to the contact
distance function being zero, we can deem the guard active after inelastic impact as the contact
distance becomes zero.

mode sequence 0 ! 1 ! 3

mode sequence 0 ! 2 ! 3

t = t0

t = t0 t = t1

t = t1 t = t2

t = t2

0

0 2

1 3

3

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: A graphical representation of a falling planar block with two contact points experi-
encing different impact sequences for different perturbations on its initial rotation. The impact
times are given as t1 and t2 with t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2. In the upper drawing (a), the block impacts on its
left corner first. In the lower drawing (b), the block impacts on its right corner first.
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In contrast to the single-guard case, a nearby state trajectory to the reference trajectory does not
solely jump sooner or later than the reference, but shows in addition more jumps. During these
jumps, the system comes into modes which are not specified in the reference. To illustrate this
behavior, we consider a mechanical system experiencing simultaneous impact. To this end, we
treat a simplified system with two contact points as in Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2. Simultaneous
impact is then characterized by the two contact points A and B impacting the horizontal surface
at the same time instance.

Four modes are present, denoted as σ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, where mode 0 represents free motion, mode 1
single contact at point A, mode 2 single contact at point B, and mode 3 full contact. A reference
trajectory with simultaneous impact starts and stays in mode 0 until the system impacts, after
which it continues in mode 3. A state trajectory with an initial condition xxx(t0, j), different but
close to ααα(t0, j), continues instead in modes which are not specified in the reference motion. Con-
sequently, these modes are called unspecified modes. In addition, depending on the perturbation,
the state trajectory may experience a different mode sequence. Figure 3.8 illustrates this, where
the lower and upper drawings depict the motion of a block with a certain perturbation on its initial
rotation. In the upper drawing, the block experiences the mode sequence 0 → 1 → 3, whereas in
the lower drawing the block experiences the mode sequence 0 → 2 → 3. Notice how the initial
and final modes for the state trajectories are equal as for the nominal trajectory, i.e., mode 0
and mode 3. One can thus interpret the state trajectory to undergo a transition corresponding
to the nominal event, with the state trajectory initiating the nominal event at the first impact
t = t1 and completing the nominal event at the final impact t = t2. Note that the reference traject-
ory can then be interpreted to initiate and complete the nominal event at the time instance t = τ1.

The perturbed block experiences thus two impacts, and Figure 3.9 illustrates this by letting the
state trajectory have two jumps. Observe how the reference trajectory jumps only once, and, sub-
sequently, one concludes that there is not only a mismatch in the jump time, but also a mismatch
in the number of jumps. The influence of this is also seen in the Euclidean error (3.2), depicted
in Figure 3.10, where one observes two peaks of high error values instead of one. This peaking
phenomenon is unwanted for the same reasons as given for the single-guard case in Section 3.1.1.
Furthermore, to our knowledge, there exist no control strategies dealing with this mismatch of
number of jumps between the state and reference trajectory.

state IR
n

α

x

τ1 t2
tt1

Figure 3.9: A graphical representation of a reference trajectory ααα(t, j) with simultaneous impacts
(blue line) and a nearby state trajectory xxx(t, j) (red line) with a short sequence of single-contact
impacts. The reference trajectory jumps at t = τ1, and the perturbed trajectory at t = t1 and
t = t2.
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jjx � αjj

tt2τ1t1

Figure 3.10: A graphical representation of the Euclidean error norm for the trajectories in Figure
3.9. The peaking behavior is seen in the time interval t ∈ [t1, t2] where one observes two jumps.

Another problem, is the occurrence of unspecified modes. The state trajectory may behave vastly
different, depending on its initial perturbation. Recall that Figure 3.8 illustrates this, in which
the block may experience two different perturbed motions, i.e., two different mode sequences. One
may consider that the number of feasible mode sequences, i.e., realizable in practice, is related to
the number of guard conditions (participating in simultaneous guard activation). Consequently,
trajectory tracking may become more difficult when increasing the number of guard conditions.
We thus propose the RS control for simultaneous guard activation to deal with the more complex
peaking phenomenon and, in addition, realize trajectory tracking regardless of the mode sequence
of the state trajectory. The latter is done as we are uninterested in the behavior of the system
in the unspecified mode(s), i.e., as long as the dynamical system is able to complete the nominal
event it is fine. Before describing the control strategy, we first introduce the multi-scale hybrid
time (t, i, k) to describe the considered trajectories in a less ambiguous manner, explained in detail
in Section 3.2.2. From now on, the hybrid time (t, j) is referred to as classical hybrid time.

3.2.2 Multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k)

We first explain the problems of using the classical hybrid time (t, j). One observes from Figure
3.9 that a mismatch of number of jumps is present between the state and reference trajectory,
i.e., there are more event times tj than nominal event times τj . This is due to perturbations
typically destroying the occurrence of a simultaneous guard activation. The state trajectory in-
stead activates the guards in a case-dependent sequence that involves typically no simultaneous
guard activation. This leads to a short lived-continuous time evolution of the trajectory, and con-
sequently we say that state trajectory undergoes a short-lived sequential activation of the single
guard conditions.

Due to this mismatch of jump count, the discrete time (jump counter) of the reference jα does
not increase in the same manner as the discrete time of the state jx. The error term (3.10) then
compares the state and reference trajectory for the wrong modes. For the block example in Figure
3.8, jx = 1 could indicate one of the unspecified modes 1 or 2, while jα = 1 indicates mode 3.
Having multiple events with simultaneous guard activation will only make the difference between
jα and jx bigger, especially considering the possibility of having different numbers of guard con-
ditions involved at different nominal events. To clarify the complicated behaviour of multiple
simultaneous guard activated events, we consider a mechanical system experiencing simultaneous
impacts, i.e., the tetrahedron in Figure 3.11 with the contact points C, D, and E.
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C

E

D

Figure 3.11: A Tetrahedal object with three contact points C, D, and E. The contact distances
are represented by the double-sided arrows, and the object is in a motion where it will impact
with its surface CDE.

We define a reference trajectory for this object that has the following nominal events: (1) sim-
ultaneous inelastic impact with all its contact points C, D, and E; (2) simultaneous detachment
with all its contact points. The state trajectory may then behave differently, because

� at the first nominal event, the state trajectory experiences two events. The first event is the
object experiencing a single-contact inelastic impact at point C, and the second event is the
object experiencing simultaneous inelastic impacts at points D and E.

� At the second nominal event, the state trajectory experiences three events. Herein, the object
experiences a short sequence of single-contact detachments for the three contact points.

jx

0

1

2

3

4

5

t
t1 t2 t3t4t0 t5

jα

t0 τ1 τ2

0

1

2

t

Ix

Iα

Īα

first nominal event second nominal event

Figure 3.12: A graphical representation, in classical hybrid time domain (t, j), of the differences
among the reference trajectory ααα, the extended reference trajectory ᾱαα, and the state trajectory xxx
for the tetrahedal object example experiencing multi-contact nominal events.
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Figure 3.12 illustrates a possible classical hybrid time domain representation of the example de-
scribed above. Here, the solid blue lines represent the reference trajectory, the dashed blue lines
the extended reference trajectory, and the solid red lines the state trajectory. One observes that
after the first nominal event, the discrete time for both trajectories are jα = 1 and jx = 2. This
difference increases after the second nominal event where the discrete times are jα = 2 and jx = 5.
One thus concludes that using the discrete time j may result in ambiguous descriptions of the
trajectories, i.e., one may not know which counters jx and jα should be used in (3.10) to compare
the correct extended reference segment to the current state segment.

We propose the multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k) to solve this problem. Here, k ∈ N≥1 repres-
ents a so-called micro counter, and i ∈ N≥0 a so-called macro counter. This is explained next,
where we furthermore explain the relation between classical hybrid time (t, j) and multi-scale hy-
brid time (t, i, k).

Relation i, k and j

Considering the hybrid time domain in Figure 3.12, one may want to show that the event times
t1 and t2 belong to the first nominal event, while the event times t3 - t5 belong to the second
nominal event. To do so, we split the discrete time j in a macro counter i and micro counter k.
The counter i starts at 0 for t = t0 and increases with a step of one unit every time the nominal
event is initiated. The micro counter k starts at 1 for t = t0 and increases with a step of one unit
whenever an event happens, except when the macro counter i is increased of one unit, as then k
gets reset to 1. Note that the counter i increases whenever an event is initiated to completing a
nominal event, and k indicates how many local events has passed during the completion of this
nominal event.

Remark 3.1 The multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k) requires knowledge of the nominal event before-
hand. It is for this reason that the reference trajectory should be known for a correct application
of the multi-scale hybrid time.

By substituting the event times tj and τj as, respectively, tki and τki , one can assign event times
to belong to a corresponding nominal event. Interpreting the macro counter i as a nominal event
counter, one can substitute the first two event times t1 and t2 of figure 3.12 as, respectively, t11
and t21. The same can be done for second set of event times t3 - t5, resulting in t12, t22, and t32. In
the following, we omit the upperscript k when k = 1, i.e., ti := t1i . Figure 3.13 then illustrates the
hybrid time domain of the trajectories in Figure 3.12 for a multi-scale hybrid time application.

The mathematical relation between (i, k) and j is defined as

j = (k − 1) +

i−1∑
p=0

κ(p) (3.12)

with κ(i) being the so-called event complexity of nominal event i. This variable denotes the total
(maximum) local events that a trajectory has experienced to completing a (previous) nominal
event i, i.e., the maximum micro counter k for a (previous) macro counter i. Considering Figure
3.13, we can insert κ(0) = 1, κ(1) = 2, and k = 3 into (3.12) resulting in j = 5. Note that given
the context of the event, we can determine κ(2) = 3. If we did not know that the state trajectory
had completed its event, then we may have also had a k = 4 for i = 2.

We can then formally describe the multi-scale hybrid time domain of the reference, similar to
(3.8), as

Iα =

N⋃
i=0

{
κα(i)⋃
k=1

{ [τki , τ
k+1
i ]× {k} } × {i} }, (3.13)
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Figure 3.13: A graphical representation, in multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k), of the differences
among the reference trajectory ααα, the extended reference trajectory ᾱαα, and the state trajectory
xxx. A reference trajectory with simultaneous guard activation and a state trajectory with a short-
lived sequential activation of (single) guard conditions is considered. This can be observed as a
maximum counter k = 1 for the reference trajectory and a maximum counter k > 1 for the state
trajectory.

where τ10 = t0, τk+1
i = τ1i+1 when k = κα(i), and τk+1

N = tf when k = κα(N). Note that in the rest
of this chapter we always assume κα(i) to be 1 (without loss of generality), as trajectories with
simultaneous guard activation only jumps once. The hybrid time domain for the state is similarly
set up as

Ix =

N⋃
i=0

{
κx(i)⋃
k=1

{ [tki , t
k+1
i ]× {k} } × {i} }, (3.14)

where t10 = t0, tk+1
i = t1i+1 when k = κx(i), and tk+1

N = tf when k = κx(N). We distinguish the
maximum micro counters of the two trajectories with a subscript as κα and κx.

For a particular discrete time i and k, the reference domain is defined as Ik,iα = [τki , τ
k+1
i ], and

we obtain the extended reference domain as Īk,iα = [−δ + τki , τ
k+1
i + δ] with δ > 0. Taking

ᾱαα(t, i, k) = ααα(t, i, k) for (t, i, k) ∈ Iα, we obtain ᾱαα(t, i, k) before or past the point of discontinuity
by integrating the vectorfield forward or backward in time. Now that the multi-scale hybrid time
is fully treated, we continue by explaining our control strategy.

3.2.3 Reference spreading for simultaneous impacts: single-event case

As mentioned above, a perturbation typically causes a state trajectory to come into unspecified
modes. Dependent on the perturbation, the state trajectory may experience different unspecified
mode(s) and thus experience different mode sequences. We are, however, not interested in the
possible behaviors of the state trajectory during these unspecified mode(s) and only focus on the
mode just before the nominal event has initiated and the mode just after the nominal event has
concluded. Furthermore, as we perform a local analysis, we assume the perturbations to be small
and consequently assume the duration of the unspecified mode(s) to be short. Due to this short
time-interval, one can not assume to measure the state and thus the error. For these reasons,
we thus seek a control strategy that should achieve trajectory tracking regardless of the mode
sequence of the state trajectory, i.e., we do not keep track of the error during these unspecified
modes.
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Figure 3.14: Graphical illustration of a reference trajectory with simultaneous guard activation
and a nearby state trajectory with a short sequential activation of single guard conditions. The
unmeasurable period is indicated as the time during these unspecified mode(s), i.e., during the
time when the state trajectory tries to complete the nominal event.

To do so, we define the control input uuu(t, i, k), formulated in the same hybrid time domain as the

state xxx, for these measurable periods, i.e., before t1i and past t
κx(i)
i , as

uuu(t, i, κx(i)) = µ̄µµ(t, i, 1)−KKK(t, i, 1)eeeR(t, i, κx(i)) (3.15)

with
eeeR(t, i, κx(i)) = xxx(t, i, κx(i))− ᾱαα(t, i, 1). (3.16)

In (3.15) and (3.16), one should note that the micro counters k for the variables ᾱαα, µ̄µµ, and KKK
are substituted with 1, corresponding to the assumed maximum micro counter κα(i) = 1. The
variables µ̄µµ and KKK are thus defined in the same hybrid time domain as the reference. Equation
(3.16) only defines the error when the two trajectories are in the same modes. The two trajectories
are in the same modes when neither trajectories have initiated the nominal event and when
both trajectories have completed the nominal event. The completion of the nominal event is
characterized by the micro counter κ(i), hence why we only compare the terms κx(i) and κα(i) = 1.
To clarify this, an example is depicted in Figure 3.14 for which i = 0 and k = 1 at t0. Furthermore,
κα(0) = κα(1) = 1, κx(0) = 1, and κx(1) = 2, to which the measurable error term is defined as

eeeR(t, 0, 1) = xxx(t, 0, 1)− ᾱαα(t, 0, 1),

eeeR(t, 1, 2) = xxx(t, 1, 2)− ᾱαα(t, 1, 1).
(3.17)

For the duration that the state trajectory is in the unspecified mode(s), the error can not be
measured such that another control input is needed. One option is to remove feedback completely
and only apply the pre-nominal event feedforward segment in the control input as

uuu(t, i, kx) = µ̄µµ(t, i− 1, 1), ∀{kx} × {i} : kx 6= κx(i), (3.18)

where one should recall that the macro counter i is of one step higher in the unspecified mode(s).
Another option is to not remove the feedback, and keep it constant to the value determined just
before the nominal event was initiated, i.e., before macro counter i had jumped. One reason is the
attempt to further decrease the duration of the unspecified mode(s). Another reason is the control
input getting only one jump, in contrast to the first strategy where the control input gets two
jumps. This may consequently result in better performance when applying the second strategy,
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which is formulated as

uuu(t, i, kx) = µ̄µµ(t, i− 1, 1)−KKK(ti, i− 1, 1)

(
xxx(ti, i− 1, κx(i− 1))− ᾱαα(ti, i− 1, 1)

)
,

∀{kx} × {i} : kx 6= κx(i).

(3.19)

The RS control for simultaneous guard activation is thus formulated as (3.15) and (3.16), i.e., the
control input for the measurable periods, with either (3.18) or (3.19), i.e., the control input for
the unmeasurable period.

Different methods exist to design a feedback gain KKK. In this work, we choose to derive this via a
model that predicts the local behavior of the reference trajectory. We thus continue in Chapter
4 by analyzing the stability of a reference trajectory with simultaneous guard activation. From
this local analysis, a time-triggered hybrid system is obtained. Stability analysis on time-triggered
hybrid systems are well established in the literature, cf. [16], and may be used in combination
with RS control for simultaneous guard activation to design a tracking controller. This is proven
for RS control for single guard activation in [16], and numerical experiments in Chapter 5 are thus
performed to determine whether this may also hold for the simultaneous guard activated case. If
so, then the time-triggered hybrid system may further be used to design optimal feedback gains,
cf. [24].

3.2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the RS control for single guard activation and the classical
hybrid time (t, j) to, respectively, track and describe track trajectories with (multiple) jumps due
to the activation of a single guard condition. For trajectories with (multiple) simultaneous guard
activation, we have proposed the RS control for simultaneous guard activation and the multi-scale
hybrid time (t, i, k) to, similarly, track and describe the considered trajectories in this work. For
sake of brevity, we will refer to (t, i, k) as the hybrid time throughout the rest of the report.
We now further analyze the local stability of trajectories with simultaneous guard activation in
Chapter 4 via a sensitivity analysis, cf. [23]. To realize this analysis, extended trajectories are
used. The resulting local model, a time-triggered hybrid system, may then help in designing
stabilizing closed-loop gains for the RS control for simultaneous guard activation.
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Chapter 4

Sensitivity analysis for
simultaneous guard activation

In this work, we focus on mechanical systems with unilateral constraints experiencing simultaneous
impacts. These systems fit well, to a certain extent, in a hybrid system framework as discussed
in Section 2.2. We proposed a hybrid control strategy in Chapter 3 for these trajectories with
simultaneous impacts, i.e., trajectories with simultaneous guard activation. Here, Simultaneous
guard activation is clarified as the triggering of two (or more) guard conditions simultaneously. In
this chapter, we investigate whether a local model can be built that predicts the development of
such trajectories for slight perturbations in the initial condition or feedforward input. For smooth
nonlinear systems this is called a sensitivity analysis, see [42]. In [23] and references therein, the
authors have performed a sensitivity analysis on state-triggered hybrid systems with single-guard
triggered jumps. In this work, the sensitivity analysis of [23] is extended to be applicable to tra-
jectories with simultaneous guard activation. To our knowledge, this has not been done in the
literature and the closest to what we found is [26].

This chapter starts by introducing multi-contact hybrid notations fitting to the multi-scale hy-
brid time (t, i, k) and dynamical systems experiencing simultaneous guard activation. After that,
the sensitivity analysis on trajectories with simultaneous guard activation is performed, and a
local model is built to analyze the influence of perturbations. We then conclude this chapter by
describing how this local model can be used to analyze the stability of the dynamical system and,
possibly, to design a tracking controller.

4.1 Multi-contact hybrid notations

Using conventional hybrid notations as in Section 2.2 might bring complications (e.g. non intuitive
expressions) for describing state-triggered hybrid systems with jumps due to simultaneous guard
activation. In this section, we discuss these complications and propose an alternative notation
to describe these systems more proper. To clarify the application of these notations for the
considered system in this work, examples of mechanical systems experiencing simultaneous impacts
are treated. First, the mode is discussed, second the jump map, and third the guard.

4.1.1 Multi-scale mode numbering convention

The mode is commonly denoted as σ = {1, 2, · · · , N} with N being the number of discrete
modes. For events with multiple guard conditions, such a notation may, however, lead to a
large number of discrete modes due to the many combinations of active guards. Recall from
Section 3.1.1 that a guard is deemed active when the corresponding guard condition keeps be-
ing satisfied. The interpretation of the mode may then become non-intuitive as it is unclear
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which guards are active. We thus use a base 2 representation, i.e., a binary row vector, to give
a rational way to number the modes. Instead of σ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we write, for instance,
σ = {0002, 0012, 0102, 0112, 1002, 1012}, where we emphasize with the subscript 2 that it is a base
2 representation. For sake of brevity, we leave this subscript out in the rest of the report.

In a base 2 mode numbering convention, the number of columns is equal to the number of (parti-
cipating) guards. Every column is associated a-priori to a guard, where a 0 represents an inactive
guard and a 1 represents an active guard. This is clarified with the following example:

Example 4.1 Considering an object with four contact points impacting a horizontal surface, e.g.,
a planar contact between a face of a 3D box and a flat surface, then one can assign four guards to
be present, i.e., the contact distances between the contact points and the flat surface to equal zero.
The base 2 mode numbering convention then has four columns, for which σ = 0000 represents the
four guards being inactive, i.e., the 3D box has no contact with the flat surface, and σ = 1111
represents all four guards being active, i.e., the 3D box has contact with the flat surface with all
its four contact points.

A complication for this notation arises when multiple nominal events with simultaneous guard
activations are considered. Assuming that the completion of separate nominal events involve the
activation of different sets of guards, e.g., a mechanical system experiencing consecutive simultan-
eous impacts (and detachments) in different configurations, then the mode numbering convention
may become unclear/unnecessary long. This is especially the case when detachments are charac-
terized by a condition on the acceleration, cf. [24], and thus different guard conditions are needed
for impacts and detachments. It is for this reason that we incorporate the hybrid time (t, i, k),
introduced in Section 3.2.2, into the notation of the modes. We denote the set of modes relevant
for a specific nominal event1 as Σ(i). Defining c(i) as the number of guards that need to be active
to complete a nominal event, we formulate the set of relevant modes as Σ(i) = {0, 1}c(i). One
then only treats the relevant modes when analyzing a nominal event. To clarify this, we treat the
implementation in more detail.

i = 1 i = 2 i = 3

A
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D

E
F

A

B
C

D

EF
E

AB

F

D

C

c(1) = 4

16 modes

0000

1111

c(2) = 4

16 modes

0000

1111

c(3) = 3

8 modes

000

111

no
contact

full
contact

Figure 4.1: A graphical representation of a wedge with 6 contact points impacting a flat surface (in
the direction of the arrow) for different configurations and its relevant modes Σ(i). For nominal
event i = 1 and i = 2, a four-contact simultaneous impact is considered for object surfaces ABCD
and ADEF. For nominal event i = 3, a three-contact simultaneous impact is considered for object
surface ABE.

1Recall from Section 3.2.2 that the nominal event is directly related to the macro counter i.
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Figure 4.2: A graphical representation of the wedge configuration in mode 1000 for nominal event
i = 1 (left drawing) and nominal event i = 2 (right drawing). The arrow depicts the direction in
which the object falls.

Remark 4.1 One should take into account that the terms ”inactive” and ”active” guards are
relative with respect to the nominal event. If we would characterize a mechanical system to impact
and detach by, respectively, the contact distance being zero and the contact distance being greater
than zero, than an active guard for the impacting event, i.e., the contact distance being zero, is
deemed as an inactive guard for a detaching event. An active guard for the detaching event would
then become the contact distance being greater than zero. In this mechanical context, one may
prefer to use a general mode notation with the columns denoting the contact distances, rather than
the method proposed in this section.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relevant modes for different nominal events of a wedge impacting a flat
surface in the direction of the arrow. For nominal events (macro counters) i = 1 and i = 2,
the wedge experiences four-contact simultaneous impact, i.e., a simultaneous impact involving
four contact points, on the flat surface with, respectively, the object surfaces ABCD and ADEF.
Consequently, both nominal events are described with the same mode numbering convention. Al-
though the modes are similar, e.g., mode 0000 is present for both nominal events i = 1 and i = 2,
the interpretation of the mode requires knowledge of the nominal event beforehand. It is a-priori
determined that the first column of the modes in Σ(1) represents the contact between A and the
flat surface and the first column of the modes in Σ(2) the contact between F and the flat surface.
Figure 4.2 clarifies this by illustrating possible wedge configurations for both nominal events with
the same mode. For the last nominal event at i = 3, it is noticed that the mode numbering
convention consists of one column less. This is due to the simultaneous impact for the surface
ABE involving only three contacts, while the previous simultaneous impacts involved four contacts.

To describe the individual modes, we define a so-called transition specific mode σk(i) ∈ Σ(i).
We speak of transition when the system transitions from a mode of inactive guards to a mode of
active guards. For sake of brevity, we will refer to σk(i) as mode for the rest of the report. We
consider Assumption 3.2, which essentially limits the set of possible post-event modes. Figure 4.3
depicts this property for an example with a three column mode, in which we observe Σ(i) as a
partial ordered set with σk+1(i) > σk(i) defining a mode greater when it has more active guards
and furthermore obeys Assumption 3.2. Note that σk+1(i) = ∅ when k = κ(i), i.e., there is no
post-event mode when the nominal event is completed.

A more intuitive interpretation of Figure 4.3 is obtained when we consider a mechanical system
with three contacts. The reference motion of this mechanical system is a three-contact simultan-
eous impact on a flat surface, resulting in the mode sequence 000 → 111. A perturbed motion
may, however, experience a different sequence, where the system experiences impact at one contact
point and arrives in, for example, mode 100. As we assume inelastic impacts and no superfluous
contacts, see Chapter 2, we expect the system to not detach at the impacted point, and hence
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Figure 4.3: A graphical representation of the partial ordered set Σ for a mode with three columns.
It depicts the limited set of modes which can take place after a (or multiple) guard condition(s)
is triggered, as according to Assumption 3.2.

one can not achieve a further mode transition as, for instance, 100 → 011, where the first column
becomes a zero. This then correlates with Assumption 3.2, where we assume that active guards
can not become inactive during the transition that corresponds to a nominal event. Only modes
in which extra contacts get closed, i.e., the contact distance between the corresponding contact
and impacting surface becomes zero, are feasible post-event modes. Note that when k = κ(i),
the transition corresponding to the nominal event is completed, and hence all relevant guard
conditions are active, resulting in σκ(i) = 111. One should furthermore take into account that
1 ≤ κ(i) ≤ c(i), depending on how the perturbed trajectory behaves. A perturbed trajectory may
experience the mode sequence 000→ 011→ 111, thus having a maximum micro counter κ(i) = 2,
while the number of guard conditions c(i) = 3.

Example 4.2 Considering a mechanical system with c(i) = 4 and its current mode being σ1(i) =
0011, then the set of possible modes for the next impact at counter k = 2 is σ2(i) ∈ {1111, 1011, 0111}
⊂ Σ(i). The assumption of no superfluous contacts omits the possibility of having post-impact
modes for which the third and fourth column become 0. The assumption of inelastic impacts then
causes only post-impact modes with extra 1 in the first and/or second column.

4.1.2 Multi-scale hybrid time jump map

In the sensitivity analysis in [15], that makes use of the classic hybrid time (t, j), the jump map
from pre-event mode σa to post-event mode σp is indicated as σp←σaggg(xxx(t, j), t, j). In this work,
we employ the hybrid time (t, i, k) in the jump map expression as

σk+1(i)←σk(i)ggg(xxx(t, i, k), t, i, k), (4.1)

for which σk+1(i) denotes the post-event mode and σk(i) the pre-event mode. For the sake of
brevity, in the following we will write (4.1) simply as

σk+1←σkggg(xk, t, i) (4.2)

with σk+1←σkggg : Rnσk × R× N→ Rnσk+1 and

xxxk = xxxk(t, i) := xxx(t, i, k). (4.3)
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For the first transitions at a nominal event i, we write the transition σκ(i−1)→ σ1(i) with a slight
abuse of notation as σ0(i) → σ1(i). Note that σκ(i − 1) represents the mode before initiating a
nominal event i, which is also interpreted as the mode after completing previous nominal event i−1,
see Section 3.2.2. We introduce a virtual mode σ0(i) := σκ(i−1) which is used to keep the notation
consistent. To clarify this matter, we consider a nominal event i−1 with three participating guard
conditions, i.e., the transition is completed when these three guards are active. Completing the
transition corresponding to the nominal event i−1 results in a mode σκ(i−1) = 111. At the next
nominal event i, however, four guard conditions may be participating, and we thus have a mode
numbering convention with four columns, i.e., σk(i) ∈ Σ = {0, 1}4. To keep the columns consistent
for the first transition that corresponds to completing nominal event i, the choice is to denote a
virtual micro counter k = 0 := κ(i− 1) for macro counter i, resulting in σ0(i) = 0000 := σκ(i− 1).
One could imagine the occurrence of such a situation for mechanical systems when considering a
detachment with less/more number of contacts involved than the consecutive impact. We then
similarly write the jump map corresponding to the first transition as

σ1←σ0ggg(xxx0, t, i) := σ1(i)←σκ(i−1)ggg(xxxκ, t, i− 1) (4.4)

with
xxx(t, i, 0) := xxx(t, i− 1, κ). (4.5)

With the jump map defined, we introduce the concept of associativity which will play an important
role in the sensitivity analysis. We define this as:

Definition 4.1 (Associativity of jump maps) The jump map of a hybrid system with a jump
due to simultaneous activation of c guard conditions can be defined as

{1}c←{0}cggg
(
x0, t, i

)
. (4.6)

One speaks of associativity of jump maps when

{1}c←{0}cggg
(
x0, t, i

)
= σκ←σκ−1ggg ◦ σκ−1←σκ−2ggg ◦ · · · ◦ σ1←σ0ggg

(
x0, t, i

)
(4.7)

holds for any mode sequence σκ ← σκ−1 ← · · · ← σ0 with σk+1 > σk defining a mode ”greater”
when it has more guards active and furthermore obeys Assumption 3.2. Herein, we define σκ =
{1}c and σ0 = {0}c with 1 ≤ κ ≤ c.

One can interpret this as a c-simultaneous guard activated jump map, i.e., a jump map associated
with the triggering of c-guard conditions simultaneously, being decomposed into an instantaneous
arbitrary sequence of c-smaller guard activated jump maps, i.e., jump maps associated with the
triggering of less than c guard conditions (simultaneously), with the total number of unique guard
conditions being equal to c and σk+1 > σk as mentioned above. This can be clarified with the
following example:

Example 4.3 Consider a mechanical system with no superfluous contacts undergoing a three-
contact simultaneous inelastic impact for which the pre-impact mode is denoted as σ0(i) = 000
and post-impact mode as σ1(i) = 111, giving the jump map

111←000ggg(x0, t, i). (4.8)

Having associativity then allows us to decompose this three-contact simultaneous impact into an
arbitrary instantaneous sequence of sub-impacts, i.e., impacts leading to completing the nominal
simultaneous impact, as

111←000ggg(x0, t, i) = 111←110ggg ◦ 110←00ggg(x0, t, i)

= 111←011ggg ◦ 011←00ggg(x0, t, i)

...

= 111←011ggg ◦ 011←001ggg ◦ 001←00ggg(x0, t, i)

(4.9)

for which the mode sequence is thus not important.
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Figure 4.4: A graphical representation of the effects of using Assumption 4.1 on the reference
trajectory ααα. The typical simultaneous guard activated jump from ααα0 to ααα2 is now decomposed
into two steps with ααα1 being an intermediate point in the unspecified mode.

We notice from Section 3.2.2 that the reference trajectory has a maximum micro counter κα(i) = 1
and that the perturbed trajectory tends to have an unequal maximum micro counter 1 ≤ κx(i) ≤
c(i). For the sensitivity analysis performed in Section 4.2, we want to compare the two trajectories
in the same modes, even for unspecified modes. We thus want to define a virtual trajectory ααα
in the same unspecified modes as the trajectory xxx. This is achieved by using the associativity
property:

Assumption 4.1 (Associativity) We assume that associativity as in Definition 4.1 is at hand.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the effects of using Assumption 4.1. Here, we define via the associativity
property the point ααα1(t, i) in the unspecified mode. The point ααα1(t, i) is only defined at τi, and we
need to use the concept of extended trajectories to define ᾱαα1(t, i) for a larger time interval in this
unspecified mode. This consequently allows us to compare the perturbed trajectory to a matching
extended reference segment in the unspecified mode. Note that without associativity, we would
have an immediate jump from ααα0 to ααα2, thus skipping the point ααα1 in the unspecified modes. We
thus would not be able to make a logical comparison between the (extended) reference trajectory
and a perturbed trajectory in the unspecified mode(s).

To make sure that we can always compare the perturbed trajectory to a matching extended
reference segment, we define every mode transition as if only one guard conditions is activated.
Note that every simultaneous guard activated jump is thus decomposed into an instantaneous
arbitrary sequence of single guard activated jumps. This will guarantee that κα(i) = κx(i), such
that we only need to use one maximum micro counter κ(i). Furthermore, κ(i) = c(i), and in the
rest of the report we will often denote c(i) as the maximum micro counter due to its more intuitive
interpretation. Figure 4.3 changes accordingly, where post-event modes can only be of one layer
higher. Consequently, mode 000 can not directly transition to mode 111, but will transition to
either modes 100, 010 or 001. Note that c(i) and κ(i) do not have the same interpretation, see
Section 3.2.2, and can only assumed to be equal due to Assumption 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: A graphical representation of the effect of associativity on the trajectories around the
first nominal event of Figure 3.12. The left drawing shows the real behavior and the right drawing
shows the effects of associativity.

To make sure that the reader understands how associativity is applied in this work, we treat Figure
4.5. The left drawing of this figure depicts an example without associativity, which is based on
Figure 3.12 with event descriptions listed in Section 3.2.2. The reference trajectory experiences a
mode sequence 000 → 111 at t = τi, and the perturbed trajectory a possible mode sequence 000
→ 100 at t = ti and 100 → 111 at t = t2i . On the right drawing, we apply Assumption 4.1 and
define both trajectories in a mode sequence where only one contact gets closed at a time, i.e., the
post-event mode σk+1(i) for a current mode σk(i) has only one extra column becoming a 1. We
may then define the perturbed trajectory with a mode sequence 000 → 100 at t = ti and 100 →
101 → 111 or 100 → 110 → 111 at t = t2, which are both feasible due to associativity, i.e., the
post-impact state does not change experiencing either mode sequence. The reference trajectory
is then defined in a similar mode sequence as the perturbed trajectory, resulting in the perturbed
trajectory to always have a matching extended reference segment.

4.1.3 Multi-scale hybrid time guard

In the sensitivity analysis in [15], that makes use of the classic hybrid time (t, j), the guard is
indicated as σp←σaγ(xxx,uuu, t, j) = 0. In this work, a different version is used where a clear link
is made to the base 2 mode numbering convention. We use a notation which clarifies that the
number of guards are equal to the number of columns in the mode numbering convention. Note
that we did not take such an approach for the jump map notation, as the jump map is typically
different when undergoing mode transitions. The guard, however, may be the same for different
transitions. Figure 4.6 illustrates this, in which only four unique guards are observed. In it, both
transitions 0000 → 1000 and 0110 → 1110 use the same guard triggering condition γ1000 = 0,
which we explain in more detail below.

The system remains in mode σk(i) as long as the following vector condition is met,

ΓΓΓ (xxx(t, i, k),uuu(t, i, k), t, i, k) > 0. (4.10)

In (4.10), the inequality is to be understood element wise. For sake of brevity, (4.10) is abbreviated
into

ΓΓΓk
(
xxxk,uuuk, t, i

)
> 0 (4.11)

with ΓΓΓk : Rnσk × R× N× Rmσk → Rc(i)−k, where we consider Assumption 4.1. Note that we use
Assumption 4.1 to make sure that every mode transition only fulfills one guard condition.
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Figure 4.6: A graphical representation of the guard vector and the individual guard functions. On
the left drawing, all contacts are open and therefore the total guard has four elements. On the
right drawing, two contacts are closed which results in the total guard only having two elements.

Observing Figure 4.6, one notices that ΓΓΓ0 shares guard functions with ΓΓΓ2, showing how the number
of different guard functions equals c(i). The individual guard functions are denoted as

γsk (xxx(t, i, k),uuu(t, i, k), t, i, k) > 0, (4.12)

which we abbreviate as γsk
(
xxxk, t, i,uuuk

)
: Rnσk × R × N × Rmσk → R. The variable sk(i) ∈ S(i)

is introduced, where we call S(i) a constraint indicator and sk(i) a transition specific constraint
indicator. By satisfying the guard condition γsk = 0, one can immediately deduce the mode that
follows from the current mode σk as sk indicates which column of σk becomes a 1. As we treat
every guard seperately, S(i) thus only consists of the modes of Σ(i) that have one column being a 1,
e.g., sk(i) ∈ S(i) = {1000, 0100, 0010, 0001} for Σ(i) = {0, 1}4. The satisfaction of both γ1000 = 0
and γ0100 = 0, for instance, results in a post-event mode for which the first and second columns
of the current mode σk(i) become a 1. Similarly, a mode transition from 0000 → 0010 implies
the satisfaction of γ0010 = 0. The guard is thus formulated in such a manner that satisfying its
condition reveals in an intuitive manner the post-event mode. This relation is set as

σk+1(i) = σk(i) + sk(i), (4.13)

where sk(i) is restricted to have no columns being a 1 that are already so for σk(i), i.e., an
already active guard condition can not be triggered again. Suppose σk(i) = 0110, then we can
not have sk = 0100 or sk = 0010. A feasible option may then be sk = 1000, resulting in
σk+1(i) = σk(i) + sk(i) = 1110.

Remark 4.2 additions and subtractions on base 2 numbers (binary row vectors) are interpreted
differently in this work and should not be interpreted as operations on the numbers that they
represent, but rather as operations on the individual elements (columns). Here, we perform the
additions and subtractions on each column separately and allow the outcome to go negative. Taking
σ1 = 1001 and σ2 = 0101 results in the subtraction ’σ1−σ2 = σ3 = (1,−1, 0, 0)’. The first column
of σ1, denoted as σ1,1, gives the value σ1,1 = 1, and the first column of σ2, denoted as σ2,1, gives the
value σ2,1 = 0. Subtracting both first column values then results in ’σ1,1−σ2,1 = 1−0 = 1’, giving
the first column of σ3 a 1. Similarly, the second column of σ1 gives σ1,2 = 0, and the second column
of σ2 gives σ2,2 = 1. Subtracting the second column values then results in ’σ1,2−σ2,2 = 0−1 = −1’,
giving the second column of σ3 a -1 value.
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A mathematical representation of the constraint indicator can be given as

S(i) = {w ∈ Σi | num1(w) = 1} ⊂ Σ(i), (4.14)

where the operator num1(·) counts the number of positive 1 ’s in the base 2 mode numbering con-
vention. For example, num1(0001) = 1, num1(1001) = 2, and num1(1111) = 4. Note that this op-
erator does not count negative 1’s resulting from subtractions, such that for num1( (1, 1,−1, 1) ) =
3. We provide some further examples to familiarize with (4.13) and (4.14).

Example 4.4 Considering a mechanical system experiencing impact with three contact points,
then the set of modes is defined as Σ(i) = {000, 001, 010, 100, 011, 110, 101, 111}. Taking the modes
with only one column being 1 as in (4.14), results in the set of constraint indicators S(i) =
{001, 010, 100}.

Example 4.5 Considering the mechanical system depicted in Figure 4.6 with c(i) = 4, then the
satisfaction of the guard condition γ0001 = 0 results in the post-event modes 0001 and 0111 for,
respectively, the left and right drawing. One observes that the same guard can thus be used for
different mode transitions.

From Figure 4.6, one determines that ΓΓΓk reduces in size for increasing k. With this in mind, the
definition of sk follows as

sk(i) ∈ {w ∈ S(i) | num1(w − σk(i)) 6= 0}, (4.15)

where one should recall that the subtraction is only meant in the sense of columns. Equation
(4.15) is clarified with the following example.

Example 4.6 Considering k = 2 and c(i) = 4 with the current mode σ2 = 1100 and constraint
indicator S(i) ∈ {1000, 0100, 0010, 0001}, then one is able to define the transition specific constraint
indicator as s2(i) ∈ {0010, 0001}. The total guard vector is then defined as

ΓΓΓ2 =

(
γ0010

γ0001

)
∈ Rc(i)−k = R2. (4.16)

The transition specific constraint indicators 1000 and 0100 do not occur as a possibility for s2,
as this would indicate the triggering of an already active guard condition. Testing (4.15) for the
transition specific constraint indicator 1000, i.e., testing whether w = 1000 satisfies the requirement
in (4.15), gives the subtraction ’1000−σ2 = (0,−1, 0, 0)’. Inserting the result in the operator num1
results in num1( (0,−1, 0, 0) ) = 0 and shows that s2 6= 1000. We do the same for the transition
specific constraint indicator 0010, giving the subtraction ’0010−σ2 = (−1,−1, 1, 0)’. The operator
then gives num1( (−1,−1, 1, 0) ) = 1 which shows that the condition in (4.15) is satisfied.

We end this section with a special case which occurs when k = κ(i), giving

ΓΓΓκ(i) = ∅, (4.17)

as sκ(i) = ∅. This may mislead the reader in thinking there are no mode transitions possible. To
solve this ambiguity, we use the virtual mode σ0(i+ 1) := σκ(i) giving

ΓΓΓκ(i) = ΓΓΓ0(i+ 1), (4.18)

for which the elements of ΓΓΓ0(i + 1) are defined as γsk(i + 1) with sk(i + 1) ∈ S(i + 1). Now
that all the important notations are adjusted and clarified, we can make intuitive descriptions of
dynamical systems experiencing jumps due to simultaneous guard activation. We thus continue
with the sensitivity analysis.
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4.2 Sensitivity analysis for simultaneous guard activation

For single-guard triggered events, the sensitivity analysis resulted in a linear time-triggered hybrid
system, cf. [23]. This time-triggered hybrid system jumped with a jump map, called jump gain,
which took into account the perturbation effects due to the mismatch of jump times between the
perturbed and reference trajectory, see Section 3.1.1. The resulting local model was thus able
to predict the behavior of the perturbed trajectory, even though it jumped at a different time
instance, i.e., at the a-priori known nominal events times. Stability analysis for time-triggered
hybrid systems are well established in the literature, cf. [16], and a similar system is desired for
simultaneous guard triggered events.

In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis with respect to perturbations of the initial con-
tions and control input to understand the behavior of a trajectory with (multiple) simultaneous
guard activated events. This sensitivity analysis is performed with the hybrid system notations
proposed in Section 4.1 and a mode sequence notation introduced in Section 4.2.1. Note that we
do not treat input-dependent guard conditions, as can be used for describing detachments, cf.
[15, 17]. The local model derived from the sensitivity analysis can then be used to infer stability
of a trajectory with simultaneous guard activation and, possibly, to design stabilizing or closed-
loop-response-shaping feedback gains, treated further in Section 4.3. Now, we introduce the mode
sequence notation, which is necessary for a clear description of the sensitivity analysis as can be
read next.

4.2.1 The potential mode sequence notation

As discussed in section 3.2.1, a perturbation of the initial condition to a reference trajectory
with simultaneous guard activation may let the trajectory come into so-called unspecified modes.
This phenomenon was clarified with a falling block example, see Figure 3.8, and one observed
that the system may come into different unspecified modes, accordingly experiencing a different
mode sequence, depending on the perturbation. To distinguish trajectories with different mode
sequences, we incorporate the mode sequence in its notation. An example is

σκ←σκ−1←···←σ0xxx(t, i), (4.19)

where σ0(i) is a mode summarizing the full history of mode sequences as is explained further below.
Note that σ0(i) can also be interpreted as the virtual initial mode to completing a nominal event
as described in Section 4.1.2. In the sensitivity analysis, all mode sequences are considered, and
thus not solely feasible trajectories, i.e., trajectories realizable in practice. Examples of feasible
trajectories are given in example 4.7 and corresponding Figure 4.7, in which the trajectory jumps
at the first guard condition that is triggered. Keep in mind that we consider Assumption 4.1 to
be deployed, thus allowing us to define ααα in the unspecified mode.

Example 4.7 For a mechanical system with two contact points, we define the set of relevant modes
Σ(i) = {00, 01, 10, 11}. Assuming that the reference motion experiences simultaneous inelastic im-
pact, i.e., it goes from mode 00→ 11, then a perturbed motion typically experience no simultaneous
inelastic impact, i.e., it experiences either mode sequence 00 → 01 → 11 or 00 → 10 → 11, while
taking into consideration Assumption 2.1. Figure 4.7 illustrates this behaviour, where we consider
(perturbed) state trajectories xxxc1 (orange trajectory) and xxxc2 (red trajectory). One observes that
after each mode transition, the left upperscript of xxx gets longer by adding the mode that it currently
resides in. One can determine the advantage of this notation by looking at the lowest drawing, i.e.,
mode 11, where the mode sequence of the considered state trajectories are instantly recognized.
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Figure 4.7: A graphical representation of a reference trajectory (blue line) with simultaneous
guard activation and feasible perturbed trajectories (orange and red line) that experiences a short
sequential activation of single guard conditions. One recognizes feasible trajectories by the instant
jumps that occur when the first guard conditions is triggered, e.g., in the upper drawing 00xxxc1
jumps when triggering γ01 = 0.

Remark 4.3 We can notice in Figure 4.7 that the mode sequence is not defined for the reference,
i.e., we only denote its current mode as, e.g., 11ααα. Adding the full mode sequence to a notation is
only necessary when the mode sequence influences the state after the nominal event is completed.
For example, we could consider 11←00ααα(τ), jumping via a single jump map at τ , and 11←01←00ααα(τ),
jumping via two jump maps at τ , and notice that the result after jump is still the same. This is
due to ααα(τ) satisfying two guard conditions at the same time instance and assuming associativity
of reset maps (Assumption 4.1). One can read below that this typically does not hold for the state
trajectory, such that the state trajectory does require the full mode sequence in its notation.

We have thus treated feasible trajectories, but the sensitivity analysis also considers infeasible
trajectories. An infeasible trajectory is a trajectory which does not jump when it triggers the first
guard condition. The trajectory will, instead, ignore the first triggered guard condition and con-
tinue until another guard condition (that is not the first one) is triggered. After that, all remaining
guard conditions are treated again (including the previous ignored first guard condition), and the
trajectory continues to trigger all its remaining guard conditions in an arbitrary sequence. The
infeasible trajectory is thus a trajectory that satisfies all relevant guard conditions in an arbitrary
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Figure 4.8: A graphical representation of a feasible and an infeasible trajectory. The feasible
trajectory xxxc1 is depicted as a red solid line, and the infeasible trajectory x̄xxc1 is depicted as a red
dashed line.

sequence that is not the same as the feasible trajectory. This is clarified with Figure 4.8, which
uses the trajectories ααα and xxxc1 of Figure 4.7. In the following explanation, we only treat the
extended trajectory 11←10←00x̄xxc1.

Starting in the upper drawing for mode 00, we consider the trajectory 00x̄xxc1 that ignores the
first guard condition γ01 = 0 and continues until it triggers the other guard condition γ10 = 0. A
physical interpretation of this is given via the left and middle drawing of Figure 4.9. On the left
drawing, a block is seen with a slightly perturbed rotation. In practice, this block would impact
at its right corner point as illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). For an infeasible trajectory, however, the
unilateral constraint corresponding to the right corner point is ignored, and the right part of the
block is allowed to penetrate the flat surface. The first impact then happens when the left corner
point makes contact with the flat surface as depicted in the middle drawing of Figure 4.9. The
infeasible trajectory in Figure 4.8 then continuous in mode 10, indicated as 10←00x̄xxc1.

Observe that the starting point of the extended trajectory in mode 10 is past the level set
γ10(·, t, i, k) = 0, indicating that the trajectory will not, at least locally, trigger this guard condi-
tion by forward integration of the vectorfield. This can also be observed from the middle drawing
in Figure 4.9, where the block will not experience an impact soon by rotating clockwise. Naturally,
if we rotate long enough, then the block eventually experiences a second impact at its right corner
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Figure 4.9: A graphical representation of how the system in figure 3.8(b) would develop for an
infeasible trajectory.

point, but this happens with the block being underneath the surface (given that the guard is
activated when the contact distance reduces to zero). To make sure that we keep a local analysis,
and that the same nominal event is completed as for the feasible trajectory, one may need to apply
backward integration of the vectorfield. By rotating the block in the middle drawing of Figure 4.9
anti-clockwise, one achieves a much sooner impact and a final configuration similar to the feasible
trajectory (see right drawing of Figure 3.8(b)). This is thus also done for the trajectory 10←00x̄xxc1
in Figure 4.8, in which we observe the trajectory to go backwards. The state of the feasible and
infeasible trajectory in the final mode 11 may then be different due to their underlying mode
sequence. This may be due to the different impacting effects, or the extended input terms, having
different effects on infeasible configurations such as in the middle drawing of Figure 4.9.

One thus concludes that it is necessary to denote the mode sequence in the notation of the
state trajectory, as the same trajectory with a different sequence of guard activation may give
different end results. An example was given in Figure 4.8, in which the trajectories 11←01←00xxxc1
and 11←10←00x̄xxc1 may end up differently, even when they started for the same conditions. Next,
we perform the sensitivity analysis with the hybrid notations in Section 4.1 and the mode sequence
notation in this section.

4.2.2 Positively homogeneous time-triggered hybrid system

In the sensitivity analysis, we inspect the behavior of a nominal trajectory with simultaneous
guard activation under influence of a perturbation of the initial conditions and control input. An
initial condition is given as

σ0xxx(t0, 0) = η(ε), (4.20)

where it is assumed to depend smoothly on a perturbation parameter ε ∈ R, cf. [42, Section 10.1,
p. 382-393]. Similarly, the input term also depends smoothly on ε giving

uuu(t, i, k, ε). (4.21)

Defining the state evolutions as
ẋxx(t, i, k) = σkfff(xxx,uuu, t, i), (4.22)

where σkfff : Rnσk × Rmσk × R × N → Rnσk , one can formulate a solution of (4.20) - (4.22) that
depends continuously on the parameter ε, hence we write

xxxε(t, i, k) := xxx(t, i, k, ε). (4.23)

Note that the nominal trajectory and nominal input is then realized by setting ε = 0 for (4.20)
and (4.21), indicating zero perturbation.
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Figure 4.10: A graphical representation, in hybrid time domain (t, i, k), for a perturbed trajectory
xxxε experiencing three transitions corresponding to three distinct nominal events.

To present the analysis in a simple manner, we treat only one nominal event i. This consequently
changes some notations, and we use Figure 4.10 to clarify this. Here, the event times of the
perturbed trajectory xxxε are denoted as tkε,i. For the sensitivity analysis, we might consider only
the impacts around the second nominal event, such that we take an initial perturbed state as

σκ(1)←σ2(1)←···←σκ(0)xxxε(t, 1). (4.24)

The sequence σκ(1) ← σ2(1) ← · · · ← σκ(0) is replaced by the virtual initial mode σ0(2), see
Section 4.1.2, such that we rewrite (4.24) as

σ0(2)xxxε(t, 2) := σκ(1)←σ2(1)←···←σκ(0)xxxε(t, 1). (4.25)

We can then analyze the second nominal event, where we let the perturbed trajectory go from
initial setting σ0xxxε(t, 2) to final setting σκ←σκ−1←···←σ0xxxε(t, 2). In the rest of the chapter, we
leave the macro counter i out of the notations to present the analysis clearer. Figure 4.11 then
depicts how the notations are simplified for the sensitivity analysis. Note that any arbitrary mode
sequence can be inserted here, such that we could also treat an infeasible trajectory as clarified
in Section 4.2.1. We will use the notations as on the right drawing of Figure 4.11 throughout the
rest of the analysis.
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Figure 4.11: A graphical representation, in hybrid time domain, of how the perturbed trajectory
xxxε around the second nominal event is described for the sensitivity analysis.
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A perturbed trajectory xxxε(t) is expected to be close (in a sense to be made precise) to the nom-
inal trajectory ααα(t) for small values of ε. Inspired by classical perturbation analysis, a linear
approximation based on a Taylor series of xxxε(t) with respect to ε is formulated as

xxxε(t) = xxx(t, ε) = xxx(t, 0) + ε
∂xxx(t, ε)

∂ε
|ε=0+o(ε)

= ααα(t) + εzzz(t) + o(ε),
(4.26)

for which we define zzz as a positively homogeneous state (for reasons apparent later). Here, zzz jumps

at the same time instances as the reference, as observed by the corresponding expression ∂xxx(t,ε)
∂ε

being evaluated at ε = 0, i.e., evaluated at zero perturbation. As we consider state-triggered
hybrid systems, we need to reformulate (4.26) in extended trajectories as the event times of the
reference and perturbed trajectory generally do not coincide. Taking a hybrid system with c
guard conditions, e.g., a mechanical system with c unilateral constraints, and using Assumption
4.1, allows us to set κ = c and formulate the reference trajectory as

ααα(t) =



σ0ααα(t), t ∈ [t0, τ ],
σ1ααα(t), t = τ,
σ2ααα(t), t = τ,

...
σcααα(t), t ∈ [τ, tf ],

(4.27)

and the perturbed trajectory as

xxxε(t) =



σ0xxxε(t), t ∈ [t0, tε],
σ1←σ0xxxε(t), t ∈ [tε, t

2
ε ],

σ2←σ1←σ0xxxε(t), t ∈ [t2ε , t
3
ε ],

...
σc←σc−1←···←σ0xxxε(t), t ∈ [tcε, tf ],

(4.28)

where tkε = tk+1
ε implies the satisfaction of two guard conditions simultaneously. Similarly, if more

event times tkε are equal to each other, more guard conditions are satisfied simultaneously. We
describe the positively homogeneous trajectory as

zzz(t) =



σ0zzz(t), t ∈ [t0, τ ],
σ1←σ0zzz(t), t = τ,

σ2←σ1←σ0zzz(t), t = τ,
...

σc←σc−1←···←σ0zzz(t), t ∈ [τ, tf ],

(4.29)

which has a similar jump scheme as the reference trajectory, i.e., it jumps at nominal event time
τ . Note that the positively homogeneous state is dependent on the perturbed state, see (4.26),
and consequently, the mode sequence needs to be denoted, i.e., a different mode sequence of the
perturbed state should imply a different positively homogeneous state after jump. We will see
further below that the positively homogeneous system realizes this by jumping differently for
different mode sequences.
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To make (4.26) more accurate for the considered state-triggered hybrid system, extended segments
of (4.27) and (4.29) are used, giving

xxxε(t) =


σ0ᾱαα+ σ0z̄zzε+ o(ε), t ∈ [t0, tε],
σ1ᾱαα+ σ1←σ0z̄zzε+ o(ε), t ∈ [tε, t

2
ε ],

...
σcᾱαα+ σc←σc−1←···←σ0z̄zzε+ o(ε), t ∈ [tcε, tf ].

(4.30)

From (4.30), we formulate the positively homogeneous time-triggered hybrid system, also called
positive homogenization, as

σ0z̄zz(t) = zzz0, t = t0,
σ0 ˙̄zzz(t) = σ0AAA(t)σ0z̄zz(t) + σ0BBB(t)σ0vvv(t), t ∈ [t0, tf ],
σsz̄zz(t) = GGG(t, σ0z̄zz(t))σ0z̄zz(t), t = τ,
σs ˙̄zzz(t) = σsAAA(t)σsz̄zz(t) + σsBBB(t)σcvvv(t), t ∈ [t0, tf ],

(4.31)

with σs = σc ← σc−1 ← · · · ← σ0 denoting the full mode sequence, zzz0 = σ0zzz(t0) the initial
condition, t0 the initial time, tf the final time, and σkvvv ∈ Rmσk a perturbed input consisting,
possibly, of segments for the modes σ0 and σc, respectively, the initial and final mode. The
matrices AAA and BBB are formulated as

pAAA(t) = D1
pfff(pᾱαα(t), pµ̄µµ(t), t),

pBBB(t) = D2
pfff(pᾱαα(t), pµ̄µµ(t), t),

(4.32)

with p ∈ {σ0, σc}, σkAAA ∈ Rnσk×nσk and σkBBB ∈ Rnσk×mσk . We use the notation Dbfff(ααα,µµµ, t) to
denote the partial derivative of the function fff with respect to its b’th argument evaluated at the
values ααα, µµµ, and t, see [41, Section 2.3, p.75-83]. The proof of (4.31) and (4.32) are given in Ap-
pendix B.1. Note that in this work, we only consider the simultaneous going-to-contact situation,
leaving the simultaneous contact-release case for further investigation, cf. [15, 17].

The jump effects of (4.31) are described with a so-called conewise constant jump gain GGG(t, σ0z̄zz(t)).
This conewise constant jump gain is realized by combining the jump and in-between flow effects
of the perturbed dynamical system. Via this jump map, the positive homogenization is able to
describe the local system behavior, even when the positive homogenization shows different jump-
ing behavior than the perturbed dynamical system, i.e., it jumps effectively only once and at
fixed time instances. As the perturbed dynamical system may show vastly different behavior for
different perturbation, the conewise constant jump gain changes its constant jump gain according
to the mode sequence that is taken by the perturbed dynamical system. The positive homogeniz-
ation knows about this mode sequence via its own state information, hence the dependency of the
conewise constant jump gain on σ0z̄zz(t). Next, we elaborate on how the positive homogenization
chooses the correct constant jump gain.

Remark 4.4 Notice how taking into consideration rocking (superfluous contacts), see Chapter 2,
complicates the behavior of the perturbed dynamical system, and subsequently the conewise constant
jump gain. Therefore, it is chosen not to consider rocking behavior as via Assumption 3.2.

4.2.3 Positively homogeneous jump mapping

The conewise constant jump gain GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) maps a pre-nominal event state σ0z̄zz(τ) to a post-
nominal event state σsz̄zz(τ), where σ0 denotes the initial mode and σs the full mode sequence.
As mentioned above, the conewise constant jump gain depends on the behavior of the perturbed
dynamical system. From Figure 4.7, one observes that the system behavior varies for different
mode sequences, leading to the conewise constant jump gain GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) to change its constant
jump gain GGG(τ) accordingly. The number of constant jump gains then equals the number of
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possible mode sequences. For the example considered in Figure 4.8, the conewise constant jump
gain is formulated as

GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) =

{
11←01←00GGG(τ) condition 1,
11←10←00GGG(τ) condition 2,

(4.33)

whereGGG(τ) represents the constant jump gain, and the two conditions are 00z̄zz(τ) dependent. These
conditions are referred to as jump shaping conditions, shaping the conewise constant jump gain
GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) to the correct constant jump gain GGG(τ), and we now explain how to derive them.

Recall that the sensitivity analysis takes both feasible and infeasible trajectories into account,
see Section 4.2.1. In practice, however, only the feasible trajectory is possible. Figure 4.7 illus-
trated such a feasible trajectory, experiencing a jump as soon as it satisfied a guard condition.
To determine the feasible mode sequence, one thus has to figure out which guard condition is
triggered first. In the following, we simply write mode sequence to which the user should interpret
that we mean the feasible mode sequence.

For a given perturbed trajectory with a current mode σk, we deduce the next mode by

σk+1 = argmin
σk+1

σk+1←σ∗
k←···←σ

∗
0 tk+1
ε , (4.34)

where σ0t0ε represents t0 as an initial time, and an upperscript *, e.g., σ∗1 , a mode that was already
given (or determined via previous iterations of (4.34)). Here, we consider σk+1 > σk with a mode
being greater when it has one guard more active, as via Assumption 4.1, and satisfies Assumption
3.2. Note that in case we have simultaneous guard activation, multiple σk+1 would be possible.
The upperscript * prevents (4.34) to take into account mode transitions that were concluded to
be infeasible from previous iterations. To then deduce the full mode sequence, one has to iterate
(4.34) from initial to final mode, respectively, σ0 and σc, where we use Assumption 4.1 to state
that every transition satisfies only one guard and thus that the maximum micro counter κ = c.

mode 000

γ
001 = 0

γ
100 = 0

000
α(t)

000
xǫ(t)

t

γ
010 = 0

mode 100
γ
001 = 0

100 000
xǫ(t)

t

γ
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Figure 4.12: A graphical representation of a feasible trajectory xxxε (red solid line) for a system
with three guards. Satisfying one guard, as the system does in mode 100, immediately excludes
the satisfied guard for the next transition.
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To clarify the usage of (4.34), we consider Figure 4.12 with initial k = 0. In mode 000, we observe
three guard conditions which the (extended) perturbed trajectory 000xxxε could hit at different event
times. The earliest event time takes place when the guard condition γ100 = 0 is triggered, and
the trajectory transitions to mode 100. This then concludes the first iteration of (4.34), and we
take k = 1 for the second iteration. In this iteration, we only consider the trajectories with an
initial mode transition 000→ 100 and neglect, e.g., mode transition 000→ 010, as σ∗0 = 000 and
σ∗1 = 100. The next transition is then determined with

σ2 = argmin
σ2∈{100,101}

σ2←100←000t2ε . (4.35)

From the lower drawing of Figure 4.12, one observes that the earliest event time takes place when
the guard condition γ010 = 0 is hit. The second mode transition is then determined as 100→ 110,
giving the full mode sequence 000→ 100→ 110→ 111.

Equation (4.34) may thus help us in designing the jump shaping conditions of (4.33). Recall,
however, from Section 3.2.3, that the state can not be assumed to be measurable between the
time-interval tε and tcε, i.e., the first and final event times corresponding to the completion of a
nominal event. Consequently, the event times during this time-interval can not be assumed to be
known. Furthermore, we would like the positive homogenization to determine the mode sequence
by itself, i.e., the positive homogenization does not require knowledge of a perturbed motion a-
priori and thus the exact event times. A solution is to rewrite the event times in a Taylor series
with respect to the parameter ε, similar as (4.26), giving

tk+1
ε = τ + ε∆k+1 + o(ε), (4.36)

where we denote ε
∂tk+1
ε

∂ε |ε=0= ε∆k+1 as a local approximation of the time difference between the
perturbed and nominal event time.

Remark 4.5 Considering Assumption 3.1 to hold, then we could derive the perturbed event times
implicitly via the guard condition

γsk(xxxkε (tkε ), tkε ) = 0. (4.37)

By taking the partial derivative of (4.37) with respect to ε, one subsequently deduces (4.36).

We can reformulate ∆k+1 as

∆k+1 = argmin
sk

−D1γ
sk (σkᾱαα(τ), τ) · σ

∗
k←σ

∗
k−1←···←σ

∗
0 z̄zz(τ)

D1γsk(σkᾱαα(τ), τ) · σkfff(σkᾱαα(τ), σkµ̄µµ(τ), τ) +D2γsk(σkᾱαα(τ), τ) · 1
, (4.38)

where the derivation is found in Appendix B.2 for (B.21). Note that the subsequent mode is then
derived as σk+1 = σk + sk, see Section 4.1.3, and that Assumption 3.1 prevents (4.38) to be not
well defined. For sake of brevity, we reformulate (4.38) using a column of constants aaa ∈ Rnσ∗k and
a state z̄zz(τ) ∈ Rnσ∗k as

∆k+1 = argmin
σk+1

(
(σk+1←σ∗

kaaa)T σ∗
k←σ

∗
k−1←···←σ

∗
0 z̄zz(τ)

)
, (4.39)

where aaa is written with a mode sequence notation, similar to z̄zz, as to keep the notation consistent.
By substituting (4.36) and (4.39) into (4.34), a more desirable format of (4.34) is obtained as

σk+1 = argmin
σk+1

(
τ + ε (σk+1←σ∗

kaaa)T σ∗
k←σ

∗
k−1←···←σ

∗
0 z̄zz(τ) + o(ε)

)
. (4.40)

Taking into account that τ has no influence on the mode deduction process of (4.40) and that the
higher-order terms can be dismissed as we assume sufficiently small ε, we simplify (4.40) as

σk+1 = argmin
σk+1

(
ε (σk+1←σ∗

kaaa)T σ∗
k←σ

∗
k−1←···←σ

∗
0 z̄zz(τ)

)
. (4.41)
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Equation (4.41) is then used to determine the jump shaping conditions of (4.33). To clarify its
application, a relatively simple example is treated. Given σ∗0 = 00 for k = 0, then we determine
in the first iteration of (4.41) whether the system transitions to mode 01 or mode 10. Inserting
either mode 10 or 01 in (4.41), only results in a change of the column aaa. Taking into account
that the right-side term of (4.41) represents an approximation of the time difference between the
perturbed and nominal event time, i.e., ε∆k ≈ tkε − τ , one concludes the subsequent mode to be
the mode σk+1 which results in the most negative time difference (and subsequently the smallest
event time). For example, if

ε (01←00aaa)T 00z̄zz(τ) ≤ ε (10←00aaa)T 00z̄zz(τ)↔ ε (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00z̄zz(τ) ≤ 0 (4.42)

holds, then a smaller event time is concluded for the subsequent mode σk+1 = 01. Equation (4.42)
thus can be chosen as a jump shaping condition, completing the conewise constant jump gain
(4.33) as

GGG(τ, 00z̄zz(τ)) =

{
11←01←00GGG(τ) ε (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00z̄zz(τ) ≤ 0,
11←10←00GGG(τ) ε (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00z̄zz(τ) ≥ 0.

(4.43)

Notice that if a 00z̄zz(τ) is found that fulfills one of the two jump shaping conditions in (4.43),
that only scaling 00z̄zz(τ) with a non-negative parameter ε ≥ 0 results in the same jump shaping
condition to be satisfied, and consequently the conewise constant jump gain GGG(τ, 00z̄zz(τ)) becomes
a similar constant jump gain GGG(τ) as for the unscaled case. Therefore, the jump gain is regarded
as a positively homogeneous jump map. The term positively homogeneous is deduced from the
following definition in [44, Section 12.5, p. 693-703].

Definition 4.2 (positively homogeneous function) A function f(x1, · · · , xn) is said to be
positively homogeneous of degree p if, for every point x1, x2, · · · , xn in its domain and every real
number t > 0, we have

f(tx1, tx2, · · · , txn) = tpf(x1, · · · , x2). (4.44)

Observe furthermore that (4.43) can also be interpreted as a piecewise linear mapping, differentiat-
ing the constant jump gains by the jump shaping condition(s). Figure 4.13 illustrates an example
of this piecewise linear mapping for a conewise constant jump gain consisting of three constant
jump gains GGG1, GGG2, and GGG3, formulated as

GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) =


GGG1(τ) condition 1,

GGG2(τ) condition 2,

GGG3(τ) condition 3.

(4.45)

A 2-dimensional Euclidean space is considered which depicts the pre-event state σ0z̄zz(τ). This space
is divided into three areas by the jump shaping conditions, resulting in a clear picture of when to
apply one of the three constant jump gains when the pre-event state is known. One observes that
the areas are divided into conelike shapes, and hence we use the term conewise constant jump gain.
One can, for instance, see that the middle blue point εσ0z̄zz(τ) = 0 lays on the intersection of these
areas. This point is characterized as the unperturbed situation, and subsequently any of the three
constant jump gains can be applied on it. Other examples are given by the red point εσ0z̄zza(τ)
and purple point εσ0z̄zzb(τ), resulting in, respectively, the application of constant jump gain GGG3 and
constant jump gain GGG2. Notice that ε is a scalar and that the same constant jump gain can be
applied as long as ε is non-negative.

Remark 4.6 If all the possible constant jump gains GGG(τ) of the conewise constant jump gain
GGG(τ, σ0zzz(τ)) are equivalent to each other, the piecewise linear mapping becomes a linear mapping,
and subsequently we have a linear time-triggered hybrid system.
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IR2 for τ

ǫ
σ0z̄(τ) = 0

G1(τ)

G2(τ)

G3(τ)

ǫ
σ0z̄a(τ)

ǫ
σ0z̄b(τ)

Figure 4.13: Graphical illustration of a positively homogeneous jump map that is also piecewise
linear. An example is given of a conewise constant jump gain with three constant jump gains,
differentiated as GGG1, GGG2, and GGG3. Depending on the pre-event state ε00z̄zz(τ), one of those constant
jump gains is applied to the local model.

The local model thus jumps via a piecewise linear mapping that is furthermore positively homo-
geneous. Due to this particular mapping, the local model can not be assumed to be linear, but is
rather positively homogeneous. Subsequently, the local model is termed as a positively homogen-
eous time-triggered hybrid system. This is proven in Appendix B.3. The advantage of our local
model, is that we can get a single piecewise-linear jump map that is able to predict the total effect
of a perturbation, that is sufficiently small, about simultaneous guard activation.

In the rest of the report, we assume that ε ≥ 0 such that we do not include this scaling parameter
in the jump shaping conditions. To conclude the positive homogenization, a derivation of the
conewise constant jump gain is given for a particular mode sequence.

4.2.4 Conewise constant jump gain for a particular mode sequence

In Figure 4.14, an example of the positively homogeneous trajectory is given. The black lines
represent the extended trajectory z̄zz as derived from the perturbed trajectory xxxε, i.e., via (4.30).
We, however, would rather have a positively homogeneous trajectory behaving as (4.29), jumping
only once at fixed time instances. To do so, the jump and in-between flow effects of the black
trajectories are combined into one big jump for the red trajectory at time instance τ via a constant
jump gain σ3←σ2←σ1←σ0GGG(τ).

τ

k

1

2

3

tǫ t
2

ǫ
t
3

ǫ

σ1 σ0z̄(t)

σ2 σ1 σ0z̄(t)

σ0z̄(t)

σ3 σ2 σ1 σ0z̄(t)

0

Figure 4.14: A representation of how the constant jump gain is derived for an a-priori known mode
sequence.
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The constant jump gain σ3←σ2←σ1←σ0GGG(τ) can be built up from individual constant jump gains
σk←σk−1GGG(τ) ∈ Rnσk×nσk−1 , formulated and proven in [23] and Appendix B.2, with

z̄zz+ = GGG(t)z̄zz− for t = τ

GGG(τ) =
fff+ − ġgg
γ̇

D1γ +D1ggg,
(4.46)

where

GGG(τ) = σk←σk−1GGG(τ)

z̄zz+ = σk←σk−1←···←σ0z̄zz(t)

z̄zz−

{
σk−1←σk−2←···←σ0̄zzz(t) for k > 1

σ0z̄zz(t) for k = 1

fff+ = σkfff( σkααα(τ), σkµµµ(τ), τ)

fff−
{

σk−1fff( σk−1ααα(τ), σk−1µµµ(τ), τ) for k > 1
σ0fff( σ0ααα(τ), σ0µµµ(τ), τ) for k = 1

ġgg = D1ggg · fff− +D2ggg · 1
γ̇ = D1γ · fff− +D2γ · 1

Dpggg = Dp
σk←σk−1ggg( σk−1ααα(τ), τ) p ∈ {1, 2}

Dcγ = Dcγ
ςk−1( σk−1ααα(τ), τ) c ∈ {1, 2}.

(4.47)

Note that to make sure that the individual constant jump gain (4.46) is well defined, Assumption
3.1 is considered to hold.

Assuming that the mode sequence is known, the constant jump gain is defined by multiplying
the individual constant jump gains in a fixed sequence as

σk←σk−1←···←σ0zzz(τ) = σk←σk−1GGG(τ)σk−1←σk−2←···←σ0zzz(τ)

= σk←σk−1GGG(τ)σk−1←σk−2GGG(τ)σk−2←σk−3←···←σ0zzz(τ)

= σk←σk−1GGG(τ)σk−1←σk−2GGG(τ) · · · σ1←σ0GGG(τ)σ0zzz(τ)

= σk←σk−1←···←σ0GGG(τ)σ0zzz(τ),

(4.48)

which then gives

σk←σk−1←···←σ0GGG(τ) = σk←σk−1GGG(τ)σk−1←σk−2GGG(τ) · · · σ1←σ0GGG(τ), (4.49)

where we denote with ”· · ·” the other individual jump gains to complete the sequence, e.g.,
σ2←σ1GGG(τ). Equation (4.49) is proven also in Appendix B.2.

Remark 4.7 In this work, only the simultaneous-going-to-contact situations are considered, leav-
ing the simultaneous contact-to-release case for future investigation. We thus do not take into
account input-dependent guard functions, which possibly complicates the constant jump gain ex-
pression, cf. [17].

With the positive homogenization defined, we continue by elaborating on how this positive homo-
genization is used in this work.
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4.3 Stability and closed-loop analysis

The first usage of this positive homogenization is to asses the local stability of the dynamical
system. This is seen from (4.30), where one can rewrite the segments of continuous dynamics as

xxxε − ᾱαα = εz̄zz + o(ε). (4.50)

Assuming the perturbation are sufficiently small, the contribution of o(ε) ≈ 0. For such cases
with sufficiently small perturbations, εz̄zz can be used to give first-order approximations of the error
dynamics, i.e.,

eeeR = xxxε − ᾱαα ≈ εz̄zz. (4.51)

Numerical experiments are performed in Chapter 5 to indeed show that εz̄zz is able to provide ac-
curate first-order approximations of the error dynamics.

the second usage of the positive homogenization is to design a tracking controller. A closed-loop
input

uuu = µ̄µµ−KKK(xxxε −ααα) (4.52)

for the dynamical system can be interpreted by the positive homogenization as a perturbed input

vvv(t) = −KKK(t)zzz(t), (4.53)

which is proven in Appendix B.4. We may then analyze the closed-loop behavior of the positive
homogenization, and see whether it can still provide accurate first-order error approximations.
If so, then we could stabilize the positive homogenization to achieve trajectory tracking for the
dynamical system. We use the stability definition of [16, definition 5, p.6] for the positive homo-
genization, stating:

Definition 4.3 (uniform assymptotic stability local model) given t0, the origin of the closed-
loop positive homogenization (4.31), (4.32), (4.33), (4.46)-(4.49), and (4.53) is uniformly asymp-
totically stable if for every ε > 0 and T0 ≥ t0 there exist a δ, independent of T0, such
that ||zzz(T0, iT0 , kT0)||≤ δ implies ||zzz(t, i, k)||≤ ε for all (t, i, k) ∈ dom ααα with t ≥ T0 and that
limt→∞||zzz(t, i, k)||= 0. In this, iT0 is the counter i corresponding to the time T0, i.e., the largest i
such that T0 ≥ τi, and kT0

the counter k corresponding to the time T0 which is always 1.

This is also tested via numerical experiments in Chapter 5.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, novel hybrid notations are worked out to describe the considered hybrid system
with more ease. Using these notations, a sensitivity analysis for (possibly fictious) state-triggered
hybrid systems with simultaneous guard activation and fixed mode sequence is performed, res-
ulting in a local model, i.e., a positively homogeneous time-triggered hybrid system, capable of
providing first-order approximations of all the possible behavior of the nonlinear hybrid system.
The positive homogenization achieves this by incorporating the jumps and in-between flow effects
of the perturbed dynamical system via a so-called conewise constant jump gain, consisting of
different constant jump gains corresponding to the possible mode sequences. Via a jump shaping
condition, based on the smallest event time, one can determine the constant jump gain with the
state of the positive homogenization. The advantage of our local model, is that we can get a
single piecewise-linear jump map that is able to predict the total effect of a perturbation, that
is sufficiently small, about simultaneous guard activation. This local model may then be used to
analyze the open-loop and, possibly, closed-loop behavior of our non-linear state-triggered hybrid
system. Numerical experiments are performed in Chapter 5 to validate this for the considered
benchmark example.
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Chapter 5

Numerical validation of the
sensitivity analysis

In the previous chapter, a sensitivity analysis with respect to perturbations of the initial condition
and control input is performed to examine the local behavior of a hybrid system about a traject-
ory with simultaneous guard activation, i.e., simultaneous impacts. The resulting time-triggered
hybrid system, derived in Section 4.2, can be used to study the stability of the reference trajectory
and, possibly, to design (time-varying) closed loop gains for stabilizing the closed-loop system
response, see Section 4.3. This local model also goes by the name of positive homogenization.

The focus of this chapter is to numerically investigate and validate that trajectories of the posit-
ive homogenization approximate the solutions to the original nonlinear hybrid system in a local
neighborhood of the reference trajectory. To do so, we introduce a planar benchmark example
consisting of a fully actuated block and a hinged non-actuated plank. For each discrete mode,
we detail the corresponding (constrained) continuous dynamics, the discrete dynamics describing
impact, and the positive homogeneous approximation.

A reference trajectory with simultaneous impact is then designed on our benchmark example
for given system parameters. A state trajectory and positively homogeneous trajectory is de-
signed by adding a perturbation on the initial condition of the reference. To determine whether
the positive homogenization is able to provide accurate first-order approximations of the behavior
of our benchmark example, we further compare the results of the reference trajectory, state tra-
jectory, and positively homogeneous trajectory. This is done both for the system in open-loop and
under closed-loop conditions for different controller gains.

5.1 Benchmark example

We first describe our benchmark example and discuss some of the modeling choices/assumptions.
Figure 5.1 gives a schematic representation of the considered mechanical system. It consists of a
block and an unactuated plank that is secured to the origin O0 using a revolute joint. Rotation
of the plank about this joint is counteracted by both a torsional spring and a damper. For sake
of brevity, this system is referred as a plank-block system.

To describe the mechanical and geometrical relations, we use a Cartesian frame {O,~eee}, see [33].

The origin of the frame is denoted as O and the basis as ~eee :=
(
~e1, ~e2, ~e3

)T
, representing a

column of basis vectors with vectors characterized by the arrows on top the symbols. A right-
handed frame is considered with ~ei · ~ej = δij for i, j = {1, 2, 3} and ~e1 × ~e2 = ~e3, where δij is the
Kronicker delta (δij = 1 for i = j and δij = 0 otherwise). Note that ~eee3 is directed outwards the
paper in Figure 5.1.
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~e0
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~e1
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~e2
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O0
= O1

O2
= B

P

CL

CRxl

yl

F2
τrot

F1

Figure 5.1: A representation of the plank-block system and the coordinates used to describe its
position. The inertial frame is characterized by {O0,~eee0}, the plank body fixed-frame by {O1,~eee1},
and the block body-fixed frame by {O2,~eee2}. The plank with a spring and damper is unactuated,
and the block with contact points CL and CR is actuated by actuator inputs F1, F2, and τrot.

A plank-block system is chosen due to the interactive dynamics during contact and impact, in
which the block can, to a certain extent, influence the rotated position of the plank. An in-
teresting situation may occur for a block impacting the plank with a perturbation in its initial
condition, which will, besides having no simultaneous impact, also disturb the rotated plank po-
sition/velocity differently. Consequently, more complex behavior with respect to static cases,
e.g., a block impacting the flat surface of the world, can be concluded in a neighborhood around
a trajectory with simultaneous impacts. This will then also appear in the positive homogenization.

The following assumptions are made for the modeling process to make it interesting enough to
demonstrate the developed theory in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4:

1. The block is assumed to be fully actuated.

2. The block impacts inelastically on a locally (dynamic) flat surface, we thus do not consider
impacts on the edge of the plank. Furthermore, no superfluous contacts are considered as
via Assumption 2.1.

3. The system is considered planar.

4. Contacts between the block and plank is represented using two contact points, i.e., points
Cl and CR as shown in Figure 5.1.

5. Both the plank and the block are considered rigid with uniform mass distribution.

6. There is no sliding friction between the block and plank.

The block has a mass mB , height lB , length LB , and mass moment of inertia JB . Its position and
orientation (when not in contact with the plank) are described using the coordinates xl, yl, and
θl as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The plank has mass mP , height lP , length LP , and mass moment
of inertia JP . The rotation of the plank about point O0 = O1 is denoted φ and is resisted by
a rotational spring with stiffness kP and a rotational damper with damping coefficient bP . The
generalized coordinates for the plank-block system are chosen to be

qqql =
(
xl yl θl φ

)T
. (5.1)
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In (5.1), the subscript l is used to indicate that the configuration of the block is with respect
to the moving coordinate frame {O1,~eee1}. We hence refer to the generalized coordinates as local
coordinates. We choose to describe the system using local coordinates, as opposed to using co-
ordinates with respect to the inertial frame, since this simplifies the expressions for the unilateral
constraint hhhl ≥ 0 and in turn the jump shaping conditions, see Section 4.2.3. Next, we formulate
the dynamics of the plank-block system by first presenting the continuous and discrete dynamics
within the framework of non-smooth mechanics and subsequently adapting and combining these
to form a hybrid model representation.

5.1.1 Dynamics plank-block system in non-smooth mechanics frame-
work

The continuous dynamics in terms of coordinates qqql and velocity vvvl can be expressed as

MMM l(qqql)v̇vvl −HHH l(qqql,vvvl) = SSSl(qqql)uuu+WWW l(qqql)λλλ,

0 ≤ hhhl ⊥ λλλ ≥ 0,
(5.2)

see (2.4). In the above expression, the mass matrix MMM l is given by

MMM l =


mB 0 0 −mByl
0 mB 0 mBxl
0 0 JB JB

−mByl mBxl JB 0.25mPL
2
P + mBx2

l + mBy2
l + JB + JP

 , (5.3)

and the column HHH l containing the centripedal, Coriolis and gravity terms (where g is the gravit-
ational acceleration) is given by

HHH l =


mB(xlφ̇

2 + 2ẏlφ̇− g sin(φ))

−mB(−ylφ̇
2 + 2ẋlφ̇+ g cos(φ))

0

gmByl sin(φ)− kPφ− 2mBφ̇ẋlxl − 2mBφ̇ẏlyl − 0.5gmPLP cos(φ)− gmBxl cos(φ)− bP φ̇

 .

(5.4)
The matrix of generalized force directions SSSl for the input uuu can be expressed as

SSSl =


cos(φ) sin(φ) 0
− sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1
−yl cos(φ)− xl sin(φ) xl cos(φ)− yl sin(φ) 1

 , (5.5)

and uuu as a column containing the actuation forces and torques, i.e.

uuu =

 F1

F2

τrot

 . (5.6)

In (5.6), F1 represents a force acting on the block in the ~e01 direction, F2 a force in the ~e02 direction,
and τrot a torque in the positive θl direction. The unilateral constraints in local coordinates are

formulated as hhhl =
(
hl,1, hl,2

)T ≥ 0 with

hl,1 =

(
yl −

lP
2

)
− lB

2
cos(θl)−

LB
2

sin(θl),

hl,2 =

(
yl −

lP
2

)
− lB

2
cos(θl) +

LB
2

sin(θl),

(5.7)

and are depicted in Figure 5.2. In formulating these contact distances, we assume that the block
does not reach either of the plank’s edges, i.e., that LB

2 ≤ xl ≤ 2LP−LB
2 .
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CL

CR

hl;1

hl;2

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the contact distances of the plank-block system. The distance
between the left corner CL and the plank is denoted with hl,1, and the distance between the right
corner CR and the plank is denoted with hl,2.

From (5.7), we derive WWWT
l = ∂hhhl

∂qqql
and denote the corresponding contact forces as λλλ =

(
λ1, λ2

)T
.

The derivation of (5.3) - (5.7) is found in Appendix C.

For a global restitution coefficient ε = 0, the impact dynamics are formulated with (2.18) and
Assumption 2.1 as

MMM l(qqql)(vvv
+
l − vvv−l ) =

∑
i∈Ic

WWW i(qqql)Λi,

0 ≤ ξ+l,i ⊥ Λi ≥ 0, i ∈ Ic
(5.8)

with Ic denoting the index set of closed contacts, ξξξl = WWWT
l vvv the normal contact distance velocities,

WWW l =
(
WWW l,1, WWW l,2

)T ∈ R4×2, and ΛΛΛ =
(
Λ1 Λ2

)T
. Note that we assume that superfluous

contacts do not occur by satisfying (2.19) with

∇hl,i(qqql) = MMM−1l (qqql)
∂hl,i
∂qqql

, (5.9)

and that subsequently the generalized Newton’s impact law reduces to the Newton’s impact law,
simplifying the impact dynamics to (5.8).

The continuous and discrete (impact) dynamics are further used in this chapter to perform nu-
merical experiments. We now formulate the dynamics of the block in hybrid system framework,
see Section 2.2.

5.1.2 Dynamics plank-block in hybrid system framework

In this work, we are only interested in a simultaneous impacting motion. Therefore, the hybrid
dynamics are formulated corresponding to the free-motion to two-contact transitions. Figure 5.3
illustrates the dynamics as a hybrid system with four modes. We define the state as

xxx =

(
qqql
vvvl

)
(5.10)

and the vectorfields as
σkfff =

(
vvvl
v̇vvl

)
. (5.11)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of a hybrid systems representation of the plank-block system only consid-
ering the impacting motions.

The accelerations v̇vvl in (5.11) are defined differently for each mode, where we solve the differential
algebraic equation (DAE)

MMM l(qqql)v̇vvl −HHH l(qqql,vvvl) = SSSl(qqql)uuu+
∑
i∈Ic

WWW iλi,

ξ̇l,i = 0, i ∈ Ic
(5.12)

with ξ̇l,i =
∂WWW T

l,ivvvl
∂qqql

vvvl +WWWT
l,iv̇vvl and

Ic :=


∅ for σk = 00,

{1} for σk = 01,

{2} for σk = 10,

{1, 2} for σk = 11.

(5.13)
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Note that via (5.12) an analytical expression is derived for the vectorfield in every mode, as op-
posed to a linear complementarity formulation. If one, however, is able to compute the derivatives
of the associated vectorfields, then one does not have to go through the trouble of formulating
analytical expressions as (5.12).

The modes Σ ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} are characterized by the number of contacts that are closed,
and a contact is closed when the system satisfies the corresponding guard

γ01 = hl,1 =

(
yl −

lP
2

)
− lB

2
cos(θl)−

LB
2

sin(θl) = 0 or

γ10 = hl,2 =

(
yl −

lP
2

)
− lB

2
cos(θl) +

LB
2

sin(θl) = 0.

(5.14)

Taking an initial mode 00, one can describe the mode transition for 00 → 01 or 00 → 10, i.e., the
first single contact-impact, using the reset maps

01←00ggg(xk, t, i) =

(
qqq−l

(III −MMM−1l WWW 1(WWWT
1MMM

−1
l WWW 1)−1WWWT

1 )vvv−l

)
,

10←00ggg(xk, t, i) =

(
qqq−l

(III −MMM−1l WWW 2(WWWT
2MMM

−1
l WWW 2)−1WWWT

2 )vvv−l

)
,

(5.15)

that follow from (5.8). Here, III is an identity matrix, WWW l,i = WWW i with i ∈ {1, 2}, and qqq−l and vvv−l ,
respectively, the pre-impact position and velocity. The reset map describing simultaneous impact
or the second single-contact impact, i.e., one contact has already impacted and is thus in contact
with the flat surface, can also be derived from (5.8), giving

11←σkggg(xxxk, t, i) =

(
qqq−l

vvv−l +MMM−1l (WWW 1Λ1 +WWW 2Λ2)

)
(5.16)

with

Λ1 = −(WWWT
1MMM

−1
l WWW 1)−1

(
ξ−l,1 +WWWT

1MMM
−1
l WWW 2Λ2

)
,

Λ2 =

(
WWWT

2MMM
−1
l WWW 2 −WWW 1(WWWT

1MMM
−1
l WWW 1)−1WWWT

1MMM
−1
l WWW 2)

)−1 (
WWWT

2MMM
−1
l WWW 1(WWWT

1MMM
−1
l WWW 1)−1ξ−l,1 − ξ

−
l,2

)
,

(5.17)

where

ξ−l,1 :=


0, for σk = 01,

< 0, for σk = 10,

< 0, for σk = 00,

and ξ−l,2 :=


< 0, for σk = 01,

0, for σk = 10,

< 0, for σk = 00.

(5.18)

In (5.18), ξξξ−l represents the pre-impact normal velocity of the contact distances, valued differ-
ently when experiencing different mode transitions. In case we have simultaneous impacts, i.e.,
one substitutes σk = 00 into (5.16), the pre-impact normal contact distance velocities ξξξl will be
negative. Consequently, both ξ−l,1 and ξ−l,2 will play a role in determining the impulsive forces in
(5.17). In case we do not have simultaneous impact, i.e., one substitutes σk = 10 or σk = 01 in
(5.16), either ξ−l,1 or ξ−l,2 will be zero. Taking σk = 10, one observes from Figure 5.3 that hl,2 = 0

and consequently that ξl,2 = 0. In turn, ξ−l,2 will not play a role in determining the impulsive
forces in (5.17).

It is straightforward to verify numerically that the reset maps (5.15) and (5.16) are associat-
ive as they satisfy Definition 4.1, giving 11←00ggg = 11←01ggg ◦ 01←00ggg = 11←10ggg ◦ 10←00ggg. Now that
the hybrid system dynamics are defined, we further evaluate the positive homogenization.
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5.1.3 Dynamics positive homogenization for plank-block

The state of the positive homogenization is defined as zzz, see Section 4.2. We define the state as

zzz =
(
zxl , zyl , zθl , zφ, żxl , żyl , żθl , żφ

)T
, (5.19)

where we emphasize with the subscripts that zzz is also defined in local coordinates. Trajectories zzz
for the system of interest abide the hybrid system dynamics as (4.31), which for the plank-block
system simplify to

00zzz(t) = zzz0, t = t0,
00żzz(t) = D1

00fff
(
00ααα(t), 00µµµ(t), t

)
00zzz(t) +D2

00fff
(
00ααα(t), 00µµµ(t), t

)
00vvv(t), t ∈ [t0, τ ],

σszzz(t) = GGG
(
t, 00zzz(t)

)
00zzz(t), t = τ,

σsżzz(t) = D1
11fff

(
00ααα(t), 11µµµ(t), t

)
σszzz(t) +D2

11fff
(
00ααα(t), 11µµµ(t), t

)
11vvv(t), t ∈ [τ, tf ],

(5.20)

where σs represents the mode sequence that is either 11← 01← 00 or 11← 10← 00. Note that
as the vectorfields fff are formulated with an input uuu orientated in the inertial frame coordinates,
see Figure 5.1, we also get a perturbed input vvv orientated in the same manner as uuu; thus not in the
local coordinates direction. This will slightly complicate the feedback design, as seen in Section 5.4.

The conewise constant jump gain, elaborated in Section 4.2.3, is expressed as

GGG(τ, 00zzz(τ)) =

{
11←01GGG(τ)01←00GGG(τ) for (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00zzz(τ) ≤ 0,
11←10GGG(τ)10←00GGG(τ) for (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00zzz(τ) ≥ 0

(5.21)

with

10←00aaa = − D1γ
10(00ααα(τ), τ)

D1γ10(00ααα(τ), τ) · 00fff(00ααα(τ), 00µµµ(τ), τ)
,

01←00aaa = − D1γ
01(00ααα(τ), τ)

D1γ01(00ααα(τ), τ) · 00fff(00ααα(τ), 00µµµ(τ), τ)
,

(5.22)

where we assume inelastic impacts and deploy Assumption 2.1, i.e., closed contacts stay closed.
For sake of brevity, we refer the conewise constant jump gain as jump gain in the rest of this work.
Taking into account that simultaneous impact only occurs for θl = 0 and yl = lP+lB

2 , then we can
write the jump shaping condition (01←00aaa− 10←00aaa)T 00zzz(τ) ≤ 0 explicitly as(

0
−LB θ̇−l

(ẏ−
l )2−0.25L2

B(θ̇−l )2
LBẏ−

l

(ẏ−
l )2−0.25L2

B(θ̇−l )2
0 0 0 0 0

)
00zzz(τ) ≤ 0, (5.23)

where we define ẏ−l = 00yl(τ) and θ̇−l = 00θl(τ). We can then simplify this to

LB

(ẏ−l )2 − 0.25L2
B(θ̇−l )2

(−θ̇−l zyl + ẏ−l zθl) ≤ 0 (5.24)

with zyl = 00zyl(τ) and zθl = 00zθl(τ). Recall from Section 4.2.3 that satisfying (5.24) for a
given perturbation zzz can be interpreted as the perturbed trajectory triggering the guard condition
γ01 = 0 first.

Figure 5.4 then illustrates an example of the piecewise linear mapping that represents (5.21)
with θ̇−l = 0.5, ẏ−l = −1, and LB > 0. One observes that the jump map is indeed positively
homogeneous as we can multiply the state zzz with a scalar ε ≥ 0, resulting in no change of the
constant jump gain chosen in (5.21). We will furthermore show in appendix E.2 that our local
model is indeed not linear for the considered benchmark example.

We now continue with the numerical experiments to validate that the local model can indeed
provide accurate first-order approximations of the mechanical system behavior.
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Figure 5.4: A visualization of the piecewise linear mapping (5.21) for θ̇−l = 0.5, ẏ−l = −1, and
LB > 0. When a perturbation is found with the coordinates zyl(τ) and zθl(τ) in the green area,
the constant jump gain 11←01←00GGG(τ) is applied.

5.2 Numerical experiment design

Before the numerical experiments are performed, certain choices have to be made. These include
what type of numerical solver to use, which system parameters to consider, and which reference
trajectory to choose. Regarding the numerical integration; all simulations are performed with
an event-based solver within MATLAB [45]. The function ode45.m with event detection is em-
ployed, and both its absolute and relative integration tolerances are set to 10−3. A Baumgarte
stabilization, see [33], is further applied to guarantee stabilization of the constraint equations,
see Appendix F.1. The event-based simulation model has been verified by performing equivalent
simulations using a time-stepping scheme, see [34] and Appendix F.2, leading to similar results
up to the order of numerical errors. Event-based simulation, in contrast to the less complex time-
stepping scheme, is used as this allowed easier derivation of extended trajectories.

The plank and block parameters are given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Choices are made to
allow more interesting dynamic interaction, i.e., a long plank on which the block can slide and
push, and prevent rocking behavior, i.e., a wide block. We consider a relatively high spring stiff-
ness and damping coefficient of the plank to increase the impacting forces. The mass of the plank
is chosen not too large, such that the plank does not solely fall downwards, and a comparable
block mass is chosen to observe impacting effects that are visible in the trajectories.

Table 5.1: Block properties.

Parameter LB lB mB JB
Values 0.6 m 0.2 m 2 kg mB

12 (l2B + L2
B)kgm2

Table 5.2: Plank properties.

Parameter LP lP mP JP bP kP

Values 3 m 0.1 m 1.5 kg mP

12 (l2P + L2
P )kgm2 500 Nm s

rad
500 Nm

rad
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t = t0 t = τ1
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t = tf

φend
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Figure 5.5: A visualization of the important steps to designing the position coordinates of the
reference trajectory. On the left drawing the initial configuration is depicted, on the middle
drawing the impact configuration, and on the right drawing the end configuration.

The design of the reference trajectory is visualized in Figure 5.5 and will be explained next. The
motion is split in two parts, namely the free motion phase, i.e., the block and plank are not in
contact, and the contact phase, i.e., the block and plank are in contact. On the left drawing, an
initial configuration of the block and plank is considered in free motion at t = t0. The initial block
coordinates are xl(t0) = xl,0, yl(t0) = yl,0, and θl(t0) = θl,0, and the initial plank coordinate is
φ(t0) = φ0. We choose a φ0 below its equilibrium, such that the impact will not only consist of
the block velocity, but also of the plank velocity. Furthermore, the initial velocity and acceleration
terms are assumed to be zero when possible, i.e., the plank acceleration can not be changed as
the plank is unactuated. On the middle drawing at time t = τ1, the block is tasked to have simul-
taneous inelastic impact at xl(τ1) = xl,0, yl(τ1) = lB+lP

2 , and θl(τ1) = 0. We let the block impact
close to the hinge of the plank to derive a sliding motion during the contact phase. At time of
impact, the block is assumed to only have a velocty in the yl-direction. This will result in an easy
to interpret jump shaping condition. We elaborate more on this in Section 5.3. During the contact
phase, the block slides over the plank, while pushing downwards, till it reaches the position xl,end
with the plank rotated to a desired angle φend. This is illustrated on the right drawing, and the
velocity and acceleration terms are assumed zero again when possible. The motion of the block is
created using quintic polynomials, and more details about the design of the reference trajectory
can be found in Appendix D.

Table 5.3: Reference trajectory boundary conditions.

t0 = 0 (Pre) τ1 = 1 (Post) τ1 = 1 tf = 3
xl 0.8 0.8 Reset 2.6
ẋl 0 0 Reset 0
ẍl 0 0 0 0
yl 2 0.15 Reset 0.15
ẏl 0 -3 Reset 0
ÿl 0 0 0 0
θl 0.3 0 Reset 0

θ̇l 0 0 Reset 0

θ̈l 0 0 0 0
φ -0.2 - Reset φ(1)+ - π

6

φ̇ 0 - Reset 0

φ̈ - - 0 0
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The specific boundary conditions of the reference trajectory are formulated in Table 5.3. Since
the plank is not actuated, its motion cannot be imposed when the block is not in contact with it.
Therefore, the initial acceleration φ̈(t0), and the impact terms φ(τ1), φ̇(τ1), and φ̈(τ1) cannot be
imposed as illustrated with a dash in Table 5.3. Moreover, the initial conditions of the contact
motion, i.e., just after impact, are related to the position and velocity terms just before impact by
a reset map 11←00ggg, hence the term Reset. The symbol φ(1)+ in Table 5.3 refers to the φ(τ) value
post-impact. The conditions formulated in this table produces a trajectory with simultaneous
impact and also no superfluous contacts by fulfilling (2.19). Appendix E.1 furthermore shows that
even applying small perturbations on the reference trajectory will not let superfluous contacts
occur.

For the conditions in Table 5.3, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 depict, respectively, the position and
velocity coordinates of the reference trajectory resulting from the numerical simulation. Note that
the trajectories are depicted in the local coordinates. The reference trajectory ααα(t) is shown in
solid and the extended trajectory ᾱαα(t) is represented by the dashed curves. Due to the choice of
describing the system in local coordinates, four of the states, i.e., yl, ẏl, θl, and θ̇l are mapped to
zero by the jump map and will remain zero during contact. Due to space restrictions, in the fol-
lowing we typically show the Euclidean norm of the considered trajectory as opposed to depicting
all of its components. An example of this representation style is seen in Figure 5.8. Note that
for some figures in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, these individual components are given in Appendix F.4.
These are given to the let the interested reader understand what creates the jump(s) in the norm
trajectories.
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Figure 5.6: Numerical experiment results of the position coordinates of the reference trajectory, de-
rived from the boundary conditions in Table 5.3. The solid lines represent the reference trajectory,
and the dashed lines the extended reference trajectory.
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Figure 5.7: Numerical experiment results of the velocity coordinates of the reference trajectory, de-
rived from the boundary conditions in Table 5.3. The solid lines represent the reference trajectory,
and the dashed lines the extended reference trajectory.
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Figure 5.8: Numnerical experiment results of the Euclidean norm of the reference trajectory, de-
rived from the boundary conditions in Table 5.3. The solid lines represent the reference trajectory,
and the dashed lines the extended reference trajectory.

To realise the reference trajectory in Figure 5.8, the nominal input

µµµ =

 F1,ref

F2,ref

τrot,ref

 (5.25)

visualized in Figure 5.9 is used. Note that F1,ref indicates the reference F1 component. The solid
lines represent the nominal input µµµ and the dashed lines illustrate the extended version µ̄µµ. Figure
5.9 illustrates that the required forces during the contact phase are much higher than those in
free motion. This is due to the high stiffness and damping of the plank in combination with a
relatively small block mass.
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Figure 5.9: Numerical experiment results of the nominal input term µµµ and its extended version µ̄µµ
to realize the reference trajectory in Figure 5.8. The nominal version is represented by the solid
lines, and the extended version by the dashed lines.

Using the chosen state-input trajectory (ααα(t),µµµ(t)), the corresponding positive homogenization
(4.46) is constructed. Next, numerical experiments are performed to test whether the positive
homogenization can indeed provide first-order approximations of the mechanical system behavior.
This is first done in open-loop, after which the closed-loop case follows.

5.3 Open-loop behaviour

In this section, we show that the positive homogenization can indeed be used to provide a first-
order approximation of the error trajectory in open-loop, as deduced in Section 4.3. The conewise
constant jump gain GGG(τ, 00zzz(τ)) plays an important role in realizing this. Due to its significance,
a part of this section is also dedicated to validating (5.21) and its jump shaping conditions, e.g.,
(5.24). Here, we test whether (5.21) will indeed give the correct shape of the jump gain, and thus
allow the positive homogenization to provide an accurate first-order open-loop approximation of
the system dynamics. This is done for both the scenarios where the mechanical system experiences
an impact sequence with the left-contact impacting first as an impact sequence with the right-
contact impacting first. We start by analyzing the jump shaping conditions, see (5.24), and
continue with the numerical experiments after.

5.3.1 Jump shaping conditions

The jump gain (5.21) changes into

hGGG
(
τ, 00zzz(τ)

)
=

{
11←01GGG(τ)01←00GGG(τ), −0.2zθl ≤ 0,
11←10GGG(τ)10←00GGG(τ), −0.2zθl ≥ 0,

(5.26)
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with zθl = 00zθl(τ), when we insert the block parameters of Table 5.1 and the impact conditions of
Table 5.3 into the jump shaping condition (5.24). One observes that the jump shaping condition
is solely dependent on the sign of zθl . Recalling from (4.51) that εzzz provides a first-order error
approximation, one can interpret the state zzz as the direction of the local perturbation. That only
a local perturbation in the direction of θl at time of impact contributes to (5.26) is, in retrospect,
not surprising. Indeed, a local perturbation in xl will only shift the impacting position along the
plank, but will not prevent the occurrence of simultaneous impact. Similarly, a local perturbation
in yl will only change the impact time. This is under the assumption that θ̇−l is 0 at time of impact.

Note that (5.24) will be dependent on yl when θ̇−l is not 0 at time of impact. A perturbation in
the direction of φ will similarly not prevent simultaneous impacts, as none of the coordinates xl,
yl, and θl, get changed.

In the following, we describe the positive homogenization via the combination of (5.20) and (5.26).
Numerical experiments are performed to analyze the accuracy of the first-order approximation by
comparing either the error terms, i.e., xxx−ᾱαα to εzzz, or the state terms of the real mechanical system,
i.e., xxx to ααα + εzzz. We deliberately compare two trajectories which do not jump at the same time
instances, as to emphasize that the jump gain (5.26) can indeed combine the jump and flow effects
of the unspecified modes well.

We simulate two cases of different initial perturbations, thus two different zzz(t0). Note that in
both cases the trajectory xxx is derived with an initial condition xxx(t0) = ααα(t0) + εzzz(t0). We first
treat a relatively simple perturbation and after a more complex initial perturbation. We show that
using (5.26) provides, for sufficiently small perturbations, accurate error approximations and that
using incorrect jump gains of (5.26) leads to inaccurate approximations. With the term incorrect
jump gain, we refer to the jump gain chosen in (5.26) as via reversed jump shaping conditions,
i.e., we choose 11←10GGG(τ)10←00GGG(τ) when −0.2zθl ≤ 0.

5.3.2 Simple initial perturbation with a left-contact impacting first

The direction of initial perturbation is

00zzzcase1(t0) =
(
0, 0, 0.3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
, (5.27)

which remains unchanged at time of impact, i.e., 00zzzcase1(t0) = 00zzzcase1(τ), and thus guarantees
an impact sequence with the left contact-point impacting first. The trajectories zzzcase1 are shown
in Figure 5.10 for both correct and incorrect jump gains. The influence of using an incorrect
jump gain is visible, as the trajectory post-jump develops differently. In Figure 5.11, the state
terms ||xxxcase1|| and ||ααα + εzzzcase1|| are compared for both jump gains. Remind that we obtain the
trajectory xxxcase1 by taking the initial condition as xxxcase1(t0) = ααα(t0) + εzzzcase1(t0). One then sees
that even using a small initial perturbation by taking ε = 0.01, i.e., a perturbation of 0.1719
degrees in θl direction, does not let the two state terms coincide for an incorrect jump gain. The
conclusion is that only using a correct jump gain allows the positive homogenization to provide
accurate first-order approximations of the system behavior. We show further below that this also
holds for an impact sequence with the right-contact impacting first. Note that in Figure 5.11, we
depict the modes of the two trajectories at the top of the figure with horizontal bars characterized
by their respective colors. The trajectory xxxcase1 has a short time period of unspecified modes, i.e.,
modes which do not occur in the reference, which due to its short time interval is not visible in
this figure. One can notice this short time interval by the disjoint red dot at ||xxxcase1(t ≈ 1)||≈ 7.
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(a) Correct jump gain 11←01←00GGG(τ).
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(b) Incorrect jump gain 11←10←00GGG(τ).

Figure 5.10: Numerical experiments results of the Euclidean norm of zzzcase1 (a) for correct jump
gain (b) for incorrect jump gain.
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(b) Incorrect jump gain 11←10←00GGG(τ).

Figure 5.11: Numerical experiment result of the comparison between the mechanical system xxxcase1
(red line) and its approximation ααα+ εzzzcase1 (red line) with ε = 0.01 for correct jump gain.

We further investigate the accuracy of the first-order error approximation εzzzcase1 under influence
of a correct jump gain. We compare the error terms ||xxxcase1 − ᾱαα|| against ||εzzzcase1|| for a range of
ε-values (and thus determine how big the error ||xxxcase1− ᾱαα|| can become before ||εzzzcase1|| is unable
to provide an accurate approximation). We visualize this comparison in Figure 5.12, where we plot
||εzzzcase1|| (the dashed lines) and ||xxxcase1 − ᾱαα|| (the solid lines) at different time instances against
ε. Four time instances are considered: (1) just before the impact at t = 0.8 seconds (2) just after
impact at t = 1.2 seconds (3) after short contact flow at t = 1.8 seconds (4) after long contact flow
at t = 3 seconds. These four instances are shown as they each show different system contributions.
At the first time instant, only the airborn flow has contributed. By inspecting the results at t
= 1.2 seconds, the contribution of the jump gain to the approximation can be identified. In the
results at t = 1.8 seconds, we can identify the effects of the contact flow for a relatively short time
instance. At the end of the motion, we identify the effects of the contact flow for a relatively long
time instance.
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Figure 5.12: Numerical experiment results of ||xxxcase1−ᾱαα||, depicted as the solid lines, and ||εzzzcase1||,
depicted as dashed lines and derived from correct jump gain, taken at time instances (1) t = 0.8
s in beige (2) t = 1.2 s in red (3) t = 1.8 s in magenta (4) t = 3 s in blue.

Before and just after impact (beige and red lines), one can see in Figure 5.12(b) that the solid and
dashed lines coincide well for the whole range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. One can make similar figures as Figure
5.11(a) till t=1.2 seconds and determine that the two state trajectories coincide for the whole
range of ε-values. Looking at the short contact flow effects (the magenta line), one can determine
divergent behavior between the solid and dashed lines in Figure 5.12(b) from ε ≈ 0.15 onwards.
Note that the two trajectories are, however, still seemingly close, as seen in Figure 5.12(a), and will
still show coinciding trajectories when comparing the state terms ||xxxcase1|| against ||ααα + εzzzcase1||.
This point of divergence, i.e., at ε ≈ 0.15, may be seen as the point where higher-order error terms
take over. Looking at the long term flow effect (blue line), one can see that from ε = 0.15 onwards
the two trajectories show different values. Figure 5.13 depicts this also, where in (a) the ε is small
enough to still let the two trajectories coincide, while in (b) the two trajectories do not coincide
at the end of the motion. Note that this conclusion may not hold for longer time durations than
t = 3 seconds. Although the trajectories in Figure 5.13(a) do seem to coincide at first sight,
one will notice when zooming in that the trajectories show signs of diverging from each other at
t = 3s. When the error grows large enough where the higher-order error terms play a role, the
two trajectories will not coincide anymore. We thus determine that the positive homogenization
for our left-impacting case can be used to provide first-order error approximations as long as the
perturbation is sufficiently small.

Second case : complex perturbation with a right-contact impact first

A similar analysis as above is performed, but now for a right-impacting case. Furthermore, a more
complex initial perturbation is considered to simultaneously show how the positive homogenization
performs in more challenging cases. To do so, we choose an arbitrary initial perturbation direction
with the same norm as zzzcase1(t0), resulting in

zzzcase2(t0) = −
(
0.0216, 0.1384, 0.1538, 0.1551, 0.0166, 0.0473, 0.1074, 0.0929

)
, (5.28)

which causes a mechanical system with initial state xxxcase2(t0) = ααα(t0)+ εzzzcase2(t0) to impact at its
right corner point first (as concluded via numerical simulations). The trajectories zzzcase2 for both
correct and incorrect jump gains are depicted in Figure 5.14 and now also show different outcomes
post-jump. What is notable in comparison to Figure 5.10, is that the pre-jump norm is not con-
stant and that the post-jump norm increases at a much greater rate. Apart from the velocity and
position perturbations of the block, a part of these differences is also due to a perturbation on the
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Figure 5.13: Numerical experiment results of the comparison between ||xxxcase1|| (red line) and
||ααα+ εzzzcase1|| (blue line) for (a) ε = 0.1 and (b) ε = 0.15.

plank via zφ(t0) 6= 0 and zφ̇(t0) 6= 0. The plank develops differently due to the different spring and
damping forces, and consequently the local coordinates experience greater changes. Subsequently,
this plank perturbation influences the eventual angle at which the block will impact the plank,
and thus the feedforward does not achieve its desired effect (as the feedforward is designed with a
particular plank and block configuration in mind).

Before determining the accuracy of the first-order error approximation εzzzcase2, we show in Figure
5.15 the influence of using a correct and incorrect jump gain. We observe that even using a small
ε value of 0.0005 does not let the two trajectories coincide in the case of using an incorrect jump
gain (Figure 5.15(b)). Note that the first-order error approximation (in the case of a correct jump
gain) is accurate for much smaller ε-values than in the previous case. This is also seen further
below.
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Figure 5.14: Numerical experiment results of the Euclidean norm of zzzcase2 (a) for correct jump
gain (b) for incorrect jump gain.
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(a) Correct jump gain 11←10←00GGG(τ).
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(b) Incorrect jump gain 11←01←00GGG(τ).

Figure 5.15: Numerical experiments results of the comparison between the mechanical system
xxxcase2 (red line) and its approximation ααα + εzzzcase2 (blue line) with ε = 0.0005 for correct jump
gain.

In Figure 5.16, we plot ||xxxcase2 − ᾱαα|| and ||εzzzcase2|| at four time instances against ε, similarly as
Figure 5.12. We consider the same four time instances t = 0.8s (beige), t = 1.2s (red), t = 1.8s
(magenta), and t = 3s (blue). Comparing Figure 5.16(a) to Figure 5.16(b) shows interesting dif-
ferences. The most notable one, is that the first-order error approximation is only able to capture
the real error effects for much smaller ε-values and much earlier time instances (seen by the red
lines diverging from each other) than the previous case. This is not surprising when consulting
Figure 5.14(a). As zzzcase2 is related to the first-order error terms, we expect that a fast increment
of ||εzzzcase2|| similarly lead to a fast increment of the real error norm ||xxxcase2 − ᾱαα||. When the
real error term becomes too big, then the higher-order error terms take over and the first-order
approximation can not capture its effects. A small ε is then needed to let the real error term
stay sufficiently small. One can see in Figure 5.16(b) that an ε till approximate 0.002 only gives
accurate first-order error approximations for the whole time-interval, which is considerably smaller
than the previous case. We thus conclude that the positive homogenization can also be used for
the right-impacting case to provide accurate error approximations, as long as the real error term
is sufficiently small. Furthermore, we conclude that the different initial perturbations influences
the extent to how accurate the positive homogenization is.
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Figure 5.16: Numerical experiment results of ||xxxcase2−ᾱαα||, depicted as the solid lines, and ||εzzzcase2||,
depicted as dashed lines and derived from correct jump gain, taken at time instances (1) t = 0.8
s in beige (2) t = 1.2 s in red (3) t = 1.8 s in magenta (4) t = 3 s in blue.

5.4 Closed loop

We now determine whether the closed-loop positive homogenization can be used to predict the
(local) behavior of our closed-loop mechanical system. The control input (3.15) and (3.16) with
either (3.18) or (3.19) is applied to steer the plank-block to the reference trajectory, and the local
version vvv = −KKKzzz, see (4.53), is applied to the positive homogenization. The feedback gain KKK is
decomposed in a gain, mapping the local error to forces and torques in the corresponding directions,
and a mapping between these local inputs and the so-called global inputs uuu. We introduce the
feedback gains for free and constrained motion,

00KKKl =

Kp,xl 0 0 0 Kd,xl 0 0 0
0 Kp,yl 0 0 0 Kd,yl 0 0
0 0 Kp,θl 0 0 0 Kd,θl 0

 ,

11KKKl =

Kp,xl 0 Kd,xl 0
0 Kp,φ 0 Kd,φ

0 0 0 0

 ,

(5.29)

respectively, with constant gains Kp,· and Kd,·. The closed-loop input, as in (5.20), is then given
by

00vvv = −

− cos(φref ) − sin(φref ) 0
sin(φref ) cos(φref ) 0

0 0 1

 00Kl
00zzz,

11vvv = −

(
− (lB+lP ) sin(φref )−2xl,ref cos(φref )

2xl,ref − sin(φref )
xl,ref 0

(lB+lP ) cos(φref )+2xl,ref sin(φref )
2xl,ref

cos(φref )
xl,ref 0

)
11Kl

11zzz,

(5.30)

with

11zzz =

(
zxl
zφ

)
. (5.31)

More detail about (5.30) can be found in appendix F. For the following analysis, we consider
feedback gains that result in uniform asymptotic stability of our local model, see Defintion 4.3.
We then, for instance, investigate how well the state zzz approximates the error xxx−ᾱαα in closed-loop.
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(a) Closed-loop positive homogenization ||zzzcase2||.
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(b) Closed-loop error trajectory ||xxxcase2 − ᾱαα||.

Figure 5.17: Numerical experiment results of the constrained motion norm development of the
error as (a) ||zzzcase2|| and (b) ||xxxcase2−ᾱαα||. Free motion feedback gain is set to zero, and constrained
motion feedback gain is set with the corresponding feedback gains in the legend. Here, the same
feedback gain is used for all coordinates, such that, for instance, Kp,xl = Kp,φ = Kp for 11KKKl in
(5.29).

First case: right contact impact first and earlier impact time

We now analyze how closed-loop gains influence the positive homogenization and mechanical sys-
tem for a perturbation leading to a right-contact impact sequence and an impact time(s) before
the nominal impact time. We consider the initial perturbation direction of zzzcase2(t0), see (5.28),
and set the closed-loop gains for free motion phase to zero, i.e., 00KKKl = 0003×8. The latter is done
to avoid the scenario where the system has already almost converged before impact, whereas the
main novelty in the local approximation lies in its description of the impact phenomena. Note that
by taking the free motion feedback gain equal to zero, the control strategy for these unspecified
modes also reduces to just using (3.18).

Figure 5.17(a) depicts the constrained motion closed-loop trajectory of the positive homogen-
ization and in a legend the corresponding constrained motion feedback gains. These feedback
gains are the same for all coordinates, such that, for instance, Kp,xl = Kp,φ = Kp for 11KKKl in
(5.29). Note that as we set the free motion closed-loop gains to zero, it is not interesting to depict
the free motion part of the trajectory. Furthermore, the open-loop case can be seen in Figure
5.14(a) and in it, the constrained motion norm grows in an unbounded manner. We can observe
that applying feedback thus prevents this unbounded growth. Furthermore, one observes that the
positive homogenization seems to be uniform asymptotically stable.

Figure 5.17(b) depicts the closed-loop error term of the mechanical system. Remind that xxxcase2
is simulated with an initial condition xxxcase2(t0) = ααα(t0) + εzzzcase2. We consider ε = 1 and use
the same constrained motion feedback terms as in the legend of Figure 5.17(a). We depict the
trajectories in the same time-interval as to make the comparison between the two figures more
intuitive. Note that the real error trajectory jumps at approximately 0.8439 seconds and 0.8981
seconds, and that Figure 5.17(b) does not depict the full trajectory in constrained motion.

One can see that Figure 5.17(a) and Figure 5.17(b) show similar results in closed-loop. This is
interesting, as the positive homogenization, flowing in modes 00 and mode 11, experiences a jump
at t=1s, while the error trajectory, flowing in mode 00, mode 10, and mode 11, experiences two
jumps at t=0.8439s and t=0.8981s. Apparently, the positive homogenization can still approximate
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Figure 5.18: Numerical experiment results of the error accuracy by depicting the constrained
motion norm of ||xxxcase2 − ᾱαα − εzzzcase2||. The free motion feedback gains are set to zero and the
constrained motion feedback gains are formulated in the legend. These gains are the same for all
coordinates.

the error trajectory well, even though it has a mismatch of jumps. Consequently, this may indicate
that the positive homogenization can be used to give insight of trajectory tracking capabilities.
To determine how well the positive homogenization approximates the error trajectory, we further
evaluate ||xxxcase2 − ᾱαα− εzzzcase2|| for which a smaller value correlates with greater accuracy. Figure
5.18 depicts this, in which we similarly depict the trajectory past t = 1 seconds. One observes
that the red, blue, and black lines converge to 0, indicating that the positive homogenization may
be more accurate over time, whereas the beige and magenta lines seem to go away from zero,
indicating that the positive homogenization may not be able to accurately approximate the real
error in the near future. Note that for smaller perturbation parameters ε, we stil get similar plots
where the beige and magenta line diverge from zero.

The positional error terms of the beige lines are depicted in Figure 5.19. Note that extra plots of
the beige and magenta lines of Figure 5.17 are seen in Appendix F.4. From it, one observes that
the positively homogeneous trajectory and error trajectory are not equal. Inspecting Figure 5.17,
one observes that both trajectories still converge to zero, but that the rate of convergence differs.
In this case, the real error trajectory converges faster to zero than our local model, as also seen for
the positional error term in Figure 5.19. This may be due to the error trajectory being influenced
by the constrained motion feedback gains much earlier than the positive homogenization, as the
error trajectory finalizes its transition at approximately 0.9 seconds. Nonetheless, both the pos-
itively homogeneous trajectory and error trajectory seem to converge to zero, such that we still
suspect that when the positive homogenization is uniform asymptotically stable, that we achieve
trajectory tracking for our mechanical system.

Adding feedback thus allows the positive homogenization to provide accurate approximations
of the system response for a significantly larger domain of initial conditions. To clarify this, we
take the worst performing feedback gain of Figure 5.18, i.e., Kp = 40 and Kd = 40, and make a
similar plot as Figure 5.16. For convenience, we plotted the open-loop case in Figure 5.20(a) and
the closed-loop case in Figure 5.20(b). We now see an improvement in how well the approximation
describes the mechanical system, as the solid and dashed lines coincide over a larger range of ε
values, namely till ε ≈ 0.3 in comparison with the open-loop ε ≈ 0.002. Looking at the magenta
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and blue lines, i.e., at time values 1.8 seconds and 3 seconds, one can notice that the solid lines
are below the dashed lines. The norm of the error trajectory is thus lower than our first-order
approximated error norm εzzz. This complies with the conclusion derived above, in which we stated
that the real error trajectory converges faster to zero than our approximated error trajectory.
Knowing that our approximated error norm indicates to be uniform asymptotically stable, one
may determine to have achieved trajectory tracking for our mechanical system for the considered
perturbation.
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Figure 5.19: Numerical experiments results of the position trajectories of the beige lines in Figure
5.17. The green trajectory represents the closed-loop positive homogenization, and the magenta
trajectory the closed-loop error trajectory.
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(b) Closed-loop.

Figure 5.20: Numerical experiment results of ||xxxcase2−ᾱαα||, depicted as the solid lines, and ||εzzzcase2||,
depicted as dashed lines, for open- and closed- loop conditions, taken at time instances (1) t =
0.8 s in beige (2) t = 1.2 s in red (3) t = 1.8 s in magenta (4) t = 3 s in blue. The free motion
feedback gain is set to zero, and the constrained motion feedback gain is chosen to be Kp = 40
and Kd = 40 over all coordinates.
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(a) Closed-loop with initial perturbation ε = 0.3.
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(b) Closed-loop with initial perturbation ε = 1.

Figure 5.21: Numerical experiment results of the comparison between the state trajectory xxxcase2
(red line) and its approximation ααα + εzzzcase2 (blue line) in closed-loop with free motion feedback
gain set to zero and constrained motion feedback gain Kp = 40 and Kd = 40.

To end this case, we visualize how the state trajectory of the mechanical system develops when
applying this constrained motion feedback gain of Kp = 40 and Kd = 40 for an initial perturbation
of ε = 0.3 and an initial perturbation of ε = 1. Note that the free motion feedback gain is still set
to zero. Figure 5.21 depicts the two closed-loop trajectories for these different perturbations. We
focus first on Figure 5.21(a), which according to Figure 5.20 should give an accurate approximation.
One can observe that the real state trajectory xxxcase2 (the red line) experiences two jumps, while the
positively homogeneous approximated state trajectory ααα+εzzzcase2 (blue line) jumps only once at the
nominal event time. This is also visible in the horizontal bars above, for which the red trajectory
has an extra orange block that indicates the duration of the unspecified mode. During this
unspecified mode, one notices that ||ααα+ εzzzcase2|| is not capable of providing accurate descriptions
of the state trajectory xxxcase2. This is intended, as we want to ignore this phase in the positive
homogenization. One notices, that despite the fact that the positively homogeneous approximation
lumps both impacts into one jump, that the response after the full impacting event is still very
well described. The positive homogenization can thus describe the system locally very well. In
Figure 5.21(b), an example with a bigger initial perturbation is treated, and one can observe that
the positive homogenization is less capable of approximating the local system behavior. One can,
however, still see that the trajectories show somewhat similar behavior. For the case considered
here, we thus validate that if the perturbation is sufficiently small, that the positive homogenization
can provide accurate estimates of the system behavior also in closed-loop.

Second case: left contact impact first and later impact time

The perturbations considered above all lead to the mechanical system impacting before the nominal
event time. We now analyze how well the positive homogenization performs for situations where
the mechanical system impacts at a later time instance than the nominal event time. The initial
pertubation direction is

zzzcase3 =
(
0.1 0.2 0.3 0 0.05 0.1 0.2 0

)
, (5.32)

which via numerical simulations result in the mechanical system impacting at a later time instance
and furthermore experiencing a left-impact sequence. Note that we deduce xxxcase3 with an initial
condition xxxcase3(t0) = ααα(t0)+ εzzzcase3. We consider no perturbation on the plank, what is expected
to result in less control effort to achieve uniform asymptotic stability of the positive homogen-
ization and, possibly, trajectory tracking of the mechanical system. In the following, a similar
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analysis is performed as for the previous case.

The free motion feedback gains are set to zero again, and similar constrained motion feedback
gains are considered as for the previous case. Figure 5.22(a) illustrates the closed-loop trajectory
of the positive homogenization and Figure 5.22(b) the closed-loop error trajectory of the mechan-
ical system with a perturbation parameter ε = 1. Notice that the error trajectory jumps according
to xxxcase3, and one can see jumps occuring at a later time instance than the nominal event time, i.e.,
at t=1.0515s and t=1.1253s. Note that for the error trajectory, the constrained motion feedback
gain is thus only applied after the final jump has been determined, i.e., after t = 1.1253s. An initial
perturbation with ε = 1 is taken, and one can see that even in this case the positive homogeniza-
tion can approximate the error trajectory well. One furthermore notices that less control effort is
needed to reduce the error when compared to Figure 5.17. We think that a huge part of this is due
to the plank perturbations. Considering the previous case, we could set the plank perturbations
of zzzcase2 to 0, i.e., zφ = 0 and zφ̇ = 0. In that instance, Figure 5.17(a) would change in one where
the constrained motion feedback Kp = 40 and Kd = 40 results in a similar performance as the
current black trajectory depicted in it. Returning to this case, we could also add a perturbation
of zφ = 0.1 to zzzcase3 which changes the closed-loop trajectory of the positive homogenization with
constrained motion feedback Kp = 40 and Kd = 40 to end up at a value of 1.8. Changing other
perturbations, e.g., zθl = 0.4, does not have such a great impact on the error trajectory.

To determine the approximation accuracy, we plot the trajectories of ||xxxcase3 − ᾱαα − εzzzcase3|| in
which we set ε to 1. Figure 5.23 depicts this, in which we only visualize the part after the final
jump, i.e., after t = 1.1253s. This is done, as we assume that the approximation is not accurate
during the interval of unspecified mode, and thus does not give any further insight. One notices
that the approximation is quite accurate for all feedback terms. We also notice that high Kp

value result in better approximations. This is not surprising, as the plank position influences the
performance of the feedforward considerably. We then achieve the same conclusion as for the
previous case, that uniform assymptotic stability of our positive homogenization seems to indicate
trajectory tracking of our mechanical system for the considered perturbation.
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(a) Closed-loop positive homogenization.
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(b) Closed-loop mechanical system error trajectory.

Figure 5.22: Numerical experiment result of the closed-loop trajectories of the positive homo-
genization (a) and mechanical system (b) with a perturbation direction zzzcase3. The free motion
feedback gains are set to zero, and the constrained motion feedback gains are mentioned in the
legend. The mechanical system is simulated with a perturbation of ε = 1.
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Figure 5.23: Numerical experiment results of the error accuracy by depicting the constrained
motion norm of ||xxxcase3 − ᾱαα − εzzzcase3||. The free motion feedback gains are set to zero, and the
constrained motion feedback gains are formulated in the legend. These gains are the same for all
coordinates.

We thus make the following conjecture:

Conjecture 5.1 For the cases considered in this work, simulation results seem to show that uni-
form asymptotic stability of the positive homogenization indicates trajectory tracking of the nonlin-
ear state-triggered hybrid system under influence of RS control. In [16], this is proven for the single
impact case. We think that the theorem in [16] can be extended to be applicable for simultaneous
impacting cases.

One also sees in this case that adding feedback allows the positive homogenization to provide
more accurate approximations of the system response for a significantly larger domain of initial
conditions. We clarify this with Figure 5.24 in which the error terms are compared at several time
instances against ε. These time instances are taken again at t = 0.8s, t=1.2s, t=1.8s, and t=3s.
One can see the open-loop case in Figure 5.24(a) and the closed-loop case in Figure 5.24(b). For
the closed-loop, the free motion feedback gain is set to zero, and the constrained motion feedback
is set with a Kp = 40 and a Kd = 40. One observes that the closed-loop case is quite accurate
over the whole range of ε-values.

We end this case similarly with an example of how the state and error trajectory would be-
have under the constrained motion feedback Kp = 40 and Kd = 40. Figure 5.25(a) depicts the
state trajectories and Figure 5.25(b) the error trajectories. Both are simulated with an ε value of
1. One can notice how well the two trajectories coincide, even though the two trajectories jump
at different time instances. In Appendix F.4, we have furthermore provided plots of the Euclidean
error and the reference spreading error eeeR = xxx− ᾱαα as used in this work, based on Figure 5.25(b).
In it, one can observe that the Euclidean error indeed shows multiple jumps with much higher
peaks, while the reference spreading error shows much more preferable behavior.

We have considered many situations for the closed-loop analysis, i.e., left-impact sequence, right-
impact sequence, earlier impact time than the reference, and later impact time than the reference.
All these cases showed that the RS control was able to provide trajectory tracking of the mech-
anical system, even when setting the free motion feedback gains to zero and using the same low
performing constrained motion feedback gains Kp = 40 and Kd = 40. For the benchmark example
considered in this work, the RS control can thus provide trajectory tracking, and additionally
the positive homogenization can be used to design the tracking controller. We, however, did not
determine how well the two unspecified mode strategies (3.18) and (3.19) perform. This is done
next, as to conclude this chapter.
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(a) Open-loop.
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Figure 5.24: Numerical experiment results of ||xxxcase3−ᾱαα||, depicted as the solid lines, and ||εzzzcase3||,
depicted as dashed lines, for open- and closed- loop conditions, taken at time instances (1) t =
0.8 s in beige (2) t = 1.2 s in red (3) t = 1.8 s in magenta (4) t = 3 s in blue. The free motion
feedback gain is set to zero, and the constrained motion feedback gain is chosen to be Kp = 40
and Kd = 40 over all coordinates.
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(a) Closed-loop state trajectories.
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Figure 5.25: Numerical experiment results of (a) the comparison between the state trajectory
xxxcase3 (red line) and its approximation ααα+εzzzcase3 (blue line) in closed-loop, and (b) the comparison
between the error trajectory ||xxxcase3 − ᾱαα|| (pink line) and its approximation ||εzzzcase3|| (green line)
in closed-loop. The free motion feedback gain is set to zero, and constrained motion feedback gain
is set with Kp = 40 and Kd = 40.

RS control unspecified mode strategy

In Section 3.2.3, it was highlighted that the error is typically undefined during the short time
interval of unspecified modes. We proposed two strategies for the control input during these
unspecified modes, i.e., (3.18) and (3.19), as to improve performance. Both strategies use an
extended version of the free motion feedforward term. The reasoning behind this, was that applying
the free motion feedforward, designed to achieve impact, during unspecified modes, should only
make the short sequence of unspecified modes go by faster. Now, it is shown how these two
strategies influence the performance of RS control. As we did not treat feedback in the free motion
phase, we were not able to compare the performance of these two unspecified mode strategies
before.
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(a) Strategy 1: No feedback effort during unspecified
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(b) Strategy 2: keep the last determined free motion feed-
back term constant.

Figure 5.26: Numerical experiment results of the closed-loop state trajectory xxxcase3 (red line) and
its closed-loop approximation ααα + εzzzcase3 (blue line) for an ε = 1. The free motion feedback gain
is valued with Kp = 40 and Kd = 40, and the constrained motion feedback also with Kp = 40 and
Kd = 40. (a) depicts a RS control with the unspecified mode control input (3.18) and (b) depicts
a RS control with the unspecified mode control input (3.19).

One strategy is to remove the feedback effort and only apply the feedforward term, which is depic-
ted in Figure 5.26(a). The other strategy is to keep the last determined free motion feedback effort
constant, which is seen in Figure 5.26(b). These two plots are created using an initial perturbation
of εzzzcase3 for an ε = 1. The free motion feedback term is taken equal to the constrained motion feed-
back term, with Kp = 40 and Kd = 40. One notices that the two results of Figure 5.26 are indis-
tinguishable. This could be due to the error being so small that the contribution of the closed-loop

gain in (3.19) is negligible, as −00KKK(t1)(00xxxcase3(t1)−00ᾱαα(t1)) =
(
−0.1276, −0.1383, −0.0065

)T
with t1 being the first impact time of the perturbed mechanical system. Taking into consideration
that quite some control effort is needed to push the block, as seen from Figure 3.3, this result may
not be so surprising. Lowering the plank stiffness and damping coefficient may, however, lead to
a different result. Another reason may be the small time window of unspecified modes, where the
feedback effort of (3.19) has no time to influence the system in a way that leads to a different
outcome when applying (3.18) instead.

5.5 Summary

We have elaborated on the plank-block system that is used in this work and have derived a positive
homogenization to approximate its dynamics near a chosen reference trajectory. We have shown
that both in open- and closed- loop, the positive homogenization is able to provide accurate first-
order approximations of the mechanical system responses. What was remarkable, was that the
positive homogenization did so, while jumping differently than the perturbed mechanical system.
This was only realizable due to the positive homogenization jumping with the conewise constant
jump gain formulated in Chapter 4.

From the closed-loop analysis, we saw that uniform asymptotic stability of the positive homo-
genization might imply trajectory tracking of the mechanical system. At least for the benchmark
example considered in this work, the positive homogenization can be used to derive a tracking
controller, and the RS control can be used to achieve trajectory tracking.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

We have concluded from Chapter 5 that the local approximation can be used to stabilize the
plank-block system, thus giving a positive indication for the research objective mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.5: we may indeed be able to use the RS control and the positive homogenization to stabilize
motions with simultaneous impact. This conclusion has been reached by taking the following steps.

First, we formulated the dynamics of mechanical systems with unilateral constraints in Chapter 2.
To do so, we used the theory of non-smooth mechanics and the generalized Newton’s impact law
to model inelastic impacts. A condition for avoiding superfluous impacts, depending on the mass
and inertia properties of the system, and considering constraint equations, has subsequently been
formulated. These contacts lead to rocking behavior of a mechanical system and are undesired
due to the more complicated dynamics that arise. We then reformulated the mechanical system
into a hybrid system framework to which we applied RS control.

Second, we introduced RS control for single guard activation in Chapter 3 and showed how it
has been applied in literature as in [15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24]. The notion of classical hybrid time
(t, j) was introduced and extended for a multi-contact mechanical system, resulting in a multi-
scale hybrid time (t, i, k). For this, we introduced a macro counter i, related to the nominal events,
and micro counter k, related to the local events. The control strategy is then extended to the
so-called RS control for simultaneous guard activation. Via a sensitivity analysis, the stability of
trajectories with simultaneous impacts are analyzed and a tracking controller is designed.

Third, we performed the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 4 where we introduced new hybrid sys-
tem notations to facilitate the presentation of the analysis. This sensitivity analysis resulted in
a positively homogeneous time-triggered hybrid system, capable of describing the local behaviour
of the mechanical system in a neighborhood of a reference trajectory with simultaneous inelastic
impacts. One of the contributions of this work is then the extension of the sensitivity analysis,
in which we incorporated the perturbed jumps and in-between flow effects of the multi-contact
mechanical system into a conewise constant jump gain that describes the jumping behavior of the
positive homogenization. As the mechanical system can undergo a different sequence of impacts
for different perturbations, the conewise constant jump gain changes its shape accordingly to make
the positive homogenization provide accurate first-order approximations of the mechanical system
behavior. This is validated numerically for a plank-block system.

Finally, we introduced a plank-block system - chosen due to the interactive dynamics between
the two bodies - in Chapter 5. A reference trajectory with simultaneous impact is formulated, for
which the corresponding positive homogenization is derived. We then validated the performance
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of the positive homogenization by verifying that it can provide accurate first-order approximations
of the error dynamics of the mechanical system, given that the perturbations are sufficiently small.
This is done both in open- and closed- loop conditions. for the given benchmark example and
a given perturbation, we observed that uniform asymptotic stability of the positive homogeniza-
tion indicates trajectory tracking of the mechanical system via RS control for simultaneous guard
activation. Additionally, we observed that applying the RS control for simultaneous guard activ-
ation on the plank-block system indeed results in tracking control regardless of the perturbation,
i.e., the different mode sequences that the mechanical system can undertake. This then indicates
that the RS control for simultaneous guard activation and the underlying sensitivity analysis may
indeed be used to achieve trajectory tracking for a mechanical system experiencing simultaneous
inelastic impacts in general.

6.2 Recommendations

Many assumptions and simplifications of reality were made in composing a benchmark test-case
in this work. It is therefore recommended to test the derived control strategy and perform the
sensitivity analysis also for a more comprehensive multi-contact mechanical system that models
reality more accurately. One can consider a 3-D model, in which the perturbed system could
experience more than two jumps. Consequently, the conewise constant jump gain will get more
complex, i.e., it consists of more constant jump gains. Determining whether this more complex
conewise constant jump gain still gives accurate first-order approximations of the real perturbed
jump and in-between flow dynamics, is an interesting experiment.

One can also consider to make the (impacting) environment more challenging. In this work,
we have already extended the static flat impacting surface to a more dynamic flat impacting sur-
face. A more interesting direction is then to consider non-flat surfaces as in [5], where we could
consider impacts on edges. Furthermore, we have ignored the occurrence of friction and considered
a symmetric object with uniform mass distribution, which also simplified our model considerably.
It thus is interesting to determine whether the positive homogenization can still approximate the
error dynamics well for these cases.

Also, in this work, superfluous contacts have been avoided. These superfluous contacts result
in the perturbed system to have more possible transitions, and consequently the conewise con-
stant jump gain gets more complex as it consists of more constant jump gains. Furthermore,
the constant jump gains most likely also get more complex, as the constant jump gain needs to
incorporate the detachment phases into it. This, however, may easily be solved by taking a similar
approach as in this work, where we multiply the individual constant jump gains in a sequence as
(4.49). The difficult part then lies in the formulation of an individual constant jump gain that
corresponds to the detachment. The extension of the theory to cases where a single impact at one
point leads to a detachment of another contact is thus recommended for future research.

Another recommendation, is to extend the considered trajectory. We have only considered a
single simultaneous impact in this work, but one can also derive a conewise constant jump gain for
detachments. We then can test more challenging reference trajectories with multiple impacts and
detachments, possibly interchanging simultaneous and single impacts. Furthermore, we would like
to recommend to analyze the control framework in the presence of actuator saturation and to find
optimal time-varying feedback gains (cf. [24]) for improving performance.

A final recommendation is to extend the theory in [16], by formulating a proof that uniform asymp-
totic stability of the positive homogenization similarly leads to tracking control of the mechanical
system experiencing simultaneous impacts.
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Appendix A

Superfluous contact analysis

In this appendix, we work (2.19) out and show that satisfaction of this condition should give no
superfluous contacts for a planar two-contact mechanical system. Before doing so, we introduce
some mathematical concepts used to perform this analysis.

A.1 Preliminaries

This section introduces the mathematical concepts employed in Appendix A.2 (and other appen-
dices). The reader can skip it at the first reading, returning to it when clarification is needed.
Note that the definitions are taken from [25, Section 2, p.21-41] unless stated otherwise.

Definition A.1 (Cone) A subset G ⊂ Rn is called a cone if for any xxx ∈ G and λ > 0 also
λxxx ∈ G holds. A cone is convex if the subset G ⊂ Rn is convex.

Definition A.2 (Contingent cone) Let C be a closed set and let xxx be a point in C. The con-
tingent cone is defined as

KC(xxx) = {yyy | ∃tk ↓ 0 , yyyk → yyy, with xxx+ tkyyyk ∈ C}. (A.1)

The contingent cone is also referred to as tangent cone of Bouligand.

Definition A.3 (Convex set) A set C ⊂ Rn is convex if for each xxx ∈ C and yyy ∈ C also (1-a)xxx
+ ayyy ∈ C for arbitrary a with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 .

Definition A.4 (Closed set) A set C ⊂ Rn is closed if it contains all its limit points. Every
limit point of a set C is the limit of some sequence {xxxk} with xxxk ∈ C for all k ∈ N.

Definition A.5 (Set-valued function) A set-valued function FFF : Rn → Rn is a map that as-
sociates with any xxx ∈ Rn a set FFF(xxx) ⊂ Rn.

Definition A.6 (Monotone Set-valued Function) A set-valued map FFF(xxx) is called monotone
if its graph is monotone in the sense that

∀(xxx,yyy) ∈ Graph(FFF), ∀(xxx∗, yyy∗) ∈ Graph(FFF), (yyy − yyy∗)T (xxx− xxx∗) ≥ 0. (A.2)

In addition, if
(yyy − yyy∗)T (xxx− xxx∗) ≥ a||xxx− xxx∗||2 (A.3)

for some a > 0, then the set-valued map is strictly monotone.

Definition A.7 (Maximal monotone set-valued function) A monotone set-valued function
FFF(xxx) is called maximal monotone if there exists no other monotone set-valued function whose
graph strictly contains the graph of FFF . If FFF is strictly monotone and maximal, then it is called
strictly maximal monotone.
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Definition A.8 (Metric) [41, Section 1.2, p.9 -12] : Let M be a set. A metric (also called a
topological metric) on M is a function d : M ×M → R such that for all m1,m2,m3 ∈M ,

� d(m1,m2) = 0 iff m1 = m2 (definiteness);

� d(m1,m2) = d(m2,m1) (symmetry); and

� d(m1,m3) ≤ d(m1,m2) + d(m2,m3) (triangle inequality).

A metric space is the pair (M,d); if there is no danger of confustion, just write M for (M,d).

Note that on Rn this metric is given by

d(xxx,yyy) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 = ||xxx− yyy|| (A.4)

when referring to the Euclidean Norm. A set with a metric induced by a matrix MMM can then be
interpreted as a set with the metric

d(xxx,yyy) =
√

(xxx− yyy)TMMM(xxx− yyy) = ||xxx− yyy||MMM . (A.5)

Definition A.9 (Normal Cone) Let C ⊂ Rn be a convex set and xxx ∈ C. The set of vectors
yyy ∈ Rn that are normal vectors of C at xxx ∈ C form the normal cone of C in xxx:

NC(xxx) = {yyy | yyyT (xxx∗ − xxx) ≤ 0, xxx ∈ C,∀xxx∗ ∈ C}. (A.6)

Definition A.10 (Proximal point) The proximal point of a closed convex set C ⊂ Rn to a
point zzz is the closest point in C to zzz:

proxC(zzz) = arg min
xxx∗∈C

||zzz − xxx∗||, zzz ∈ Rn. (A.7)

Note that when we have a metric induced by a matrixMMM , that the proximal point function becomes

proxMMMC (zzz) = arg min
xxx∗∈C

||zzz − xxx∗||MMM= arg min
xxx∗∈C

√
(zzz − xxx∗)TMMM(zzz − xxx∗), zzz ∈ Rn. (A.8)

Figure A.1 illustrates the proximal point function proxC(zzz) for zzz ∈ Rn and closed convex set C.
From the figure we notice three properties:

� if qqq ∈ bdryC, denoting the boundary of set C, and the boundary is smooth at the point qqq,
then there exists a line of arguments zzz resulting in the same outcome. This can be seen at qqq1
where a dashed line (ray) is seen extending from C towards the bottom right. Every point
zzz on that line then results in the same proximal point.

� if qqq ∈ bdryC and the boundary is non-smooth at qqq, then there exists a cone of arguments
which have the same proximal point of C. Looking at qqq2, a green cone is formulated in which
for every point in this green cone, the same outcome qqq2 is obtained.

� if qqq ∈ C, we find zzz = proxC(zzz) = qqq. An example is qqq3 = zzz3.

Definition A.11 (Tangent cone) Let C be a closed set and let xxx be a point in C. The tangent
cone is defined as

TC(xxx) = {yyy | ∀tk ↓ 0 , xxxk → xxx with xxxk ∈ C , ∃ yyyk → yyy , with xxxk + tkyyyk ∈ C}. (A.9)

The tangent cone is also called circatangent cone or tangent cone of Clarke.
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C

z3 = proxC(z3) = q3

q1 = proxC(z1)

z1

z2

q2 = proxC(z2)

Figure A.1: A graphical representation of the proximal point in the closed convex set C to the
points zzz1 /∈ C, zzz2 /∈ C, and zzz3 ∈ C, cf. [25].

Inner product

We use the inner product defined in [46, Section 4.1, p. 72-73]. If we define two vectors ~v ∈ L and
~w ∈ L, with L being an n-dimensional linear space over the field of real numbers R, then we can
define the inner product as

~x · ~w = vvvTMMMwww, (A.10)

where vvv ∈ Rn and www ∈ Rn are coordinate representations in Euclidean space, and MMM ∈ Rn×n
a symmetric and positive definite matrix derived from the basis vectors. Note that using the
left-sided notation of (A.10) assumes the reader to know the basis and thus the matrix MMM . From
the inner product we derive the norm and angle between two vectors as, respectively,

||~v||MMM=
√
~v · ~v =

√
vvvTMMMWWW (A.11)

and

cos(φ) =
~v · ~w

||~v||MMM ||~w||MMM
. (A.12)

Derivative

The time derivative of a function aaa(t) ∈ Rn is denoted as

ȧaa(t) =
daaa(t)

dt
∈ Rn. (A.13)

When multiple arguments are involved, we use the notation in [41, Section 2.3, p.75-83]. We write
the derivative of a function f as a linear map Df . Suppose we have a function fff(xxx,uuu) : Rn×Rm →
Rn, then we can define the partial derivatives at point xxx0 and uuu0 as

∂fff(xxx0,uuu0)

∂xxx
= D1fff(x0, u0) ∈ Rn×n (A.14)

and
∂fff(xxx0,uuu0)

∂uuu
= D2fff(x0, u0) ∈ Rn×m, (A.15)

where we denote Dihhh as the partial derivative of the function hhh(·) with respect to its i’th argument.
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O

~e1

~e2

~e3

Figure A.2: Cartesian frame {O,~eee} [33, Section 1.1, p.1].

Cartesian frame

Mechanical systems are described in Euclidean 3-dimensional space, where a Cartesian frame
{O,~eee} as in Figure A.2 is used to describe geometrical and mechanical relations in this space, see

[33]. The origin of the frame is denoted as O and the basis as ~eee :=
(
~e1 ~e2 ~e3

)T
, representing a

column of basis vectors.

A right-handed frame, seen in Figure A.2, is considered with ~ei · ~ej = δij for i, j = {1, 2, 3}
and ~e1 × ~e2 = ~e3, where δij is the Kronicker delta (δij = 1 for i = j and δij = 0 otherwise). The
MMM matrix in the inner product formulation, see (A.10), changes for the Cartesian frame to an
identity matrix. This then results in the standard inner product and the standard norm.

Position vector

In Figure A.3, an inertial frame {O0,~eee0} is attached to the world, and a body-fixed frame {O1,~eee1}
is attached to the center of mass of a rigid body. The vector ~rCM indicates the position of the
mass center of the rigid body with respect to the inertial frame and can be denoted as

~rCM = (rrr0CM )T~eee0 = (rrr1CM )T~eee1 (A.16)

with, e.g., rrr0CM denoting the column of coordinates of ~rCM with respect to frame 0.

Rotation matrix

The rotation of frame 1 with respect to frame 0 is written as

~eee1 = AAA10~eee0, (A.17)

for which the matrix AAA is a so-called direction cosine matrix.

O0

~e0
1

~e0
2

~e0
3

~rCM

O1
= CM

~e1
2

~e1
1

~e1
3

Figure A.3: Inertial and body-fixed Cartesian frames [33].
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Angular velocity

The angular velocity of frame 1 with respect to frame 0 is given as

10~ω = (10ωωω1)T~eee1 (A.18)

with

10ωωω1 =

10ω1
1

10ω1
2

10ω1
3

 . (A.19)

The angular velocity vector can be derived from the Poisson equation

10w̃̃w̃w1 = AAA10(Ȧ̇ȦA
10

)T =

 0 −10ω1
3

10ω1
2

10ω1
3 0 −10ω1

1

−10ω1
2

10ω1
1 0

 . (A.20)

A.2 Analysis

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the impact dynamics (2.18), based on the impact equation and
generalized Newton’s impact law, are not formulated in a manner for which we can analyze super-
fluous contacts analytically. We thus reformulate the generalized Newton’s impact law in a more
intuitive format, which we use to find conditions to exclude cases of superfluous contacts. To do
so, a variational analysis for impact laws is performed as in [36] and [35, Section 3.3, 42-48]. The
generalized Newton’s impact law with global restitution coefficient ε = 0 is rewritten as

−ΛΛΛ ∈ H(ξ̄ξξ) = −2proxGGGR+
0

(−GGG−1ξ̄ξξ), (A.21)

where H is a maximal monotone set-valued function, GGG = WWWTMMM−1WWW a Delassus matrix, and
ξ̄ξξ = 1

2 (ξξξ+−ξξξ−) the difference of the normal contact velocity terms between pre- and post- impact.
From (2.15) and (A.21), one derives the explicit mapping between pre- and post- impact velocities

vvv+ = proxMMMTC(qqq)(vvv
−), with TC(qqq) = {vvv|WWWTvvv ≥ 0}, (A.22)

where TC(qqq) is a tangential cone to the closed set of possible configurations C ⊂ Rn at configura-
tion qqq, cf. [46, Section 4.6, p. 80-81], and proxMMMTC(qqq)(·) a proximal point function to the set TC(qqq)

in the metric induced by a matrix MMM . For sake of brevity, we will mention the latter as in the
metric MMM in the rest of the work.

Equation (A.22) is similar to Moreau’s impact law for global restitution coefficient ε = 0, and
we thus use the geometrical approach in [46, Section 4 + 5, p.70-101] to describe this mapping
in more detail and simultaneously deduce the occurrence of superfluous contacts. For mechanical
systems with unilateral constraint functions hhh(qqq) ≥ 0, the closed (convex) set C is defined by the
unilateral constraints (see [46, Section 4.6, p. 80-81]) as

C := {qqq | hi(qqq) ≥ 0, i ∈ I}, (A.23)

where it is assumed that the level curves hi(qqq) = 0 intersect each other transversally and the
functions hi(·) are continuously differentiable. Figure A.4 illustrates an example of the closed set
C defined by four unilateral constraints. Here, we are interested in the configurations at which
the level curves hi(·) = 0 intersect each other, e.g., at the configuration qqq4. These configurations
are interpreted as the configuration of the system where two or more pairs of contact points are
closed, and consequently superfluous contacts are analyzed at these configurations. We will from
now on just mention that contacts are closed or contacts are open when talking about a pair of
contact points.
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h2 = 0

IR
n

h4 = 0

h1 = 0

h3 = 0

C

q4

Figure A.4: Example of a closed set C defined by the four level curves hi = 0 with i = {1, 2, 3, 4}
[46]. The level curves can be interpreted as the configurations for which the corresponding contact
is closed. The intersection of the level curves h1 = 0, h2 = 0, and h3 = 0 is denoted by the point
qqq4. This point can then be interpreted as the configuration where three contacts are closed.

Figure A.5 then gives an intuitive interpretation of the analysis performed further below. Consid-
ering the set C in Figure A.4 as the admissable configurations of a system, then we could consider
the system to be in an arbitrary initial boundary configuration qqq ∈ bdry(C) at initial time t = t0.
This configuration is depicted in the left drawing of Figure A.5 as an orange dot, where we denote
with an arrow how the configuration changes. Here, the system has a contact closed corresponding
to the constraint h3 = 0. At time ti the system experiences a simultaneous inelastic impact at qqq4
which is depicted in the middle drawing of Figure A.5. Note that qqq4 is the point where three level
curves h1 = 0, h3 = 0, and h4 = 0 intersect each other, and consequently two more contacts are
closed. One may then conclude that if for t > ti the system moves away from the configuration qqq4
to a configuration satifying h3 6= 0, then the originally closed contact opens, and subsequently the
system has a superfluous contact. This is depicted in the right drawing of Figure A.5, where the
system after inelastic impact appears in a configuration where the initially closed contact h3 = 0
re-opens as h3 6= 0. If, however, for t > ti we conclude that qqq = qqq4, then the initially closed
contact stays closed, and we thus have no occurrence of superfluous contacts.

q4
q

t < ti t = ti

= q4

t > ti

q4

q
q

Figure A.5: Example of the analysis of superfluous contacts. At t < ti, with ti denoting an impact
time, there is an initial configuration of qqq (in orange) on the level set h3 = 0. This indicates that
one of the contacts is already closed. The configuration evolves along the level set h3 = 0 till
inelastic impact is determined at t = ti for the configuration qqq = qqq4. For t > ti (post-impact) the
configuration evolves along the level set h1 = 0, indicating that the previously closed contact for
h3 = 0 opens, and the corresponding contact is thus deemed a superfluous contact.
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This may better be explained with a physical example. Figure A.6 illustrates an example where
we re-interpret the area around qqq4 of Figure A.4 as a valley. We consider the level curves h1 = 0
and h3 = 0 as respectively the left and right slopes of the valley and qqq4 the lowest point of the
valley. In this case, the level curve h4 = 0 thus does not play a role. We could then depict an
initial qqq on h3 = 0 as a ball which rolls towards the lowest point qqq4. Due to properties such as the
speed of the ball, mass of the ball, and steepness of the valley, the ball may not stay in the lowest
point of the valley at qqq4, but will roll out of the valley over the left slope. One could think of
the ball overcoming the impacting effects when it collides with the left slope. This could then be
interpreted as the presence of superfluous contact, and is depicted on the upper drawing of Figure
A.6. The lower drawing of Figure A.6 depicts the opposite case, where the steepness of the valley
is so big, that the mass and speed of the ball is unable to get out of the valley. This can then be
interpreted as a situation with no superfluous contacts.

q4

q

q4

q

superfluous contact

q

no superfluous contact

q4

q

q4

h1 = 0 h3 = 0

t = t0

t = t0

t > t0

t > t0

Figure A.6: Example of interpretation of superfluous contact. The area around qqq4 in Figure A.4
is re-interpreted as a valley, where h1 = 0 depicts the left slope, h3 = 0 the right slope, and qqq4
the lowest point of the valley. Here, h4 = 0 is neglected. The ball is interpreted as a configuration
qqq on h3 = 0, where the upper drawing depicts an interpretation of superfluous contact, and the
lower drawing depicts an interpretation of no superfluous contact.

The proximal point function proxMMMTC(qqq)(·) (A.22) can distinguish under which conditions superfluous
contacts happen. We can analyze these conditions by analyzing the cone formulations at the
impact configuration qqq in the closed set C. We focus on the tangent and normal cone1 which
are depicted in Figure A.7 as respectively TC and NC for both the situation with and without
re-entrant corner. Note that for example TC should be interpreted as TC(qqq). A re-entrant corner
is defined as TC ⊂ KC , where KC is the contingent cone, and one should be aware that (A.22) is
not applicable when this is present. The issue of re-entrant corners is treated in [Section 5.4, p.
90-91][46] where it is described that re-entrant corners may lead to a set of post-impact velocity
solutions instead of only one solution of post-impact velocities. Furthermore, one can not define
an admissable domain with (A.23). A famous physical example for this re-entrant corner is the
situation where an impact occurs between two cornors of two rigid bodies.

In [46], the normal cone for mechanical systems with unilateral constraints - remind that it is
defined as polar tangent cone in [46] - can also be formulated as

NC(qqq) = {yyy | yyy = −
∑
i∈Ic

λi∇hi(qqq), λi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ Ic}, (A.24)

1The normal cone is defined differently in [25] and [46]. In this work we define the normal cone as in [25] and
this can be interpreted as the polar tangent cone in [46].
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no re-entrant corner re-entrant corner

C TC = KC

NC

C

KC

TC

NC

Figure A.7: Difference between tangent (Clarke’s), contingent (Boulingard’s), and normal cones,
for a re-entrant and non re-entrant corner.

with Ic being the closed contacts index and ∇hi(qqq) = MMM−1(qqq)∂hi∂qqq representing a velocity compon-

ent. Note that the latter can be deduced when rewriting the impact equation (2.15) by taking the
mass matrix MMM from the left side to the right side, giving

v+ − v− = MMM−1(qqq)WWW (qqq, t)ΛΛΛ, (A.25)

where the right term represents ∇hhh(qqq). Taking into account that the boundary lines of TC are
perpendicular to the boundary lines of NC in terms of the metric MMM , allows us to interpret the
tangent cone as

TC(qqq) = {qqq∗|(qqq∗ − qqq)TMMM(qqq)∇hi(qqq) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ Ic, with qqq, qqq∗ ∈ C}. (A.26)

A pair of orthogonal closed convex cones NC and TC are now defined. We can then use theorem
4.1 in [46, Section 4.3, p.74-75] which in essence says that for a pair of orthogonal closed convex
cones TC and NC , any vector ~w in a n-dimensional inner product space can be decomposed as the
sum ~w = ~vT + ~vN with

vvvT ∈ TC , vvvN ∈ NC , ~vT · ~vN = 0. (A.27)

The proof of this can be found in [46] and [47].

We can now depict the geometrical interpretation of proxMMMTC (·) in vector space, where we draw
the cones TC and NC as subset of the n-dimensional linear inner product space L. A planar
two contact example is considered, where two unilateral constraints h1(qqq) ≥ 0 and h2(qqq) ≥ 0 are
present. These unilateral constraints result in a closed convex set C of admissible configurations,
to which we treat a similar set C as in the left drawing of Figure A.7. Figure A.8 depicts the
possible cone formulations at the point of discontinuity, i.e., at the point where the level surfaces
h1 = 0 and h2 = 0 intersect. We then perform a cone analysis using theorem 4.1 of [46, Section
4.3, p.74-75] at the point of discontinuity. Note that this cone analysis is a local analysis and thus
only predicts the behavior in a neighborhood around the impacting point.

On the left drawing, the pair of orthogonal cones are derived with (A.24) and (A.26). Apply-
ing the proximal point function (A.22) to a vector ~w, results in the projection of ~w on the tangent
cone TC . Reminded of the example in Figure A.6, the vector ~w can be understood as the pre-
impact velocity of the ball at the corner qqq4. By looking at the projection of ~w on TC , i.e., ~vT ,
one can analyze whether superfluous contacts are present. We observe ~w /∈ NC , and see that the
projection on TC results in a vector ~vT pointing outwards the considered point of discontinuity.
Recalling that TC is a local approximation of the level surfaces hi = 0, with i = {1, 2}, one can
relate the vector ~vT to the post-impacting velocity of the ball at qqq4 in Figure A.6.
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TC

NC
~w

~vT

~vN

for ~w =2 NC

TC

NC

~vT = 0

for ~w 2 NC

~w = ~vN

h1 = 0
h2 = 0

�λ 1rh1 �λ 2rh2- -

Figure A.8: Geometrical interpretation of generalized Newton’s impact law [46, Figure 19, p.75]
with global restitution coefficient ε = 0. The left drawing depicts a case with superfluous contacts,
while the right drawing depicts a case with no superfluous contacts.

We then assume to prevent the occurrence of superfluous contacts when ~vT = 0 for any ~w ∈ −TC .
For the example of the ball depicted in Figure A.6, a vector ~vT = 0 may then indicate that the
ball will lay still in corner qqq4. On the right drawing of Figure A.8, one can see a case for which ~vT

is zero, namely when ~w ∈ NC . We thus assume that we can prevent the occurrence of superfluous
contacts by satisfying −TC ⊆ NC . For the cone analysis, this will then always result in ~w ∈ NC ,
resulting in ~vT = 0.

As NC and TC are a pair of orthogonal cones, we can make one cone smaller by making the
other cone bigger. By making the normal cone NC have an angle bigger than 90 degrees in the
metric MMM , guarantees that TC is of an angle smaller than 90 degrees. This in turn will make sure
that −TC ⊆ NC , and we thus assume to have prevented the occurance of superfluous contacts and
rocking for the two-contact planar mechanical system. Taking into account that the outer lines of
NC are defined as −λ∇hi for i ∈ IC , see (A.24), we satisfy −TC ⊆ NC by fulfilling

arccos

(
∇hT1MMM∇h2√

∇hT1MMM∇h1
√
∇hT2MMM∇h2

)
≥ π

2
. (A.28)
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Appendix B

Positive homogenization

In this appendix, the positive homogenization, as discussed in Chapter 4, is worked out. The
following topics are treated:

� The formulation of the continuous dynamics.

� The formulation of the conewise constant jump gain for a particular mode sequence.

� A proof that a positively homogeneous jump mapping also results in a positively homogen-
eous model.

� How the application of a feedback gain KKK on the nonlinear hybrid system can be interpreted
for the positive homogenization.

B.1 Continuous dynamics of the positive homogenization

We show how the continuous dynamics of (4.31) are worked out. We only treat one mode and
thus leave the multi-scale hybrid time (t, i, k) and mode sequence notation out of the analysis.
The method applied is based on the sensitivity analysis for nonlinear smooth dynamical system,
cf. [42, Chapter 3.3, p.99-102 and Chapter 10.1 p. 382-393].

We characterize a perturbation via a parameter ε. We then assume the initial state xxx(t0) and
the input uuu(t) to depend continuously on this parameter ε, such that we define xxx(t0, ε) and uuu(t, ε).
The nominal values of the state and input are realized by setting ε = 0. We furthermore have a
vectorfield fff(t,xxx,uuu) depending continuously on its arguments and having continuous first partial
derivatives with respect to its arguments. The perturbed state is then defined as

xxx(t, ε) = xxx(t0, ε) +

∫ t

t0

fff (s,xxx(s, ε),uuu(s, ε)) ds, (B.1)

and taking the partial derivative of (B.1) with respect to ε results in

∂xxx(t, ε)

∂ε
=
∂xxx(t0, ε)

∂ε
+

∫ t

t0

[
∂fff

∂xxx
(s,xxx (s, ε),uuu(s, ε))

∂xxx

∂ε
(s, ε) +

∂fff

∂uuu
(s,xxx (s, ε),uuu(s, ε))

∂uuu

∂ε
(s, ε)

]
ds.

(B.2)
Differentiating (B.2) further with respect to time t gives

∂2xxx(t, ε)

∂t∂ε
= D1fff (t,xxx(t, ε),uuu(t, ε))

∂xxx

∂ε
(t, ε) +D2fff (t,xxx(t, ε),uuu(t, ε))

∂uuu

∂ε
(t, ε), (B.3)

where ∂2xxx(t0,ε)
∂t∂ε = 0. Note that the notations D1fff and D2fff are used to denote the partial de-

rivative of fff with respect to the first and second arguments, and is detailed more in Appendix A.1.
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ǫ
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σ0xǫ(t)

σ1 σ0xǫ(t)

σ2 σ1 σ0xǫ(t)

Figure B.1: A graphical illustration of a perturbed trajectory experiencing two jumps at the times
tε and t2ε . The time τ is the jump time of the nominal trajectory, and one can observe that the
perturbed trajectory does not have coinciding jump times with the nominal trajectory.

Evaluiating (B.3) at ε = ε0 := 0 gives the continuous dynamics of our positive homogenization as

żzz = D1fff(t,ααα(t),µµµ)zzz(t) +D2fff(t,ααα(t),µµµ)vvv(t) (B.4)

with zzz = ∂xxx(t,ε)
∂ε |ε=0 and vvv = ∂uuu(t,ε)

∂ε |ε=0. One can interpret (B.4) as the evolution of the perturbed
trajectory xxx(t, ε) with respect to the nominal trajectory xxx(t, 0) := ααα(t). Getting zzz = 0 then results
in the perturbed trajectory being equal to the nominal trajectory.

B.2 Proof conewise constant jump gain

In this section, we prove that for an a-priori known mode sequence the conewise constant jump
gain can be derived as (4.49), i.e., from individual jump gains (4.46) as in [23]1. We only treat
a perturbed trajectory with two jumps, see Figure B.1, but the approach can be extended to
trajectories with multiple jumps. We have chosen for a relatively simple example as it is easy to
present on paper. Note that we consider sufficiently small perturbations, such that a first-order
approximation of the dynamics is valid. Furthermore, we assume that the guard functions, vec-
torfields, and jump maps are sufficiently smooth and that Assumption 4.1 holds.

Figure B.1 illustrates an example of a perturbed dynamical system experiencing two jumps at
tε and t2ε instead of one jump at nominal time τ . We want to combine the perturbed jumps and
in-between flow effects of the dynamical system, i.e., the dynamics for the time-interval tε ≤ t ≤ t2ε ,
into one jump for the positive homogenization as

σ2←σ1←σ0zzz(τ) = σ2←σ1←σ0GGG(τ)σ0zzz(τ). (B.5)

Note that the positive homogenization forms a local approximation of the behavior of the dynam-
ical system and jumps only once at the nominal event time τ .

To realize (B.5), we make first-order approximations of the behavior of the dynamical system,
evaluated at the perturbed event times, and express them in variables for nominal time τ . The
state after the last jump of the dynamical system at t2ε is described as

σ2←σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t
2
ε) = σ2←σ1ggg(σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t

2
ε), t

2
ε), (B.6)

where the pre-jump variable σ1←σ0x̄xx(t2ε) is further defined as

σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t
2
ε) =

∫ t2ε

tε

σ1fff( σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t),
σ1ūuu(t, ε), t)dt+ σ1←σ0ggg(σ0x̄xxε(tε), tε), (B.7)

consisting of the flow during the unspecified mode (in-between tε and t2ε) and the first jump effects.

1The jump gain however does differ a bit in comparison with the one derived in [23]. This is due to the reset
map being defined differently in this work
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First single jump

We start by making a first-order approximation of the first jump effects solely, thus

σ1←σ0x̄xxε(tε) = σ1←σ0ggg(σ0x̄xxε(tε), tε), (B.8)

and do not treat the flow and last jump effects yet. This thus reduces in proving (4.46), cf. [23].
To keep a clear overview of all the steps in this analysis, the following notational simplifications
are made

x̄xxkε (t) = σk←···←σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t),

z̄zzk(t) = σk←···←σ1←σ0z̄zz(t),

ᾱααk(t) = σkᾱαα(t),

(B.9)

where we indicate the current mode with a micro counter k. Following from (4.30), the left-term
of (B.8) can be rewritten as

x̄xx1ε(tε) = ᾱαα1(tε) + εz̄̄z̄z1(tε) + o(ε), (B.10)

and one observes that the terms are evaluated at tε. Taking into account Assumption 3.1 and that
the perturbed event times implicitly follow from the guard conditions, i.e.,

γs0(xxx0ε(tε), tε) = 0, (B.11)

we can obtain via the partial derivative of (B.11) with respect to ε a linear approximation of tε as
a function of ε, cf. [23], giving

tε := t1(ε) = τ + ε
dtε
dε
|ε=0+o(ε),

= τ + ε∆1 + o(ε),
(B.12)

where we abbreviate the partial derivative with respect to ε as ∆k. Note that Assumption 3.1
allows us to conclude the existence of an unique event time tε for sufficiently small values of ε, and
that (B.11) only holds for perturbations that are sufficiently small.

We can then further evaluate the right-side terms of (B.10) by expanding the variables in series
with respect to ε, rewriting the reference as

ᾱαα1(tε) = ααα1(τ) + ε

[
dᾱαα1

dt

dtε
dε

]
ε=0

+ o(ε)

= ααα1(τ) + εα̇αα1(τ)∆1 + o(ε),

(B.13)

and the positive homogenization as

z̄zz1(tε) = z̄zz1(τ) + ε

[
dz̄zz1

dt

dtε
dε

]
ε=0

+ o(ε)

= z̄zz2(τ) + ε ˙̄zzz1(τ)∆1 + o(ε).

(B.14)

Combining (B.10), (B.13), and (B.14) results in the left-side term of (B.8) as

x̄xx1ε(tε) = ααα1(τ) + ε(α̇αα1(τ)∆1 + z̄zz1(τ)) + o(ε). (B.15)

We generalize (B.15) for the post-impact state with counter k as

x̄xxkε (tkε ) = αααk(τ) + ε(α̇ααk(τ)∆k + z̄zzk(τ)) + o(ε) (B.16)

and the pre-impact state with counter k − 1 as

x̄xxk−1ε (tkε ) = αααk−1(τ) + ε(α̇ααk−1(τ)∆k + z̄zzk−1(τ)) + o(ε). (B.17)
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To determine the unknown variable ∆2, the pre-impact guard condition

γs0(xxx0ε(tε), tε) = 0 (B.18)

is evaluated. Note that σk−1 + sk−1 = σk as determined in Section 4.1.3. Similarly, we expand
(B.18) in series with respect to ε giving

γs0(xxx0ε(tε), tε) = γs0(ααα0(τ), τ) + ε

[
∂γs0

∂xxx
(
∂x̄xx0ε
∂ε

+
∂x̄xx0ε
∂t

dtε
dε

) +
∂γs0

∂t

dtε
dε

]
ε=0

+ o(ε),

= εD1γ1 ·
(
α̇αα0(τ)∆1 + z̄zz0(τ)

)
+ εD2γ1 ·∆1 + o(ε),

= 0,

(B.19)

where γs0(ααα0(τ), τ) = 0 and

Dcγ1 = Dcγ
s0(ααα0(τ), τ), c ∈ {1, 2}. (B.20)

From (B.19), one determines the generalized expression

∆k =
dtkε
dε
|ε=0= −D1γk · z̄zzk−1(τ)

γ̇k
, (B.21)

where

Dcγk = Dcγ
sk−1(αααk−1(τ), τ), c ∈ {1, 2}.

γ̇k = D1γk · fffk−1 +D2γk · 1

fffk = σkfff(αααk(τ), σkµµµ(τ), τ).

(B.22)

Note that the notation Dcγ in (B.22) indicates the partial derivative of γ with respect to its c’th
argument. This notation is further detailed in Appendix A.1.

To determine the right-side of (B.8), we also expand the jump map in series with respect to
ε resulting in

σ1←σ0ggg(x̄xx0ε(tε), tε) = σ1←σ0ggg(ααα0(τ), τ) + ε

[
∂ggg1
∂xxx

(
∂x̄xx0ε
∂ε

+
∂x̄xx0ε
∂t

dtε
dε

) +
∂ggg1
∂t

dtε
dε

]
ε=0

+ o(ε)

= ααα1(τ) + εD1ggg1 ·
(
α̇αα0(τ)∆1 + z̄zz0(τ)

)
+ εD2ggg1 ·∆1 + o(ε),

(B.23)

where

gggk = σk←σk−1ggg(xxxk−1ε (tkε ), tkε ),

Dcgggk = Dc
σk←σk−1ggg(αααk−1(τ), τ), c ∈ {1, 2}.

(B.24)

Inserting (B.15) and (B.23) into (B.8) and assuming that perturbations are sufficiently small, i.e.,
we neglect higher-order terms o(ε), gives the individual jump gain (4.46) as

z̄zzk(τ) = σk←σk−1GGG(τ)z̄zzk−1(τ)

σk←σk−1GGG(τ) =
fffk − ġggk
γ̇k

D1γk +D1gggk,
(B.25)

where

ġggk = D1gggk · fff
k−1 +D2gggk · 1. (B.26)
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Perturbed flow effects and total jump

We now derive the first-order approximation of the right term of (B.6), which incorporates a novel
flow term as seen as the integral in (B.7). This integral is rewritten as∫ t2ε

tε

σ1fff(t, ε)dt = FFF (t2ε , ε)−FFF (tε, ε) = ΦΦΦ(tε, t
2
ε , ε), (B.27)

where we simplify the arguments of σ1fff to (t, ε) as the terms xxx and uuu are solely dependent on t
and ε. The input is defined as

σkūuu(t, ε) = σkµ̄µµ(t) + εσkv̄vv(t), (B.28)

where σ0ūuu = σ1ūuu as we keep using the same pre-nominal event input during these unspecified
modes. We expand ΦΦΦ in series with respect to ε, giving

ΦΦΦ(t1(ε), t2(ε), ε) = ΦΦΦ(t1(0), t2(0), 0) + ε
dΦΦΦ

dε
|ε=0+o(ε), (B.29)

where t1(ε) and t2(ε) denote, respectively, the first and second perturbed event times. Note that
we assume the perturbations to be sufficiently small such that we can write the event times as a
function of ε, see (B.12).

The first term of (B.29) results in

ΦΦΦ(t1(0), t2(0), 0) =

∫ τ

τ

σ1fff(s, 0)dt = FFF (τ, 0)−FFF (τ, 0) = 0, (B.30)

where t1(0) = t2(0) = τ . The second term of (B.29) is derived via Leibniz integral rule, resulting
in

dΦΦΦ

dε
:=

d

dε

∫ t2(ε)

t(ε)

σ1fff(t, ε)dt = σ1fff(t2(ε), ε)
dt2(ε)

dε
− σ1fff(t(ε), ε)

dt(ε)

dε
+

∫ t2(ε)

t(ε)

∂σ1fff(t, ε)

∂ε
dt, (B.31)

which evaluated at ε = 0 turns into

dΦΦΦ

dε
|ε=0= fff1∆2 − fff1∆1, (B.32)

where we use the simplification fffk as stated in (B.22).

We can then approximate the right term of (B.6) with a series expansion with respect to ε as

σ2←σ1ggg( σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t
2
ε), t

2
ε) = ᾱαα2(τ) + ε

∂σ2←σ1ggg(σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t
2
ε), t

2
ε)

∂ε
|ε=0+o(ε) (B.33)

with, while substituting (B.7),

∂σ2←σ1ggg( σ1←σ0x̄xxε(t
2
ε), t

2
ε)

∂ε
|ε=0 =

[
∂ggg2
∂xxx

(
dΦΦΦ

dε
+
∂ggg1
∂xxx

(
∂x̄xx0

∂ε
+
∂x̄xx0

∂t

dt(ε)

dε
) +

∂ggg1
∂t

dt(ε)

dε

)
+
∂ggg2
∂t

dt2(ε)

dε

]
ε=0

= D1ggg2 ·
(
fff1(∆2 −∆1) +D1ggg1 · (z̄zz0 + fff0∆1) +D2ggg1 ·∆1

)
+D2ggg2 ·∆2,

(B.34)

where we use the notational simplifications in (B.22) and (B.24).

We then provide the first-order approximation of the total jump effects, expressed at the time
τ , by inserting (B.15), (B.33), and (B.34) into (B.6), giving

z̄zz2(τ) = D1ggg2 ·
(
fff1(∆2 −∆1) +D1ggg1 · (z̄zz0(τ) + fff0∆1) +D2ggg1 ·∆1

)
+D2ggg2 ·∆2 − fff2∆2. (B.35)
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All that is left, is to prove that the right side of (B.35) is equal to the right side of (B.5). To give
more insight about this comparison, equation (B.35) is rearranged into four grouped terms as

z̄zz2(τ) = D1ggg2 ·fff
1∆2+D1ggg2 ·(−fff

1∆1)+D1ggg2 ·
(
D1ggg1 ·(z̄zz0(τ)+fff0∆1)+D2ggg1 ·∆1

)
+(D2ggg2 ·1−fff

2)∆2.

(B.36)
Taking into account that z̄zz1(τ) = σ1←σ0GGG(τ)z̄zz0(τ) as via (B.25), the four grouped terms, from left
to right, are worked out as

D1ggg2 · (fff
1∆2) =

(
−D1ggg2 · fff

1

γ̇2
D1γ2

)
σ1←σ0GGG(τ)z̄zz0(τ),

D1ggg2 · (−fff
1∆1) = D1ggg2

(
fff1

γ̇1
D1γ1

)
z̄zz0(τ),

D1ggg2 ·
(
D1ggg1 · (z̄zz0(τ) + fff0∆1) +D2ggg1 ·∆1

)
= D1ggg2

(
−D1ggg1 · fff

0 −D2ggg1 · 1
γ̇1

D1γ1 +D1ggg1

)
z̄zz0(τ)

(D2ggg2 · 1− fff
2)∆2 =

(
fff2 −D2ggg2 · 1

γ̇2
D1γ2

)
σ1←σ0GGG(τ)z̄zz0(τ).

(B.37)

Inserting (B.37) into (B.36) then gives

z̄zz2(τ) =

(
fff2 −D1ggg2 · fff

1 −D2ggg2 · 1
γ̇2

D1γ2 +D1ggg2

)
σ1←σ0GGG(τ)z̄zz0(τ), (B.38)

where the first part can be summarized as σ2←σ1GGG(τ) according to (B.25). This will then change
(B.38) into (B.5). Note that adding more jumps to the perturbed trajectory will still lead the
conewise constant jump gain to take a format as (4.49).

B.3 Proof positively homogeneous system

In this section, we prove that the typically positively homogeneous jump mapping GGG(τ, σ0zzz(τ))
makes our local model positively homogeneous, and consequently we have a positively homogen-
eous time-triggered hybrid system. The solution of our local model before the jump is given
as

σ0z̄zz(t) = e
σ0AAA(t−t0)zzz0 +

∫ t

t0

e
σ0AAA(t−s)σ0BBB(s)vvv(s)ds. (B.39)

Before the jump, the local model shows linear behavior. To show this, one could define two states
σ0zzzc1(t) and σ0zzzc2(t), realized with initial conditions σ0zzzc1(t0) and σ0zzzc2(t0) and input terms
vvvc1(t) = vvvc2(t) = vvv(t). Scaling the initial condition and input term with a scalar ε, results in a
similarly scaled ouput as can be deduced from (B.39). Performing additions with these states,
while assuming that no jump takes place, results in

ε1
σ0zzzc1(t)+ε2

σ0zzzc2(t) = e
σ0AAA(t−t0) (ε1

σ0zzzc1(t0) + ε2
σ0zzzc2(t0))+(ε1+ε2)

∫ t

t0

e
σ0AAA(t−s)σ0BBB(s)vvv(s)ds,

(B.40)
where ε1 ∈ R and ε2 ∈ R.

Taking into account jumping effects, however, typically destroys the linearity property. Assuming
we have N number of possible mode sequences, we define the conewise constant jump gain as

GGG(τ, σ0z̄zz(τ)) =


GGG1(τ) condition 1,

GGG2(τ) condition 2,
...

GGGN (τ) condition N,

(B.41)
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where we assume all N constant jump gains and jump shaping conditions to be different from
each other. Assuming that

σ0zzzc1(τ) = e
σ0AAA(τ−t0)σ0zzzc1(t0) +

∫ τ

t0

e
σ0AAA(t−s)σ0BBB(s)vvv(s)ds (B.42)

jumps with a jump gain GGG1(τ) and

σ0zzzc2(τ) = e
σ0AAA(τ−t0)σ0zzzc2(t0) +

∫ τ

t0

e
σ0AAA(t−s)σ0BBB(s)vvv(s)ds (B.43)

jumps with a jump gain GGG2(τ), then we can define the solution of the local model after jump as

σs,1zzzc1(t) = e
σs,1AAA(t−τ)GGG1(τ)σ0zzzc1(τ) +

∫ t

τ

e
σs,1AAA(t−s)σs,1BBB(s)vvv(s)ds,

σs,2zzzc2(t) = e
σs,2AAA(t−τ)GGG2(τ)σ0zzzc2(τ) +

∫ t

τ

e
σs,2AAA(t−s)σs,2BBB(s)vvv(s)ds,

(B.44)

where σs,1 and σs,2 are two different mode sequences. We can deduce two differences in comparison
with a model with no jumps. First, scaling the initial condition and input term with a scalar will
result in a similarly scaled output, only if it is scaled with a non-negative number. Consequently,
we term the system positively homogeneous. The second difference, is that the linearity property
may not hold. We could add the two solutions of (B.44) together as

σs,1zzzc1(t) + σs,2zzzc2(t) = e
σsAAA(t−τ) (GGG1(τ)σ0zzzc1(τ) +GGG2(τ)σ0zzzc2(τ)) + 2

∫ t

τ

e
σsAAA(t−s)σsBBB(s)vvv(s)ds,

(B.45)
where one observes that the two jump gains GGG1 and GGG2 are present in the right side. Taking,
however, an initial condition σ0zzzc3(t0) = σ0zzzc1(t0) + σ0zzzc2(t0) and input term vvvc3(t) = 2vvv(t), will
only let the system experience a jump via one of the jump gains formulated in (B.41). A solution
may then look like

σs,3zzzc3(t) = e
σsAAA(t−τ)GN (τ)σ0zzzc3(τ) +

∫ t

τ

e
σsAAA(t−s)σsBBB(s)vvv3(s)ds, (B.46)

which does not correspond with (B.45) as it has neither jump gains GGG1(τ) and GGG2(τ) in its
expression, even though it used the same initial conditions. We thus have a positively homogeneous
time-triggered hybrid system. Note that when all possible shapes of (B.41) are equal, we will have
a linear time-triggered hybrid system instead.
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B.4 Closed-loop continuous dynamics positive homogeniz-
ation

In this section, we show how a closed-loop input term for the nonlinear hybrid system influences
the positive homogenization, cf. [23]. The vectorfield of the closed-loop continuous dynamics can
be specified as

fff cl(t,xxx(t, ε)) := fff (t,xxx(t, ε),uuu (t,xxx(t, ε))) , (B.47)

where we define the closed-loop input as uuu(t,xxx(t, ε)) = µµµ(t) −KKK(t) (xxx(t, ε)−ααα(t)). We take the
same approach as in Appendix B.1, where we define the state as

xxx(t, ε) = xxx(t0, ε) +

∫ t

t0

fff (s,xxx(s, ε),uuu (s,xxx(s, ε))) ds. (B.48)

We then take the partial derivative with respect to ε resulting in

∂xxx(t, ε)

∂ε
=
∂xxx(t0, ε)

∂ε
+

∫ t

t0

[
∂fff

∂xxx
(s,xxx (s, ε),uuu(s,xxx(s, ε)))

∂xxx

∂ε
(s, ε) · · ·

+
∂fff

∂uuu
(s,xxx (s, ε),uuu(s,xxx(s, ε)))

∂uuu

∂xxx
(s,xxx(s, ε))

∂xxx

∂ε
(s, ε)ds.

(B.49)

We then take the derivative with respect to time t to obtain

∂2xxx(t, ε)

∂t∂ε
= (D1fff (t,xxx(t, ε),uuu(t,xxx(t, ε))−KKK(t)D2fff (t,xxx(t, ε),uuu(t,xxx(t, ε))))

∂xxx

∂ε
(t, ε), (B.50)

where ∂2xxx(t0,ε)
∂t∂ε = 0. Evaluating (B.50) at ε = ε0 := 0 results in the closed-loop continuous

dynamics of the positive homogenization as

żzz = (D1fff(t,ααα(t),µµµ(t))−KKK(t)D2fff(t,ααα(t),µµµ(t)))zzz(t) (B.51)

with zzz = ∂xxx(t,ε)
∂ε |ε=0. One will notice that (B.4) changes into (B.51) when vvv(t) = −KKK(t)zzz(t),

and consequently we may analyze the influence of the control law in Section 3.2.3 via the closed-
loop dynamics (B.51). Note that the conewise constant jump gain does not change in closed-
loop, as one can observe by performing the analysis in Appendix B.2 with the perturbed input
vvv(t) = −KKK(t)zzz(t).
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Appendix C

Continuous dynamics plank-block
system

In this appendix, the continuous dynamics of the plank-block system are derived both in local and
in global coordinates (i.e. position and orientation of the block with respect to frame {O0,~eee0}, see
Figure 5.1). The unconstrained dynamics in global coordinates are formulated first. We then apply
a transformation of coordinates, see [33, Section 5.2.3, p.111-114], to derive the unconstrained local
coordinate dynamics. At the end, expressions for the contact distances hhhl are derived. Note that
more information about the notations used in this appendix can be found in Appendix A.1.

C.1 Unconstrained continuous dynamics in global coordin-
ates

We consider the system in Figure 5.1 and use Lagrange’s equation, see Section 2.1.1, to describe
our unconstrained model. We now describe the block coordinates w.r.t. frame 0, giving the
so-called global coordinates

qqqg =
(
xg yg θg φ

)T
, (C.1)

and global velocities terms

vvvg =
(
ẋg ẏg θ̇g φ̇

)T
, (C.2)

to which we solve
d

dt
(T,vvvg )− T,qqqg +V,qqqg = (QQQnc)T . (C.3)

The total kinetic energy T is the sum of the kinetic energies of the two rigid bodies. Denoting the
kinetic energy of the block TB and of the plank TP , it follows that T = TB + TP with

Ti =
1

2
mi~̇ri · ~̇ri +

1

2
~wi · ~Ωi , i ∈ {B,P}. (C.4)

The positions are expressed as

~rB =
(
xg yg 0

)
~eee0,

~rP =
(

cos(φ)Lp
2

sin(φ)Lp
2 0

)
~eee0,

(C.5)

and the angular velocities as

~ωB = 20www2
B~eee

2 = θ̇g~e
2
3 = θ̇g~e

0
3,

~ωP = 10www1
B~eee

1 = φ̇~e13 = φ̇~e03.
(C.6)
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The angular momentum is defined as

~Ωi = iJJJ · ~wi, i ∈ {B,P}, (C.7)

with the inertia tensor

iJJJ = (~eeeo)T 0
iJJJ ~eee

0, i ∈ {B,P}. (C.8)

Combining (C.4)-(C.8) gives

TB =
1

2
(mB(ẋ2

g + ẏ2
g) + JB θ̇

2
g),

TP =
1

2
(mP

L2
p

4
+ Jp)φ̇

2,

(C.9)

where JB and JP represent the moment of inertia of, respectively, block and plank around the ~e3
axis. The potential energy for the two rigid bodies, together forming the total potential energy of
the system, is formulated as

VB = −mB~g · ~rB = mBgyg,

VP = −mP~g · ~rP +

∫ φ

0

kP s ds = mP g
LP
2

sin(φ) +
1

2
kPφ

2,
(C.10)

where ~g = −ge02 is the gravitational acceleration. We observe that the sole contribution to the
potential energy of the block is due to gravitational forces, while the plank also gets the contribu-
tion of internal energy due to the spring.

For the non-conservative forces, we have two contributions. One due to the damping of the
plank and the other due to the actuation of the block. It follows that

QQQnc = QQQd +SSSg(qqqg)uuu =


0
0
0

−bPφ
2

+


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


 F1

F2

τrot

 , (C.11)

where we assume to be able to actuate the block in the three directions xg, yg, and θg. Substituting
(C.9), (C.10) and (C.11) in (C.3), gives the equations of motion

MMMg(qqqg)v̇vvg −HHHg(qqqg,vvvg) = SSSg(qqqg)uuu, (C.12)

with

MMMg(qqqg) =


mB 0 0 0
0 mB 0 0
0 0 JB 0

0 0 0
mPL

2
P

4 + JP

 , (C.13)

HHHg(qqqg,vvvg) =


0

−mBg
0

−mP φ̇
2 − LPgmP cos(φ)

2 − kPφ

 , (C.14)

SSSg(qqqg) =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

 . (C.15)
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C.2 Unconstrained continuous dynamics in local coordin-
ates

We now derive the continuous dynamics in local coordinates. We do this by applying a coordinate
transformation from the global coordinates qqqg into local coordinates qqql, see (5.1), via the principle
of virtual work, see [33, Section 5.2.3, p.111-114]. We thus formulate the virtual work as

δqqqTg

(
MMMg(qqqg)v̇vvg −HHHg(qqqg,vvvg)−SSSg(qqqg)uuu

)
= δqqqTl

(
MMM l(qqql)v̇vvl −HHH l(qqql,vvvl)−SSSl(qqql)uuu

)
, (C.16)

where on the left the global coordinate terms and on the right the local coordinate terms are
formulated. The coordinates qqqg and qqql are related to each other by the expression

qqqg(qqql) =


cos(φ)xl − sin(φ)yl
sin(φ)xl + cos(φ)yl

θl + φ
φ

 , (C.17)

from which we can find the derivatives

vvvg(qqql,vvvl) =
∂qqqg(qqql)

∂qqql
vvvl = TTTl(qqql)vvvl,

v̇vvg(qqql,vvvl, v̇vvl) = TTTl(qqql)v̇vvl + ṪTTl(qqql,vvvl)vvvl.

(C.18)

Taking into account that δqqqg = TTTl(qqql)δqqql, we transform the left side of (C.16) into

δqqqTl

(
TTTTl MMMg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
TTTlv̇vvl + TTTTl MMMg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
ṪTTlvvvl −TTTTl HHHg

(
qqqg(qqql),vvvg(qqql,vvvl))

)
−TTTTl SSSg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
uuu

)
,

(C.19)
from which, considering (C.16), follows that

MMM l(qqql) = TTTTl MMMg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
TTTl,

HHH l(qqql, q̇qql) = TTTTl HHHg

(
qqqg(qqql),vvvg(qqql,vvvl))

)
−TTTTl MMMg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
ṪTTlvvvl,

SSSl(qqql) = TTTTl SSSg

(
qqqg(qqql)

)
.

(C.20)

We then have our unconstrained local dynamics as

MMM l(qqql)v̇vvl −HHH l(qqql,vvvl) = SSSl(qqql)uuu. (C.21)

Note that same result is achieved by deriving the kinetic and potential energy, and nonconservative
forces in terms of local coordinates and applying (C.3).

C.3 Contact distances in local coordinates

We now derive the contact distances hl,1 and hl,2, see Figure C.1, in local coordinates. These
contact distances are formulated as

hl,1 = (yl −
lp
2

)−D1,

hl,2 = (yl −
lp
2

)−D2,

(C.22)

in which lP is the height of the plank, D1 the distance CL − O2 in the ~e12 direction, and D2 the
distance CR −O2 in the ~e12 direction.
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CL

CR

hl;1 hl;2

~e1
1

~e1
2

O1

~e2
2

~e1
2

O2 θl

yl

xl
D2

D1

Figure C.1: A graphical representation of the contact distances of the plank-block system and the
variables used to describe these contact distances.

We elaborate on the derivation of D1, to which we use Figure C.2. The variable D1 can be
observed as the length BL. Taking into account that the point O2 represents the geometrical
center of the block, it follows that EL = lB

2 and EO2 = LB
2 . Here, lb represents the block height

and LB the block width. It then follows that the length of AE is

AE = tan(θl)EO
2 =

LB
2

tan(θl). (C.23)

Noticing the similarity between 4ABL and 4AEO2, we derive ∠ALB = θl and subsequently

BL = cos(θl)AL = cos(θl)
lb
2

+ sin(θl)
Lb
2

= D1. (C.24)

The contact distance for the left contact point is then formulated as

hl,1 = (yl −
lP
2

)− cos(θl)
lB
2
− sin(θl)

LB
2
. (C.25)

A similar approach can then be taken for the right contact distance hl,2, resulting in

hl,2 = (yl −
lP
2

)− cos(θl)
lB
2

+ sin(θl)
LB
2
. (C.26)

θl

A B

L

O2

E

Figure C.2: A planar block used to analyze the distance D1 of Figure C.1.
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Appendix D

Reference trajectory design

In this appendix, we discuss the formulation of a feedforward, or nominal input term µµµ(t), to
realize the reference trajectory in Section 5.2. We consider two phases: (1) free motion, i.e., block
and plank are detached (2) constrained motion, i.e., block and plank are in contact.

D.1 Free motion phase

We derive the feedforward with global coordinates qqqg and thus consider the dynamics in (C.12).
The reason for using qqqg instead of qqql will be explained further below. By designing a reference
trajectory qqqg,ref , one is able to gain feedforward expressions by taking the inverse of the considered
dynamics. We start by pointing out that the matrix SSSg(qqqg) is not of full rank. This is due to
the system being underactuated, as the plank can not be controlled (in free motion at least). To
find a reference trajectory that complies with the dynamics, we split (C.12) into an actuated part
and an unactuated part, corresponding to, respectively, the block and plank dynamics. The block
dynamics are formulated as

MMMB(qqqB)v̇vvB −HHHB(qqqB ,vvvB) = SSSBuuu (D.1)

with

qqqB =

xg
yg
θg

 , vvvB =

ẋg
ẏg
θ̇g

 , MMMB =

mB 0 0
0 mB 0
0 0 JB

 , HHHB =

 0
−mBg

0

 , SSSB =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 ,

(D.2)
and the plank dynamics as

(
mPL

2
P

4
+ JP )φ̈+ bP φ̇

2 +
LP gmP cos(φ)

2
+ kPφ = 0. (D.3)

Observe that SSSB is of full rank, and that the block can be controlled via

uuu = µµµ = SSS−1B

(
MMMB(qqqB)v̇vvB,ref −HHHB(qqqB ,vvvB)

)
(D.4)

with a twice differentiable trajectory

qqqB,ref =

xg,ref
yg,ref
θg,ref

 . (D.5)

Substituting (D.4) into (D.1), results in

MMMB(qqqB)v̇vvB = MMMB(qqqB)v̇vvB,ref → v̇vvB = v̇vvB,ref , (D.6)
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realizing tracking of the designed reference trajectory under the assumptions that qqqB(t0) =
qqqB,ref (t0) and no external disturbances are present. The individual components of (D.5) are
defined with quintic polynomials, e.g.,

xg,ref (t) = a0 + a1t+ a2t
2 + a3t

3 + a4t
4 + a5t

5 (D.7)

with ai ∈ R, for i ∈ N>0, being coefficients. These coefficients are realised when initial- and end-
conditions are known, i.e.,

a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

 =



1 t0 t20 t30 t40 t50
0 1 2t0 3t20 4t40 5t40
0 0 2 6t0 12t20 20t30
1 tf t2f t3f t4f t5f
0 1 2tf 3t2f 4t4f 5t4f
0 0 2 6tf 12t2f 20t3f




xg,0
ẋg,0
ẍg,0
xg,f
ẋg,f
ẍg,f

 (D.8)

with xg,0 denoting the initial condition and xg,f the final condition. By putting constraints on the
acceleration, we can prevent the occurrence of discontinuities in the feedforward when attaching
reference trajectories to each other.

We can now also explain why we design in global coordinates, rather than local coordinates.
By only stating an initial- and end- condition for the design of the reference trajectory as in (D.8),
we expect the frame to which the coordinates are defined to not change. In local coordinates, we
thus expect frame {O1,~eee1}, or the plank, to remain static. The plank, however, does move, and
we can thus not define a good reference trajectory.

The design of the reference trajectory is thus done via (D.5), (D.7), and (D.8), which can be
used when the initial- and end- conditions are formulated in global coordinates. For the given
reference trajectory detailed in Section 5.2 , the initial conditions (specified in local coordinates)
are formulated as

qqql(t0) =
(
xl,0 yl,0 θl,0 φ0

)T
,

q̇qql(t0) =
(
ẋl,0 ẏl,0 θ̇l,0 φ̇0

)T
,

q̈qql(t0) =

(
ẍl,0 ÿl,0 θ̈l,0

1
mPL

2
P

4 +JP

(−bP φ̇
2
0 −

LPgmP cos(φ0)
2 − kPφ0)

)T
,

(D.9)

where φ̈0 is replaced with (D.3) since the plank is unactuated. The block on the contrary is
fully actuated, and thus all corresponding acceleration terms can be defined as desired. The
end-condition, which is pre-impact, is given as

qqql(τ1)− =
(

xl,0
lP+lB

2 0
∫ τ1
t0
φ̇dt
)T

,

q̇qql(τ1)− =

(
ẋl,f ẏl,f θ̇l,f

∫ τ1
t0

1
mPL

2
P

4 +JP

(−bP φ̇
2 − LPgmP cos(φ)

2 − kPφ)dt
)T

,

q̈qql(τ1)− =

(
ẍl,f ÿl,f θ̈l,f

1
mPL

2
P

4 +JP

(−bP φ̇
2
f −

LPgmP cos(φf )
2 − kPφf )

)T
,

(D.10)

where we define φ related end-conditions via (D.3). We then transform the local coordinates to
global coordinates via (C.17) and (C.18), and subsequently define our reference trajectory in (D.5).
The feedforward is then formulated in (D.4) via this reference trajectory.

D.2 Constrained motion phase

In this section, the second part of the feedforward is described, i.e., after impact. During con-
strained motion phase, the block experiences constrained dynamics as it is unable to penetrate the
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xg

φ

yg

lP+lB
2 cos(φ)

Figure D.1: A graphical representation of the global coordinates φ, xl, and yl during contact phase.

plank. As only holonomic constraints are considered, one can take a similar approach as in Ap-
pendix C.2 to now formulate the dynamics in a reduced manner, cf. [33, Section 5.2.3, p.111-114].
To do so, reduced terms

qqqR =

(
xg
φ

)
and vvvR =

(
ẋg
φ̇

)
(D.11)

are considered. The relation between the unreduced and reduced coordinates is deduced from
Figure D.1 and is given as

qqqg(qqqR) =


xg

xg tan(φ) + lP+lB
2 cos(φ)

φ
φ

 . (D.12)

Performing similar steps as in (C.16)-(C.21) with the principle of virtual work, results in the
reduced dynamics

MMMR(qqqR)v̇vvR = HHHR(qqqR,vvvR) +SSSR(qqqR)uuu (D.13)

withMMMR ∈ R2×2,HHHR ∈ R2×1 and SSSR ∈ R2×3. Notice that instead of an underactuated system (as
was the case for free motion), an overactuated system is obtained as there are more input terms
than degrees of freedom. Consequently, the plank can also be controlled to a certain extent. To
eliminate the overactuated nature of the system, we simply impose τrot = 0, effectively reducing
our input to

uuured =

(
F1

F2

)
. (D.14)

We then change our SSSR matrix to SSSR,red ∈ R2×2, essentially removing the third column of SSSR.
The dynamics change to

MMMR(qqqR)q̈qqR = HHHR(qqqR, q̇qqR) +SSSR,red(qqqR)uuured, (D.15)

for which a reference trajectory

qqqR,ref =

(
xg,ref
φref

)
(D.16)

is designed. This reference trajectory is constructed in the same manner as the reference trajectory
for the free motion phase, i.e., using quintic polynomials. Note that this is the post-impact phase,
such that the initial conditions are the conditions of (D.10) with a jump map 11←00ggg applied to
it. The feedforward is formulated as

uuu = µµµ =

SSS−1R,red(qqqR)

(
−HHHR(qqqR,vvvR) +MMMR(qqqR)v̇vvR,ref

)
0

 . (D.17)
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Appendix E

Reference trajectory extra
properties

In this appendix, we show that the plank-block system discussed in Chapter 5 indeed does not
have a superfluous impact about the considered reference trajectory, and that the local model for
the considered benchmark example is not linear.

E.1 Superfluous contacts

In this section, we consider the non-superfluous impact condition (2.19) in a neighborhood of the
simultaneous impact for the reference trajectory used in Chapter 5. If one concludes that (2.19)
is still valid for this neighborhood, then we assume that even a small perturbed trajectory does
not experience superfluous contacts. Equation (2.19) gives

ψ = arccos

(
∇hT1MMM l∇h2√

∇hT1MMM l∇h1
√
∇hT2MMM l∇h2

)
= 1.9843 (E.1)

for the considered impact conditions of the reference trajectory, i.e., block an plank values of
Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and impact configuration of Table 5.3. As the constraint angle ψ is larger than
π
2 , no superfluous impact is concluded for the reference motion. We now have to check if this will
still be valid under small perturbations. Assuming we only have small perturbations, the local
trend of ψ in a neighborhood of the reference event can be analyzed using the Jacobian of (E.1).
Taking rows

ppp =
(
mB , mP , LB , lB , LP , lp, JB , JP

)
and

ddd =
(
xl, yl, θl, φ, ẋl, ẏl, θ̇l, φ̇

)
,

(E.2)

we can define the Jacobian evaluated at pre-impact state 00ααα(τ) as

∂ψ

∂ppp
=
(
−0.0299, 0.0399, 0.1649, −0.4540, 0.0399, 0.0002, 0, 0

)
and

∂ψ

∂ddd
=
(
−0.1596, 0, −0.0096, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)
,

(E.3)

which shows that if we do not change any values of ppp, that only xl and θl can influence the value
of ψ locally. Taking into account that θl can not be changed as simultaneous impact only occurs
at θl = 0, the only influence on ψ comes from xl. Impacting the block further away from the hinge
of the plank, thus decreases the value of ψ, increasing subsequently the chance of superfluous
contacts. This is not surprising, as the plank is relatively stiff close to hinge, and looser further
away from it. We, however, can conclude that for small perturbations on xl, condition (2.19) is
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still satisfied, and thus that a small perturbation on the reference trajectory does not experience
superfluous impacts.

E.2 Positively homogeneous jump mapping

In this section, we analyze if the conewise constant jump gain GGG(τ, 00zzz(τ)), see (5.21), consists of
constant jump gains GGG(τ) that are all equal to each other for the reference trajectory designed
in Chapter 5. From Appendix B.3 it follows that if this is indeed the case, then we would have
a linear time-triggered hybrid system, instead of a positively homogeneous time-triggered hybrid
system. To do so, we analyze whether or not the following holds

11←01GGG(τ)01←00GGG(τ) = 11←10GGG(τ)10←00GGG(τ). (E.4)

If (E.4) holds, then our local model is linear, while if (E.4) does not hold, then our local model is
positively homogeneous. For the reference impact values given in Table 5.3, we obtain the constant
jump gains (see Appendix B.2) as

11←01←00GGG(τ) =



1 0.041 0.0017 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.2736 0.0114 1 0 0 0 0

−0.0865 −0.2688 0.3579 0 1 0.0410 0.0017 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−0.5769 −0.0150 2.1631 0 0 0.2736 0.0114 1


, (E.5)

11←10←00GGG(τ) =



1 0.041 0.0017 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −0.2736 0.0114 1 0 0 0 0

−0.0865 −0.2688 −0.7518 0 1 0.0410 0.0017 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−0.5769 −0.0150 −4.4044 0 0 0.2736 0.0114 1


, (E.6)

where we observe a difference to be present in the third columns. This can easily be explained by
inspecting (5.24), which for the considered reference trajectory simplifies to

−
00zθ(τ)

5
≤ 0. (E.7)

Only a 00zθ(τ) value thus differentiates the two jump gains from each other, and this is also ob-
served from (E.5) and (E.6); the third column represents a multiplication with 00zθ(τ). Intuitively,
this is not surprising, as we expect an impact closer to the plank hinge to have less influence on the
plank than an impact further away from the plank hinge. Taking into account that zθ is related to
the perturbation in θl direction, one can deduce that a perturbation on the block rotation causes
either the left or right contact to impact first. Naturally, the block lenghth Lb plays an important
role, where we expect the differences between the two jump gains to become smaller for smaller
LB . When looking at (5.24), we can see this also by setting LB = 0, which results in an outcome
of 0; thus it does not matter which jump gain is chosen.

We thus conclude that the local model of the plank-block system is not linear. We further il-
lustrate this using an example. Assuming we have two-pre-impact state conditions

zzz−1 =
(
0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
and

zzz−2 =
(
0, 0, −0.3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
,

(E.8)
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then we can deduce that zzz−1 jumps according to (E.5) and zzz−2 according to (E.6) as indicated by
condition (E.7). We then have the post-impact states

zzz+1 =
(
8.5 · 10−4, 0, 0, 0.0057, 0.179, 0, 0, 1.0816

)T
and

zzz+2 =
(
−5.1 · 10−4, 0, 0, −0.0034, 0.2255, 0, 0, 1.3213

)T (E.9)

with their sum given by

zzz+sum = zzz+1 + zzz+2 =
(
3.4 · 10−4, 0, 0, 0.0023, 0.4045, 0, 0, 2.4029

)
. (E.10)

We can then define another pre-impact state condition

zzz−3 = zzz−1 + zzz−2 =
(
0, 0, 0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
, (E.11)

which jumps according to (E.5), and thus gives a post-impact state

zzz+3 =
(
3.4 · 10−3, 0, 0, 0.0023, 0.0716, 0, 0, 0.4326

)T
(E.12)

which on velocity level is not equal to (E.10); thus linearity property is not present.

It should be noted that deriving a condition as (5.24) is not sufficient for guaranteeing no lin-
earity for our local model. If we replace the plank with a flat planar ground, see Figure E.1, while
assuming no friction, then we have a similar condition as (5.24) with the constant jump gains
defined as

GGG(τ) = 11←01←00GGG(τ) = 11←10←00GGG(τ) =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (E.13)

thus indicating that whatever transition we take, the post-impact state zzz+ will always be the same.
this can be clarified by the physical interpretation of the impacts itself, where a different impact
for the block-ground case, assuming we consider no friction, results in no different post-impact
state terms whether we impact right or left first. For the plank-block system, having a different
impact sequence results in different velocity behavior of the plank and subsequently also for the
block.

h1

h2
y

θ

L

l

x

Figure E.1: A Graphical representation of the block-ground model.
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Appendix F

Simulation

In this appendix, we provide extra information for the numerical experiments. The following topics
are discussed:

� The constraint stabilization method is discussed.

� A comparison is made between time-stepping results and event-based results.

� The control gain for the positive homogenization in Section 5.4 is discussed in more detail.

� Extra plots are given for the individual terms of some norm figures in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

F.1 Baumgarte stabilization

When bodies are in contact, e.g., after the block has experienced inelastic impact, one needs to
provide adequate contact forces which prevent the bodies from penetrating each other. In [33,
Chapter 5, p.99-127], it is mentioned that these contact forces (Lagrange multipliers) can not be
assumed to fulfill the constraint equations due to numerical errors. The satisfaction of the con-
straint equation can detoriate when the simulation proceeds.

A solution to this problem is to apply a technique called Baumgarte stabiization. For this, we
derive the contact forces via

MMM l(qqql)q̈qql −HHH l(qqql, q̇qql) = SSSl(qqql)uuu+
∑
i∈Ic

WWW iλλλi,

ξ̇i + 2ηβξi+η
2hi = 0, i ∈ Ic,

(F.1)

where we define new parameters η, β ∈ R. We take β = 1 (as is usual done) and determine η
from the highest frequency of the system when the plank and block are in contact. We ignore the
damping of the plank and determine the natural frequency of the undamped plank with a block
on top of it as

Jtotal(xl)φ̈+ kPφ = 0 (F.2)

with

Jtotal(xl) = JP + mP
L2
P

4
+ JB + mB(x2

l + (0.5(lP + lB)2) (F.3)

being the inertia for the total plank-block system with respect to the hinge of the plank. We then
determine

η = argmin
xl

√
kP

Jtotal(xl)
. (F.4)
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Note that for the numerical experiments of the positive homogenization, the positive homogen-
ization is derived from the dynamics in (F.1). This, however, does not influence the positive
homogenization, as reformulating the dynamics in reduced format (see Appendix D.2) and deriv-
ing the positive homogenization from it, results in similar results as using the dynamics specified
in (F.1).

F.2 Time-stepping vs event-based

In this section, we compare the results of the event-based simulation to the time-stepping scheme,
see [34], in order to validate the simulation results in Chapter 5. The event-based simulation
settings are the same as given in Section 5.2. For the time-stepping scheme, a fixed point-iteration
is used for which we use an error tolerance of 10−8. Furthermore, a proximal point description of
the set-valued force laws is used, for which we use the corresponding parameter value as 0.5.

The open-loop situation is considered with a block falling without any feedforward, i.e., µµµ = 0003×1.
Taking an initial condition as

xxx =
(
0.8, 2, 0.4, −0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0

)
, (F.5)

will let the block impact in a sequence in which the right corner is touched first. We now show
simulation results using this initial condition, where we compare the event-based simulation to
the time-stepping scheme for different time-steps. We depict this for the time-steps 0.01s, 0.001s,
and 0.0005s in, respectively, Figures F.1, F.2, and F.3. Reducing the time-step shows that the
results of the time-stepping scheme and event-based simulation converge to each other. We thus
determine that the event-based simulation provides accurate results.
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(b) Velocity comparison.

Figure F.1: Numerical experiment results of the comparison between the output of the event-based
simulation and the output of time-stepping scheme with time-step 0.01s.
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(b) Velocity comparison.

Figure F.2: Numerical experiment results of the comparison between the output of the event-based
simulation and the output of time-stepping scheme with time-step 0.001s.
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(b) Velocity comparison.

Figure F.3: Numerical experiment results of the comparison between the output of the event-based
simulation and the output of time-stepping scheme with time-step 0.0005s.
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F.3 Control gain positive homogenization

In this section, we discuss the closed-loop gain for the positive homogenization, i.e., (5.30). We
consider two phases of system dynamics, namely free motion (mode 00) and constrained motion
(mode 11). For both phases the closed-loop gains gains are described in this appendix.

Free motion

The local approximation of the continuous part of the system dynamics in free motion is given by

00żzz = 00AAA00zzz + 00BBB00vvv (F.6)

with
00zzz =

(
zxl , zyl , zθl , zφ, żxl , żyl , żθl , żφ

)T
, (F.7)

for which we want to design a stabilizing feedback with 00vvv = −00KKK00zzz. A simple structure for
the feedback gain 00KKKl would be

00KKKl =

Kp,xl 0 0 0 Kd,xl 0 0 0
0 Kp,yl 0 0 0 Kd,yl 0 0
0 0 Kp,θl 0 0 0 Kd,θl 0

 , (F.8)

where Kp,· and Kd,· are scalar values. The problem with this choice, is that vvv is not directed along
the local coordinates, but rather in global coordinates, see Appendix C.1, such that defining

00vvv = −00KKKl
00zzz (F.9)

makes intuitively no sense. This can be better clarified with an example, to which we consider a
perturbation solely in the xl direction, i.e.,

00zzz =
(
zxl , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
. (F.10)

Using (F.9), it follows that the input would only have a nonzero component in the ~eee01 direction,
equal to

F1 = −Kp,xlzxl (F.11)

as illustrated in Figure F.4. We want a feedback force acting in the xl direction, but rather get a
feedback in the F1 direction. Consequently, instead of using (F.8), (F.9), a more intuitive feedback
strategy is looked for.

F1

F2

τrot
xl

Figure F.4: Relation φ, xl and yl.
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To solve this issue of non-intuitive feedback term vvv, we link the input term vvv to actuator forces
working in the same direction as the local coordinates. To do so, we look at the continuous
dynamics in the free motion phase, see (5.2). Via the matrix multiplication

SSSluuu =


cos(φ) sin(φ) 0
− sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1
−yl cos(φ)− xl sin(φ) xl cos(φ)− yl sin(φ) 1

uuu, (F.12)

one is able to determine the input terms uuu directed in the generalized coordinates qqql. As we are
only interested in the actuation of the block, the first three rows of SSSl suffice to determine the
virtual local input

uuul =

 cos(φ) sin(φ) 0
− sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1

uuu (F.13)

in the directions of the local block coordinates. Taking into account that vvv is derived in a similar
manner as zzz, see (4.26), namely from

uuu = µµµ+ εvvv + o(ε), (F.14)

we can set up the same transformation for the perturbed input as

vvvl =

 cos(φ) sin(φ) 0
− sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1

vvv ↔ vvv =

cos(φ) − sin(φ) 0
sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1

vvvl, (F.15)

to which we redefine our perturbed feedback (F.9) as

00vvv = −

cos(φref ) − sin(φref ) 0
sin(φref ) cos(φref ) 0

0 0 1

 00KKKl
00zzz. (F.16)

On a side note, one may wonder why we do not define the whole dynamics of the mechanical
system, see (5.2), orientated in local coordinates, as we can define virtual local input terms via
(F.12). We then do not have to transform the local input to global input as in (F.15). The
reason for this, is that it was found that, for the considered system, the open-loop dynamics of
the positive homogenization with vvv = 0 give a better approximation when the feedforward is
applied in the directions of the global coordinates, then when the feedforward is specified in local
directions. This is due to the AAA matrix of the positive homogenization to incorporate uuu terms in
it when considering the global coordinated input, which influences the constrained motion part
considerably as the nominal input becomes enormous (see figure 3.3). Note that (F.12) consists
of φ terms multiplied with the input, e.g., cos(φ)uuu.

Constrained motion

For the constrained motion, we also need to derive a similar relation as (F.15). In this phase, we
assume that yl and θl will stay constant such that feedback for these directions is unnecessary.
The only perturbations that are present can be found in xl or φ direction, and we thus only require
feedback gains for these components. As we have constrained dynamics, the influence of input uuu
on the coordinates xl and φ may not be the same as stated in (F.12). It is for this reason that
we seek a representation of the dynamics in a reduced set of coordinates. We will use a similar
process as in Appendix D.2, but now in reduced local coordinates

qqql,R =

(
xl
φ

)
(F.17)
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with

qqql(qqql,R) =


xl

lP+lB
2
0
φ

 , (F.18)

obtaining
MMM l,R(qqql,R)v̇vvl,R = HHH l,R(qqql,R,vvvl,R) +SSSl,R(qqql,R)uuu (F.19)

with

SSSl,R =

(
cos(φ) sin(φ) 0

− lB+lP
2 cos(φ)− xl sin(φ) − lP+lB

2 sin(φ) + xl cos(φ) 1

)
. (F.20)

Assuming that we apply no torques on the body, i.e., τrot = 0, then we can get an expression for
local input as a force in the directions of xl and a torque in the direction of φ as

11vvvl =

(
cos(φref ) sin(φref )

− lB+lP
2 cos(φref )− xl,ref sin(φref ) − lP+lB

2 sin(φref ) + xl,ref cos(φref )

)
11vvv, (F.21)

where we thus leave the third column of SSSl,R out. We then define the input as

11vvv =

(
− (lB+lP ) sin(φref )−2xl,ref cos(φref )

2xl,ref − sin(φref )
xl,ref

(lB+lP ) cos(φref )+2xl,ref sin(φref )
2xl,ref

cos(φref )
xl,ref

)
11vvvl (F.22)

with
11vvvl = −11KKKl

11zzz, (F.23)

where we define

11zzz =


zxl
zφ
żxl
żφ

 , (F.24)

leaving zyl and zθl out, and

11KKKl =

(
Kp,xl 0 Kd,xl 0

0 Kp,φ 0 Kd,φ

)
. (F.25)
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F.4 Extra plots numerical experiments

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, only the norm figures are presented. The reader may, however, be interested
in the individual components, and this section is dedicated to this. to navigate in a simple manner
through the figures, Table F.1 is provided below. On the left, the appendix figure is denoted, and
on the right the corresponding figure that can be found in the main report.

Table F.1: Relating the appendix figures to the main report figures.

Appendix figure Main report figure(s)
Figure F.5 Figure 5.10(a)
Figure F.6 Figure 5.14(a)
Figure F.7 Figure 5.13(b)
Figure F.8 Beige lines Figure 5.17.
Figure F.9 Magenta lines Figure 5.17
Figure F.10 Euclidean and reference spreading error for Figure 5.25
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Figure F.5: Individual plots Figure 5.10(a).
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Figure F.6: Individual plots Figure 5.14(a).
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Figure F.7: Individual plots Figure 5.13(b). The state trajectory in red, and the approximation
in blue.
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Figure F.8: Individual error plots of the beige lines of Figure 5.17 (a) and (b).
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Figure F.9: Individual error plots of the magenta lines of Figure 5.17 (a) and (b).
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Figure F.10: Individual error plots of Euclidean error (in black line) and Reference spreading error
(purple line) of Figure 5.25(b). The blue bar represents the reference trajectory jumps and the
red bar represents the perturbed trajectory jumps.
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